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1 N T R 0 D lJ C 1' I {) N 

On October 4, 1957, the launc.hing by the Soviet Union 
of the first n1an-madc satellite ush·ered in the era of int~er
planetary flight so presciently prophesied by 1siolkovs-ky 
at the turn of the ·c~nlury. A rnonth later (November 3) 
the U.S.S.R. sent up its second satellite. this time with a 
test anin1a I. On J anuarv 31, 1958, the lJ.S.i\. est a bJished .. 
its first artificial satellite in orbit and in March it launched 
another t\\'0. On .N\ay 15, 1958, the third Soviet satellite 
\Veighing 1,327 kg began to cirele the earth. Coming are 
trips around the .t\t\oon and our neighbouring planets-
1\'\ars, Venus, and Mercury first using automatic rcnlote
controlled probe rockets and then in manned rockets. j\1an 
will fly not only to other planets, their satellites, to com
ets, and to regions close to the Sun, but (in the more 
remote future) to distant stars. 

The launching of the first artificial satellites of the 
Earth is a tnomentous vietory of Soviet scien·ce and engi
neering in the peaceful competition of two systems capi
talistn and socialism. This victory was achieved through 
th·e persistent e1Iorts of a closely coordinated team of So
viet scie·ntistst engln·ecrs, and technicians; it was th·e re
sult of an unpr·ecedented development of science and 
tec,hnology i·n the U.S.S .. R. during the years of Soviet 
p·o:w.er.. . . 
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Sinc.c 1924 there have appeared in the Soviet Union as
sociations and societies whose aims are research into 
problems of reaction motion and interplanetary flig;ht, and 
th.e combining of the ·endeavours of all persons interested 
in this branch of kno\vledge. In 1932, centres were estab
lished in Mosco\v and Leningrad to study and design 
reaction engines. 

With a vie\\' to prorr1ot.ing research in astronautics, an 
interdepartmental Commission on Interplanetary Com
lnunications to ·Coordin.ate trhe efforts of research insti
tutes working on fundatnental problems of space flight was 
established in 1954 as a part of the Astronomi·cal C-ouncil 
of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sci.ences. 

In the same vear, an .l\stronautical Section was estab-... 

lis~ed in th·c Central Air Club in Moscow. Different 
aspects of space flight are also studied in astronauti
cal clubs that havP bePn organized in the higher educa
tional estahlishnl(\nts of 1\\osco\v, l(i(\v, Kharkov, and oth{.·r 
( •t. .... 'J 1 e:i. 

{Jntil quite rr-rently tht' problern of interplanetary trav
el \Vas attacked fron·1 a pur<\ly t~heoretical angle. But now, 
\V hen ycsterdav's drcan1 has become realitv \vith man-. ,., ... 

n1ade celestial bodies girdling the Earth, sorne of the prob-
lems appear differently. 

I'his hook is based tnainly on materials published ·ear
lier by the writer, but e1npJ1asis is pla-ce-d on problems con
nected with artificial satellites, the launching of which 
has marked the first step on man·s \vay into interplanet
ary spac.P. Investigation of the Earth and the space sur
rounding it by means of artificial satellites is an int~gral 
part of the programme of the International ·Geophysical 
Year (July 1957-Decembcr 1958) ·a scientific undertak~ 
ing of extraordinary scope. All nations o.f ihe world, ·whos-e 
representatives meet annually at international astro~ 
nautical congresses, participate in observing these man
created moons. The. International Astronautical Federa-



tion unit~s the national astrunautical societies of over 
twenty countries, and has a growing membership. It is 
up to the peoples to decide to what degre·e their efforts be 
creative and not destru·ctive so that the next steps into 
th.e costnos W·ill be seven-1eague. 

A. STERiVFELD 

:\1oscou•, February 1958 



Throughout the ages trav.el to other heavenly bodies has 
scc1ned a visionary dream. l..egends have a ppcared in 
difTercnt periods :Jbout flights into outer space and 
about the Earth bC'ing- visited by dwellers fron1 other 
\Vorl ds. 

Ancient Greek rnythology has numerous legends on this 
iherrte. Everyon{' kno\vs the Gr{'f'k mylh about Daedalus 
and Ic~rus \Vho i ashionC'd \V in ~s frotn feathers bound to-

··· gethC'r \Vith \Vax and fie\\' fron1 their prison in Crete. 
W~hile over the sea, Icarus came so close to the Sun that 
1 he \V ax melted and he fell into the \\7 at er. 

There is anothvr legend ahodt tht~ fan1ous Gre.ek -cotTI-.... 
rnandcr }\lexander the Great \vho tried to reach the heav-
ens in a c ha riot d r a \V n b y ea g I e s . 

. 1\. Chin-ese legend re I a tes ih at the Chinese arrived on 
r_::arth fron-J the .LiV\oon. In the Indian epic Ramayana thf' 
hero travels throug·h the heavens. 

As man learned more of surrounding nature, leg;ends 
gave \vay to sci(\ntific hypotheses. The first technical proj
ects for establishing contact \vith other celestial bodies 
appeared in the 17th century. But in the light of present
day attainments they seem rather naive. 

In A Discourse Concerning a New World and Another 
Planet, the English scientist John Wilkins refers to the 
feasibility of space flight on machines. A step further was 
made by the French writer Cyrano de Bergerac. Long b-e
fore man had learn?d to fly he suggested the possibility of 
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using rockets for space travel. He even gav..e a description 
of a simple-type rocket ship. 

Scienc·e-fiction novels .devoted to interpla·netary travel 
n1ade their appearance in the 19th century. Jules Verrie 
fired his heroes to the Moon fro•tn a gun. 

Very popular at the beginning of this century were 
the science-fiction novels of Herbert Wells in England~ 
and in Russia first those of A. Bogdanov, then later 
of A. Tolstoi and A. Belyaev, about in·habitants in other 
\Vorlds. 

Novels and stories about space tlight were also \Vritten 
by scientists, and among them K. E. Tsiolkovsky. 

* * 

In our age there has already appeared a science of 
space flight, called astronautics. * Modern astronautics is 
rooted in the remote past of many sciences, among which 
are astronomy and rocketry. 

Ccpernic.us demonstrated that the planets revolv·e about 
the Sun and not about the Earlh, which itself revolves 
round the Sun. I<epler dis·c.overed the laws that govern 
th·c motions of the planets. Newton clearly defined the ba
sic laws of celestia 1 m-echanics, the scie·nrce of the move
ments of heavenly bodies. He suggested the possibility of 
a m-issile becoming a miniatur•e "Moon," an artificial Earth 
satellite, and of sending a body from the Earth's surface 
i-nto infinity. 

The Copernican theory and the laws of Kepler and New
ton are of cardinal importanc.e in astronautics, for space
ships are something in the nature of ·celestial bodies,. and, 
like the Moon, Earth, and other planets, they will follow 
very definite paths and be subject to these very same 
J a\VS. 

. . . . . . . . . . -· . . . 
. .. . . . . . . 

.. • From the ·Greek word astron ··star, and nautikos pertaining .to 
sh_ips.· TnJs .is· .the same ~~ cosmonautics ·(cosmos ·.the· world}. · 
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Surveying briefly the history of the rocket we find that 
in r.e1note Chinese antiquity powder rockets \\t·er.c fired off 
on festive occasions, and in the Middle Ages, th.ey were 
also used in warfare. At the end of the 16th centurv there ... 

nlready appear€d descriptions and drawings of composite 
rockets, and in the middle of the 17th century the first 
sketches of rockets with stabilizing fins. 

Russia's first acquaintance \vith the manufacture of rock
ets was at the beginning of the 17th century throug·h 
the work of Onisin1 MikhailoY, a scribe. The t1rst "Rocket 
Research Establishn1ent'' \Vas founded in Russia in 1680. 
In the tnidd Jc of 1 ast century it \vas headed by one of the 
biggest rocket authorities of pre-revolutionary Russia, 
K. I. Konstantinov, \vho introduced considerable refine
rncnts in 1 hl' Russian \V a r roc.ket. In 1H81 N. I. K ibalchieh 
designed a rocket-propell(•d flying machine. 

The theory of rockel flight in interplanetary spa·ce was 
lleveloped by 1(. E. Tsiolkovsky (1857-1935) who is called 
the fath·er of astronautics. I-I(~ \vas also the first to design 
a rocket propeiJcd by liquid furl. }\.mong the n1ore prom
inent of Tsiolkovsky ·s followers \verf• F. 1\. Tsander 
(1887-1933) and ·r. \'. Kondratyuk (killed in 1942). 

1\'luch in the dt~veloptnen t of astronautir.s has been don(' 
hy suc~h pioneers of this sc.iencc abroad as Robl'rt Es
naull- I.Jelterie (Fr3nee), I--Iernlann ()berth ("Germany)~ 
Robert 1·1. Goddarll (U.S.A.), E. S~inger (GerrnH·ny) ~ by 
such popularizers and prominent men in astronautics as 
.:\. Ananoff (Fran·ce), .t\. l-Ialey (U.S.A.). Y. St~e~mmer 
(S\vitzerl anci), E. Burgess and A. Cl arke (England), 
I-I. Gart~mann (F.R.G.), ·and by interplanetary soeictir·s 
(l\nlerican~ l3ritish. German, and others). 

* * * 

It is often th-ought that nothing short of a revol~ution 
in technology is require·d to ·con~quer the Solar System. 
This is not true. Man will push into interplanetary 
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space gradually, along with the developtncnt of technol-
ogy. 

Goddard's liquid-fuel roc~et was sent up in 1926. 'fhe 
first Soviet liquid-fuel rocket (designed by M. 1(. Tikho~ 
nravov) \Vas launched in 1933. 

In tJle th-irties, th·e altitude record for a sitn·ple-type 
liquid-fuel rocket vlas 13 kilometres. in 1952 it went 
up to 217 kilometres, and in 1955 it reached 288 kilonle
tres. 

Better results (Ire obtained with the more complex com
posite-roc.k·ets: 400 l<m in 1949, ·n·early 500 km in 1953, and 
far over 1,000 km at present. ()f course, this is still very lit 4 

tie in comparison with distances to other worlds. The 
Moon is hundreds of times farther away, while the clos
est planet is tens of thousands of times more remote. Yet 
the attainn1ents of rc,cket technology are very grt~at. 

The first Soviet :-~rtificial satellites of the Earth were 
launched in Oetobcr and Noven1her 1~)57 and in 1\-\CJr 1958 . .., 

One step more is needed to increase the speed of the or-
bital rocket* one and a half times and it \vill t!hro\v off 
tht:l shackles of the Earth's gravitation to fly to thr closest 
heavenly bodies, the ~1oon, Venus, and Mars. 

* This is a rocket. ·capable ~f developing a speed sufficient for 
it to· get into a circular or elliptical orbit, for instance, one that can 
bf'come an artificial satellite of the Earth. 



I. SJ> ACF~ VEHICLES 

I. Escape from the Earth 

Take a look at our Solar Systen1 (Fig. 1) through \V hose 
expanses interplanetary ships \vill hurtle. 

I'he Earth, one of the nine n1ajor planets of the Solar 
System. races along· at a terrific sp0Pd in empty space 

• 

Fig. 1. The Solar System 

s~eeping out a nearly circular orbit a·ro~u·n.d the Sun at a 
distance of about 150 ·million kilometres. This distance is 
taken as the astronomical unit. Nearly in the sa.me plane 
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with the Earth's orbit are the orbits of the other eight major 
planets and a goodly number of the minor planets, or as
teroids. Fig. 2 shows the relative proportions of th.e Sun, 
Moon, and planets. 

-

Fig. 2. Comparative atmensions of the Sun, Moon, and 
planets 

Interplanetary space is bounded by the orbit of the 
farthcrn1ost planet Pluto, which is some 6,000 million 
kilometres from the Sun. It is through these expanses of 
space that interplanetary ships will have to ply their way 
keeping wide of wandering meteoroids and swarms of as
tcr·oids, and eithei combating or utilizing the mighty pull 
of solar gravitation. 

What have we to overcome in order to get out into space? 
First of all, the force of gravity. Everything on Earth 
is attracted to th·c centre. Not only the Earth but every 
single body (from the tiniest speck of dust to the might
iest star) possesses this property of matter, w~hich we 
call gravitation. All the objects around us exert a gravi
tational force on each other, but since this force is infin
itesimal we do not notice it. Yet the pull of the Earth is 
felt all the time. 

Were it not for the force of gravity all obje·cts would fly 
off the Earth into outer space. The Earth woul·d recede 



from the Sun, and the 1\t\oon from the Earth. But in space 
tlight this attracting force is a handicap. 

Can a rocket get away fron1 the Earth and never return? 
The answer is yes. Imagine a mountain so high that the 
air no longer can interfere with the motion of the rocket. 
I)iclure then a horizontal laun"'hing site as shown in 
Fig. 3 . .l\ rocket launr.hed at a definite speed would folio\\' 
;1 high-arched rourse and fa 11 a rerta in distance fron1 

Fig. 3. Increasing spe~ds extend rang(• of rocket and .: 
r( .. dllct~ curvatur"' oi its path. At circular velocity (lip
per orbit), th~ roekct tnoves parallel to ul(~ Earth's sur-

f ace a 11 d heco1 rh·s a ~atelli tc 

the 1nountain. f)oub]e the spPcd anrl range and thl' traj
ectory becomrs n1ore gentle. No\\r the rocket n1ay he giv
en a speed such that the curvature of its trajectory coin
cides \vith that of thP Earth's surfar(~. In this ease, it 
\vill go ·entirely around the l~arth and then ('JOntinuP 
to circle it. Like the Jv\oon. it will becom(~ a satellite never 
to fall back to Earth. 

The n1ini1num velocity at \\7hich a body begins to move 
round the Earth without falling bar.k onto the surface is 
called the first astronautical r.relocity or the circular ve
locity. 

The reason why a body moving at circular velocity does 
not fall back to Earth is this. 

We know that when a body moves in a circle ther~e arises 
a centrifugal force, which is the stronger the greater 
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the spee-d (it is proportional to the square of the velocity). 
A person walking on a straight road develops a centrifu
gal forc~e of one .milligram. A pers.on running increases 
this f.orc·e S·e-veral tens ·of times, while an airplane rippin-g 
along at a speed of 2,800 km an hour produces a centri-
fu-gal force one per cent of the weight of the plane. And, 

Fig. 4. Earth's gravitation falls off with dis~ 
tance exactly like the illumination of an object 

receding f rotn a source of light 

finally, when the velocity is circular the centrifugal forct~ 
becomes equal to that of gravity thus seemingly elimi
nating the action of the latter on the flying body (what oc
curs, of course, is not the disappearance of gravitational 
force; it is simply completely balanced by the centrifugal 
force acting in the opposite direction). The body will cir
ele the planet and in the vacuutn of outer space its spE;\ed 
will remain constant. 

/.') 



Now what speed must a body have to overcome the 
Earth's gravitation and re·cede into space? 

To answer this question w'e must learn more about how 
the for·ce of gravity acts. 

The gravitational force of the Earth, like that of other 
heavenly bodies, falls off with increasing distance from 
its centre. It decreases just as rapidly as the illumination 
of an object \vith the light source receding, that is, in
versely as the square of the distance (Fig. 4). In other 
\vords, \Vhen the distance from the Earth's centre is doubled, 
the force of gravity ditninishes by a factor of four; if it is 
trebled, the effect will be nine times less, ·etc. 

To free a body from the attraction of a planet, work has 
to be done suffJtcient to raise this 1body to a hei~ht equal 
to the radius of the planet, if we assun1e that the force of 
gravity does not rJhange \vdth the distanice of the btOdy from 
the centre of the planet. This energy may be imparted to 
a body by giving il a definite speed near th·e Earth's sur
face. At this speed, the ·body would ·describe a parabola 
(Fig. 5). l-Ience, thl' narne of this velocity: parabolic veloc-

Fig·. 5. Flight paths for spaceships 



ity, or second astronautical velocity, or, often, "velocity 
o/" escape.'' At the Earth's surf ace it is 11.2 ktn per 
second. 

If a body is given a speed greater than circular, but less 
than parabolic, it will move in an elliptical orbit. If the 
velocity exceeds parabolic, the body will describe a hyper
bola (Fig. 5). 

For the sake of simplicity we assun1e the body to be 
attracted by the Earth alone. In reality, it is also affected 
by the Sun's gravitation. Calculations show that a veloc
ity of not less than 16.7 km per sec must be imparted to 
a body for the I at t t~r to over corn e both ter rest r i a I and so I a r 
attraction. This is the third astronautical velocity. 

The first of these barriers (the first astronautica I veloc
ity) was cleared in the laun~hing of the first artificial 
satellite of the Earth Sputnik No. I. Astronautics now 
faces the second astronautical velor.itv. to he fo11owed bv 

~ w 

the third. 

2. Rocket PrototyfJC of Spaceship 

It is generally recognized at present that rockets will 
serve as th·e engines of intenplanetary ships, whi,c.h will be 
able to move in airless space sin~c-e their thrust is provided 
by eJected gases. T'he n1otion of the roc·ket is no ris·k to the 
passengers for, in contrast to an artiiiery shell, a rocket 
gains speed gradually. At take-off the astronauts will 
withstand relatively small accelerative forces that are 
harmless. 

Since the flight v·elocity in the atmosphere may be k·ept 
relatively low, a rocket ship will not experience any con
siderable air resistance, an~d frictional heating in th·e air 
\\rill not be appreciable. 

The rocket engine may be used to ac·celerate or rle·celer· 
ate the ship in the vacuum of outer space, or, when neces· 
sary, to change its course. 

What is the prinriple behind rocket propulsion? 
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A thing oi common experience is the recoil of a rifle. This is du~ to gases (produced when the gunpowder burns) which Pxert the same pressure both on the bullet 
. and the gun. But since 

the tnass of the gun is 
much greater than that 
of the bullet, the former 
reeoils slowly. This phe
nomenon is explained 
by one o.f the basic laws 
of mechanics-the la\\· 
of the equality of action 
and rea(~tion. Motion 
which is produced by 
the force of reaetion is 
ealled reaction n1otion. 

The po\vder rockets of 
pyrotechnic displays are 
not suitable as motors 
for spaceships. This is 
due to the very high 
pressure produced as 
the powder burns. To 
\vithstand such a pres
sure, the rocket must bP 
super-rigid and, r.onse
qucntly, v.ery hravy. 
l3esidrs, the consunip
tion of po,vdcr during 

Fig. 6. 1\ liquid-fuel rodu~t Hight is no n1ore control
lable than the ftan1c of 

a candle. The burning process cannot be stopped to turn 
off the engine in C(lse of n·eccssity. 

These disadvantages are absent in the liquid-fuel rockets 
so widely used at present. 

Reference to Fig. 6 shows that the liquid-fuel rocket has two tanks: one containing the fuel (for example, ethyl al-
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i~ohol) and the other, an oxidant (say, liquid oxy· 
g en) . 

I · ~ 
Two turbine-driven pumps gradually deliver both liquids 

to a spceial chan1ber \V here they react chf'micall y, that is, 
the liquid fuel sin1ply burns. Tht~ gases produced in this 
reaction blast out of the con1bustion chamber and thrust 
th{' rocket forward by recoil. 

Stability in flight for both pow dcr ~i nd liquid- f ue 1 rockets 
i.s secured by th(.l u~e oi stnhilizing tins :u1d {\xternal con
trol vanes. 

But \vhat happl'ns \\'lll)n the rockl~t gt~ts out into c.lirles~ 
~pace, where the Jins and ·external \"anes will no longer 
be of any us~e in t11rn it hack into its course if it strays 
a\vay? This question \vas ans\vcred by Konstantin Tsiol
kovsky, \vho sugg<.'sted placing control vanes in the gas 
jet strean1ing out of the rocket. Such internal control 
vanes, or jet vanes, as they are called, can be ust\d to change 
the cours·e of the rocket in cn1piy space. This can also be 
achi<:~ved by a brief change in the orientation of the en·gine 
relativ(' to llH~ roL~kcrs axis of ~y1n1netry. To do this, the 
engine is not tnounted rigidly to th·e rocket body hut is 
llung in gimbals. 

What factors affect ihl' speed uf a rocket? 
In ern pty space, far frorn celestial bodies, a rocket 

moves the fCJster th.e 1norc fuel it consumes and the greater 
the velocity of th(l gases bring ejected (these values are 
related in c)n equation derived by Tsiolkovsky). For this 
reason fuels that procluc~ lhe high~est exhaust velociti:es, 
sue,h as a eonlbination of hydrogen and oxygen, artl 
used. 

But even in the liquid stale hydrogen is light. requiring 
n1uch larger tanl<s than other fuels. l3esidcs, it boils al
ready at a minus 253 d<:'grecs C:cntigrade. A ~n1ore advan
t,ag~co·us ·co;mbination is hydrazine an.cJ nitri-c a.cid. T:hes<' 
liquids are heavier than water, they may be contained in 
sn1all tanks, and handling presents no difficulties. 

Li·quid-fuel rocket engines also use kerosen·e, petrol, 
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turpenlint~ parafiint:, Ptl· .• \vitJ1 pl'rchlori~ acid, hydrog·cn 
peroxide, and other fluids s·erving as oxidants. 

Chemical fuels of this kind produce exhaust velocities 
of the order of 2.5 kn1 per second but ·there are re·asons 

fi,g. 7. A compos1te 
rook et 

for believing that it will 
be possible to push this 
velocity to four kilon1etres a 
second. 

1\nother way of increasing 
the speed and "ceiling" of a 
roel\et is to launch it b\' -
rneans of a booster rocket. 
When the latter has exhaust
ed its fuel, it is automatically 
separated and let down by 
parachute. Then the main 
rocket is fired .. At this point, 
it has already attained a cer
tain heigiht and velocity, 
which will enable it to climb 
higher than an ordinary 
rocket. .~\ complex rocket of 
this type is called a compos
ite, or stage, rocket (Fig. 7). 
By adding more stages (aux-

iliary rockets), it is possible to boost the speed and alti
tude (range). 

To produce yet higher exhaust velocities, conventional 
fuels would have to be replaced by nuclear fuel. What 
is nuclear fuel and what advantages has it? 

Physics has now successfully solved the problem of 
conv·erting th·e ·clhemical elem·ents into one another. In cer
tain cases these transmutations ar,e acoompan,ied by the 
release of nuclear (atomic.) en.ergy. A substan·ce that r·e
leases en·ergy of this kin·d is called a nuclear fuel, a dis
tinguishing feature of whi·ch is that a small ·quantity of it 
contains a stupendous amount of energy. 
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Though nuclear en·ergy is generated very rapidly, it is 
controllable. Atomic energy may be used to convert a liq
uid (suc,h as liquid hydrogen or ·helium) into a gas and 
then expel the latter from th,e rocket. The workin·g fluid is 
called the propella·nt, while the source of nuclear energy 
is the "fuel." 

One should bear in Inin.d that the term "nuclear f·uel'' 
should not be taken literally since the liberation of atomic 
en·ergy is no ordinary pro.cess of combusLion. 

The prin·ciple behind the atomic rocket is this. Li,quid 
hydrogen (or some oth~er fluid) is fed t·o a small vessel that 
resetnbles the combustion ·chamber of the liquid-fuel rocket. 
The nu·clear energy, generated in the form of heat, instan
taneously h·eats the hydrogen to a very high temperature. 
The latter is converted to a gas, whi·ch emerges ·Un·der a 
tremendous pressure. Aton1ic energy can eject gas jets at 
velocities of as much as several tens of kilometres per sec
ond. And the higher the exhaust velocity of the gases, the 
less fuel is required for the flight. Su·ch is the huge advan
tage of an aton1ic roc.ket. 

In prin.ciple, th'e atomic rocket is in no way css·entially 
different from convent·ional ro·c:kets. But there are techni
cal snags that stand in the way of buildin·g one. One has 
to "tame" the super-high temperatur·es and pressures which 
no metal can withstan-d. Another one is to protect humans 
from radioactive radiations, a concotnitant of aton1-power 
generation. This requires a material that is capable of a•b
sorbing thes·e radiations and yet is not heavy because the 
slightest additional weight reduces th<:~ range of the rocket 
tnateri ally. 

3. Artificial Satellitf'B 

1~he first man-made ·moon was a tiny structure in·deed: 
a sphere 58 centimetres across weighing 83.6 kilogra,ms 
( 184 lbs) (Fig. 8). The body of the Sputnik was made 
of aluminium alloys and its surface was machined and 
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polished with extren1c care so as to n1ake it easily 
visible. 

This satellite was equipped with on·c-watt radio trans
Jnitters operating on frequencies of 20.005 and 40.002 nleg
acycl('S pt'r st'cond. lt~ four rod antennas \vere from 2.4 to 

Fig. 8. First Soviet artificial Earth 
satellite---Sputnik ~o. l (photo· 

graphed on a stand) 

2.9 tnetrcs in length. 
WhC'n the orbit a 1 
rocket \V as firt'd thesP 
antennas \Vere flat 
against the body of 
the satellite. But aft
er thr satellite \\'as 
rP It' a sPd as an in de
pendent body, the an-
1enna rods c'xtended 
by nlPans of joints to -
the position sh0\\'11 in 
Fig. 8. The antennas 
were the only part~ 

on the outside of tht' 
sate I 1 itr; a 11 the in
sirum·ents and po\ver 
SOUI'Cl'S \VPrt' insidP 
thP bodv. The hermet-

" 
ically sealed Sput-
nik \Vas ·filled with 
nitrogen, \vhirh regu

lated heat exchange between the various instruments and 
cornponcnts by means of constant forced circ.ulation. 

The s·econd Soviet artificial satellite was the last stage 
of the carrier rocket \vith containers carrying the scien
tific instru·nl'ents. T.he satellite ·had in-struments for s·tudy
ing solar radiation in the short-wave, ultraviolet, and 
X-ray regions of the speetrtnn; instruments for the study 
of costriic rays, tenlp·eraturc, and pressure; an air-tight 
rontainer with a test animal (a dog); an air~conditioning 
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FLg. 9. 
cArried 

Instrumentation 
by the second 
satellite 

1. prot:~ctin~ con<~. jdtisoned 
~rftcr satelEtc is c.~ta blished in 
its orbit; 2. instrument for 
studying the ultraviolet ancl 
X-ray regions of the solar 
spectrum: 3. spherical {'on· 
tainer with instrumentation 
and radio transmitters; 4. In
strument-supporting frame; 
!i. hermetl-::tlh· sealed C(tbin 

with test anima 1 

•" . . ' ' .. ,•, 

system; food; instruments for studying life processes in 
conditions of cosn1ic space; measuring instruments; two 
wireless transmitters operating on the san1e frequencies 
as those of the first satellite ( 40.002 and 20.005 mega
cycles per second); the nec.essary powrr sources. 

The total wei·ght of the instrutnents, the test animal, and 
powers sourc·es was 508.3 ~kilo.gran1s (I, 1 18 lhs). 
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The first American artificial satellite, "Explorer" I 
(scientifically known as Satellite 1958 AI ph a 1), has the 
shape of a cylindl1 f 15 centilmetres (6 in.) in cdia~rn·eter, two 
tnetrcs (6.5 ft) long (this includes the 90 cm container), 
and weighs about 14 kilograms (31 lbs). It is the expended 
top stage of the orbital rocket (weight: 5.75 kg or 12.5 lbs) 
to \vhic.h is attached a container with t\vo radio transmit
ters and other instruments (\veight: 8.22 kg or 18 lbs). 

The third Sovirt satellite is .a big adva1n1cem·ent ower 
the first two. It weighs 1,327 kilograms, including 968 kilo
g·rams of scientific and ·meas:uring apparatus together with 
the po·wer ·sou r·ces. 

The satellite is conical in sha.pe with a l·ength of 3.57 
n1etr.es and maxirnu.m diarm~ter of 1.73 m·etres (this does 
not includt' the <.~xtcnded antennas). In it are installed 
numerous devi·ces and systetns for the c·on·ducting of ·com
plex s·cientifir experi1n1ents, w;hich are intended mainly to 
study ph~en·onl,ena that ·OC·cur in 1he upp·er atm.osphere and 
the pffect of eosrn ic factors on process(~s in this region. 

The satellite is :equipped with electro·n-ic devi·cre.s that 
give accurate 1m·easu!rements o.f its ,orbital imotion. and \Vith 
r.a.diotelemetering apparatus for continuo·us registration of 
the results of n1easurcments. The data are "mcn1orized'' 
and then telemetered to Earth \Vhen the satellite flies over 
special stations (on the territory of th·e U.S.S.R.) that 
receive trhe a·c·cUmltlate.d inforn1ation. T1h·e sat.elli1e is pro
vided with an ctll-sen1iconducf.or programme device that 
('nsures auton1atic functioning of the scientific and measur
ing apparatu~. All the otJ,.er cle.ctronic cievices too make ex
tensive use of new semiconductor elements, t;he total num
ber of which on board the satellite runs into several thou
sands. The p·ower sup·ply is e1ectro,chemi·cal an;d from semi
condu~cto•r silicon batteries that c~onvert the energy of solar 
rays into electric a 1 power. 

The satellite is instrumented to co,n.du·ct investigatio·ns, 
over the entire orbit, of: t~he preS'sure and icompositio·n of th<' 
upper layers of the atn1osphere, the concentration of posi-
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Table I 

Order or l aunchlng I f ,_ 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 6 

I I • I Name or sate I J ite I • Soutnik I Sputnik 11 I Explorer I Vanguard I I Explorer Ill 1 Sputnik Ill I 
• I 

I I I i 

i i I -
i l I I i 

Designation Alpha 1957 Beta 1957 ; A~ pha 1958 . Beta 1~158 ! Gamma 1958 I Delta 1958 
. 

Date launched .Oct. 10, 1957 Nov. 3, 1957 \Jan. 31, 1958 >'larch 17. 1958 \ March 26, 1958! !Y\ay 15,1958 
Country in \Vhich I ! ; 
satellite was j ~ ' : : launched U.S.S.R. 'U.S.S.R. j U.S.A. 1 U.S.A. LT.S.A. i U.S.S.R. I 

: Weight (kilograms) 83.600 I 508.300 13.860 1.4i5 14.170 : 1327 
Shape , spherical ! oval cylindrical l spherical cylindrical ! conical 
Dimensions (cn1) I Diam. 58.3 ; - Height 203 \ Dian1. 16.25 Height 203 ~ Height 357 

' Dian1. 15 1 Diam. 15 !i\lax. Diam. 173 
I Period (minute:;) I 96.17 I 103.74 

. 
114.95 • 134 • 115.9 

! 

105.95 I i . . 
i i I . 

I ! I Angle of inclina- I 
~ I 

::...-. tion of orbit to I 
pI a ne of equator 

I 

65°12' ! 65° 17' i 33.58° l 34.1° ' 36.5° ! ' 
65" 

! 
' • ! I • I I 

Perigee (kilometres) 227 I 225 I 350 i 

630 187 l I : ' -I 

Apogee (kilometres)! I -947 I 

J • 671 2,539 ' 3,968 2,785 1.880 ' ! I ! ! 

Velocity at perigee 
I ! 

l (metre3 per second) ; l 

8.225 8,234 j 8,382 ' I I ' I • • I l 
I Velocity at apogee I 

I I ' ' ! ! t 

I (metres per second). 6 t 196 ' 5,583 5,978 . 
Type of rocket 4-stage 3-stage 4-stage 

I 
I I 

I ! i Length of rocket • I 

I 
! 

(metres) I 20.912 i 21.600 I Starting weight of 1 i ! 
! I 

rocket (tons) • 29.500 I 10.250 I • I I 

I Total mechanical ! 

I energy of satellite 1()() 633 18 0 1 2.1 
. 

17.9 I 1671 
I 

I I 
! I 



tive ions, the magnitude of the electric charge of the satellite 
and the intensity of the Earth's electrostatic field, the intensi
ty o.f the Earth's magnetic field, the intensity of solar corpus
cular radiation, the .composition and variations of primary 
cosmic radiation, thr distribution of photons and heavy 
nur1Pi in cosn1ie ravs, studies of micrometeorites, and of .. 
tenlpPrature~. inside and on the skin of the satellitz. 

Table I gi\'es a list of the principal characteristics of the 
tir~ t six () rti tic i <ll r~a rth ~atelli tes. The 1 as t 1i ne is a corn
parison of the energies that the satellites possessed when 
estahlishPd iu orbit. The launching energy is considerably 
greater. 

1\s \\·e ~hall see further on automatic artificial 
sate 11 it e ~ of t h is k in d \Vi I I b l\ us c d to so 1 v e ;1 1 a r g e rang C' of 
p r oh 1 e 1 n s ( hot lt s c i·P n1 i fi c e:1 n d p r a et i c a I ) of p r i n1 e imp or
tance. l'he dirnensions and designs of these satellites \vill 
he PxirL'rllt'iY varied. 

J 

.• 
',. 

--"' ,... 
..... • • ••• • • -~ ..... , ~ ........ ~ J' 

.... ~ . . 

_...,.,.·"'··~I iJP IPl II!IDii. J 

. . .. . . . . 

. . . . 
' 

Fig. 10. The dog "Laika'' in its cabin before being put 
into Sputnik No. 2 



Fig. 11. Gen(:'rctl viC'W of t.hirct S<)\"i('1 "rtitidal satellite oi 

the Earth 

® 

\ 
\\ 

' \ 
\ \ 

! . 

~ - •. · -· -•• -:· ·--.;..J' 

r.._6) 
. ' 

' 

Fig. 1!.!. I nstrutl1l'l11 a tion of third Soviet artificial Ea rih sate 11 i h~ 

I. .1\'\agnctometcr. 2. Photnmultiplier~ for registration of corpuscular 

-,olar radiation. :.l. Solar bat1erics. 4. Iustrunwnl for registration of photon:-; 

in cosmic rays. :.. ~l\\agnctic and ionizntion pressnn• gangcs. 6. Ion traps. 

"'i. Electrostatic fluxrnetcrs. 8 . .1\\ass-spedromdric ttthl'. 9. Instrument for 

registration of heavy nuclei in cosmic rays. 10. J nstrmncnt for tnt-asuring 

inkusity of primary eo~ mic r:tdintion. 11. Prim::1 ry c-l('tliPnt" for regi~tration 

of mierometeoritcs. 

The t~lect ronic circuits, radio-ml~asnring systems. automatic timer. and 

elcctrochcmical power sources are installed inside the body of the sat<•tlitt:!. 



In time there wil I un·doubte·dly be established wh·ole fly·· 
ing observatories and interplanetary space stations. 

There are still 1nany difficulties on the way to produc·· 
ing an inhabitable artificial satellite. And the biggest one 
is to get the crew back to Earth. This probletn involves 
greater difficulties than that of 1 aunching the satellite. For 
this rea~on a lone it is impossible at pr·esent to build an 
inhabitable satellite. However, the experi-en·ce which will 
be gained in launc'h.in,g ,an,d op.er,att1in·g the first ·a•ut'Om,at~ic ar
tificial satellites will serve as a basis for subsequent con
struction of inhabitable satellites. 

The outlines of big artificial satellites are as yet not 
ful1y worked out, but one thing is absolutely clear: the 
designers will not have to mak·c them streamline. Sinc.·e 
the rE:'sistance of a meuiun1 that could impede th~e motion 
of the satellite will be absent, the vehic]e may be given any 
shape. For example, it ~may have th~e shap·e of a tore,* a 
huge hollow ring inside which all the n~ecessary living a·n·d 
working conditions will be cr·eated. The outsid.e walls of 
the stru·cture may have handles, grips, and also decks and 
other contrivances necessary for n1ooring and assembling 
space rockets. 

The cabins will not be very spacious sin.ce the builders 
of satellite vehi~clcs are f.orced to cut down nn weight and, 
hence, also somewhat on volume. 

lf the "doughnut" is made up of separate "cars" lin·ked 
togeth·er by clastic vestibules, it wiJI be an easy thing to 
extend it by inserting new "cars." 

The cab·ins of th.e satellite will, of course, have to be 
hermetically sealed. The inside vestibules, ·doors, and par
titions will make the different rooms air-tight and the 
hatches will have to close by means of locking devices with 
el1as,t·ic :sp~acers. En•tr.ance d•oors, frame,d far exiamiple with 
rubber, will open in·s:ide and not outside. In this way the 

-·--·--
* A tore is a solid of revo1utrou in thca shap.e of an auton1ohil<.' 

tyre. 
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pressure of t.he tnicroattno~phere=1= \viH heip to keep the 
doors tightly shut ngainst tlle vacuum outside. The skin 
of the satellite \Vill have to be continuous, without seams. 
Contaot b·etwee,n the meta1l framework an·d the w.indow
panes \\rill be espe·cially tight. The panes will be made of 
nonbreakable glass and will have roughly th·e same coef
ficient of heat expansion a.s the m·etal into which they are 
fitted or soldered. 

G.a·s .leakage f,r.om the oabins ·of 1the !S1pa•ceship ds of n1o 
g.reat oon~s.equen,ce in brie1f fli·g1hts ·d,uring whd1c·h tlhe ~foul 
microatmosphrre has to be let out into space anyway and 
replaced by new air. However, it is not at all desirable to have 
gas let out in the case of an uninterrupted purification of the 
microatn1osphere, whic.h will be the rule during extended 
flights or in the cabins of permanent artificial satellites. 

The Sun's ultraviolet rays, v.'hich traverse interplane
tary space and in large quantities have an adverse effect 
on the human organism, will b.c stopped by the glass and 
skin of the artificial satellite in much the satne way that 
the Earth's atmosphere does this job. If nec.essary, it will 
also be possible to draw spe·cial curtains ov·er the windows. 
It may happen that due to meteor hazards and harmful 
radiations, the compartments of the artificial satellite will 
not be provided with windows facing outer space directly, 
in which case light rays ·w-ill be brought in through nar
row channels by a system of lenses and mirrors. Observa
tions would then be conducted by means of periscop•"~ 
similar to those used on sub.marines. 

Proposals have been advan·c·ed for making artificial 
satellites in the shape of an air-filled "doughnut, made of 
ru·bberized material or a glas.s fabric or an, impenetrable 
nylon-plastic fabric. But th.ere is n·ot much ·chance of find
ing a material capable of protection from cosmic rays -(see 
p. 53 concerning harmful radiations). It is more prob-

* The mil~roatmospherl"' is the air in the cabin of a space ve· 
hicle. 
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able that the outer skin \Vill be tnade of several layers 
nf different m a lerials. 

As has already been pointed out, t1Jc Earth's gravita~ 
tional pull will be balanced by ihe centrifugal force of the 
orbiting satellite. This will result in the objects and people 
on the satellit(~ bccotning \Veightless. In exactly t~he san1e 
way, we on Earth do not f.pel the attraction of the Sun 
but onlv that of the Earth.1~his is due to the terrific orbit-... 

al sp-eed of our planet. .:\nd thP force of gravity of tlH\ 
satellite itself \Vill not be felt bPcause it~ 111ass is so s1nall. 

A satellite can be buiH to produ~.c its ,own artiJicia 1 
gravity. By rotating- it !tholli ils o\Vtl <txis we ·can create a 
c-entrifugal force whieh \\'ill lake th-e plc1ee of t~lle forc·c of 
gravity (p. -1H). It is also possible to build a conlpos
ite satellite: on on<.' part of stH.'·h a strueturc everything 
\VOU Id be \\·eightless, vvhi 1 e on the other part artificia 1 
gravitation would be produced. 

l~ i g. 13 s h o \Vs such a n a r rang enlllll t \ \' it h rot at in g l' ab i n s 
that ha v ~~· ; 1 r i i fi c i a 1 g r a vi t y. I~ a sic a 11 y, l h.e sal c 11 it e is a s
s·emhled fron1 tanks and other paris of the final stages of 
orbital rockets. l'his sal-rllite S'L~.h·rtn.f' tna]-\cs it possible tu 
enlar·ge the stf'uc:ture in·clefi,n,H-ely. 

The satellite \vill of eours.e have no lack of solar en~ergy. 
I'siolkovsl\y suggest{'d trapping and utilizing ibcs·e colos
sal solar strraiTis to grn\\', in extraterrestrial "gre-enhouses,~' 
plants that the inhabitants of the celestial island could use 
as food. This would at one stroke solve the probl-em of a 
natural air cycle. J--[o\vcvcr, stl'ch a gre-enhouse would hav-e 
to have enor·m·ous proportions. If ~he only purpose of the 
greenhouse was to f('frcshen th-e air by growing inedible 
plants, it might be pos'S·ible ·to reduce its 'aroa. B.uit ·e-ven 
so it would be a huge structure. '"fhus, for :example, 28 s'q. 
metres of lcai surface of the light-loving catalpa tree w·ell 
exposed to the S·un's rays is required for the constant re
generation of one "portion" of air for a single person. For 
purposes of regen()re1iing l1H~ tni-croatmosphcre, it would br 
found advantage-ous to use chlorella, an alga, whi-ch in the 
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Sun·'s rays produces in one hour enough oxygen to fill 50 
times its volum·e. Howev·er, sinc-e the plants can \Vither. 
one cannot rely entirely on a natural cycle of air and \\,·ater, 
and therefore an inhabited satellite will have to have an 
a·utomati.c air-conditioning pl ani. 

At the beginning of 1956, l~oJnick (U.S.i\.) suggested 
th.e building of an artificial satellite to ac·commodate a 
whole city of 20,000 inhabitants . .t\s far as one can judgP 

• 

Fi,g. 13. One version of an artificial satellih·. Lower 
part is in zero-gravity state, while upper part, due to 

rotational motion, has artificial gravity 



from pu·bli~he·d articles, Romick's project is based on data 
that have frequently appear·ed in astron·auticHl literature 
and does not contain anything to make it unfeasible. As 
regards the size of a satellite to accommodate 20,000 per
sons, it must be pointed out that proportion's 'have nothing 
to do with th·e feasibility of the project: if a satellite can 
be built for 100 persons, it can be built for 1,000 and for 
20,000 persons. The only questionabl·e thing is: ·do we hav.c 
any practical need for such a big satellite? It may be that 
by naming 20,000 as the population of the spa•ce island, 
the author of th·e project hoped t·hus to find a way to the 
hearts and minds of his compatriots. We on our part can 
only rejoice in the fact that the idea of the "fat~her of as
tronautics," Tsiolkovsky, about building in outer space 
whole ''cities" with artificial gravity continues to fecun
date technical thcught. 

4. Assetnbling tl1e Satellite 

The building of larg·e artifi~cial satellites, and later, sta
tions on the M·oon and th.e planets will demand radically 
new assembling techniques. 

Let us picture a r·ocket launched with a cir·cular V·el·oclty 
and large enough to contain the living quarters, laborato
ries, workshops, storehouses, docking facilities for space
ships, and so forth. This would be an artificial satellite in 
the s'hape of a flyin·g observatory or space platform for 
costnonauts en route to the .J\1\oon or planets. The building 
of a large artificial satellite will probably proceed as follows. 
Some tim·e after the first rocket has ·been launched, a second 
will be sent up and by radio-~control will pull, up alongside 
t·he first one. This \\1ill be followed by a third, fourth, and 
other rockets launched in the same way. At last a celes
tial body will have be=en formed of sufficient proportions to 
accommodate men, supplies, mechanisms, and instruments. 

In this connection it may be r·e-called t·hat refuelling air
craft in flight ha.s been common ex·perience ,for 18 long time. 
Obviously, this experience will be utilized .in the construe-
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tion of artificial satell.ites, though the veloeities and heights 
here are far greater. The position and velocity of an arti
ficial satellite may be predicted with greater a~ccuracy than 
those o,f an airpJane, t1he. r'oute .an·d spe·ed o,f which .depen·d 
on th·e weather and tbe engin.e. An artificial satellite, as we 
know, is in no way aliectcd by meteorological ·conditions 
and moves with the engine off. 

Y. V. Kondratyuk considered that "it \vould be desirablt~ 
to project into interplanetary space by the rocket-artillery 
1nethod the ·charge and all other things ... ·capable of with
standing accelerations of several thousand rnetres per sec
ond. If properly packed they \vou] d include everything ex
c€pt delicate instrun1ents. I-I urn an beings, of course, W·ould 
be sent up separately." 

In short, an artificial satellite 1nay first he constructed 
on the Earth and tested exhaustively as to its reliability and 
th·c possibility of creating on it living conditions necessary 
for the crc\v. Il will then be disassembled and th.e compow 
nenls rockeled up into the predeternlin,ed orbit \\rher·c they 
will be reassembled. 

Naval cxp(~rience n1ay he dra\vn upon to facilitate the 
d.ock.ing of ferryin1g rockets . .l\\1ooring ropes (f~or exa1mple, 
a chain rope) 1nay be thrown fro1n the satellite to the rocket 
to en·able ih·c vehicles to pull up '-~lose to one another. 

1\nother possibility is this. Instead of sending up rockets 
one by one to the satellite under construction, they could 
be sent up together like a squadron. This \vould obviate 
difficulties involved in individual rockets locating earlier 
launched rockets; and the satellite could he assen1hled much 
sooner since it would not be net~essary to wait for different 
parts to be ferried up fron1 the Earth. This in turn would 
reduce meteor hazards for the assembly (.~rews (see p. 50). 

5. Space Craft in D·esign 

The type of spaceship depends on its designation. A ship 
for landing on the ]\'\oon \Vill differ markedly from one 
designed for cir·cumnavigation of th·e M·oon; an Earth-to-
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Mars ship wii1 be quite unlike one leaving for 
1 Venus; and a chetnically-propelled rocket will 

I hardly resemble an atomic vehicle. 
A chemically-powered spaceship designed for 

ferrying between the Earth and an artificial 
satellite will be a multistage rocket the size of 
a dirigible. At take-off, a rocket of this type 
with a payload of one ton should weigh a 

1 fc\v hundred tons. The different stages will be 

6 
tightly fitting and will be enclosed in a stream-
line hull to reduce air drag. The relatively 

u sn1all cabin for the cre\v and the con-
tainer for the payload \Vill probably be housed 
in the nose of the ship. Since the crew will have 

5 to spend only a short time (less than one hour) 
t3 . on board this ship, there will be no need for the 
3 •· cornplex equiptncnt of the interplanetary ships 
4 designed for protracted flights. Flight control 
14 and all measurements will be automatic. 

The spent stages oi the rocket \Vill return to 
Earth either by parachute or on retractile \Vings 
that convert the stage into a glider. 

1\ simple-type orbital rocket is shown in Fig. 14. 
L·et us ('Xaniin<~ another type of spaoeship (se-e 

r:i g. 11, centre, p. 27). The ship is to leave an 
arti1icial satC'llite on a circumlunar voyage to 

m rnake c:t long-time exploration of the surface 
v.rithout landing. After fulfilling its mission it 
\Vill return straight to the Earth. Its main parts, 
as n1ay be seen from the drawing, are two twin 
rockets with three pairs of cylindrical tanks 

- -~ -- ·--- ----~-----··-·-· -------·- -· . ·- - .. ·-------- ..... -------- .. -·----------- .. --- -
Fig. 14. Possible design of an orbital rock·et: 
I- ··Top stage of rocket, 11-Middle stage, Ill-Bottom sta"e; J. ar· 
tificial satellite; 2. powder blocks; 3. cornbustion chamber; 4. nozzh~; 

15 .. 5. f1~el tank;. 6. oxidant tank; 7. tank with compressed gas for 
f3 fct.~dmg fuel tnto combustion chamber; 8. fuel pump; 9. oxidant 

pump; 10. turbine; 111. fuel pipeline; 12. oxidant pipeline; 13. gim-
3 bals for t.•ngine; 14. automatic pilot; 15. levers of automatic 

pilot for turning t-ngine. 



fiJJed with fueJ and oxidant, and two spac.e gliders with 
retractile wings for descent through the Earth's atmosphere 
to the surface. The ship does not need any streamline 
fairings since it will be 1aunched front beyond the 
atmosphere. 

Such a ship will be fully built and tested on the Earth, 
and then rocketed out to the space station piecemeal. 
Fuel, equipn1ent, provisions, anrl oxyg.en wi11 be ferrierl 
up separate} y. 

After thro ship has been reassetubled at the interplan
etary base, it \vill take off into spact'. 

The fuel and oxidant will be fed to the engine fron1 C£'11-

tral cylindrical tanks which serve as the main cabins of t•hP 
spaceship temporarily filled with fuel. These tanks empty in 
just a few minutes after take-off and meanwhile the cre\v 
will occupy the less comfortable cabin of the glider. 

When the ship approaches the Moon it becomes an ar
tificial lunar sub-satellite. For this purpose, use is tnade of 
the fuel and oxidant in the lateral rear tanks. After the 
fuel is exhausted the tanks are detached. When the time 
comes for the astronauts to return to Earth, they will turn 
on the engine again. Fuel for this purpose is stored in the 
lateral front tanks. Befor·e entering the Earth's atmosphere 
the ere\\' transfers to the space gliders that separate fron1 
the remainder of the ship, whic,h continues to circ.le tht~ 
Earth. The glider enters the terrestrial atmosphere and 
g1ides down on its extendC'd \Vings. 

* * * 

In one respect, a space ve·hicle (say, an artificial satellite) 
resembles a submarine: in both cases the crew has to live 
in a hermetically sealed cabin completely isolated from the 
medium outside. The comp.osition, pressure, temperature, 
and humidity of the air inside the cabin will be regulated 
by special devices. But the advantage of the spaceship 
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over that of a subn1arine is that the forn1er will have a 
smaller difference of pressure between the inside and the 
outside cabin. For the spaceship, this difference is only 
one atmosphere (outside, the pressure is zero), while for a 
subrnarinc it is often several atmospheres. 

1~he problem of rnaintaining requisite pressure in the cabin 
of the sp.aeeship is vitally irnportant. It may be that given 
definite proportions of air cotnponents, astronauts \vill be 
able to breathe \vhcn the pressure in t~he cabin is helo\v one 
atmosphen.~. Anti the less the pressure in the c. a bin of t·he ar
tificial satellite, the thinner thP walls and the sin1plcr tl1e 
design of cabin and spacesuits and the less the danger o·f 
an air leak into out(lf space at \Veak joints in tht~ hull or 
through holes produced in the hull by meteors. 

In the terrestrial atniospher(', oxygen deficiency is usu
ally felt at a pressure of 430 mm of 1nercury~ \Vhi~ch corre
sponds to an altitude of 4.5 kilontetrcs above sea level. 
Experiments have detnonstratcd that air inhaled Ht reduced 
pressure 1nust have a higher oxygen content to prevent 
asphyxia. 

At gas pressure belo\V 4 7 111111 of n1crcury, the hurnan or·· 
gan isrn (and any other orga nisn1, for that ntatter) cannot 
exist even in pure oxygen, because at Uiis pressure (it <.:or
responds to an altitude of 1 ~) kn1) the \vat er in the body 
(37 degrees Centigrade) begins to boil. This is, of course, 
a real .dangPr: the skin an·d cells break, and acroctnbolisnl 
develops. At lo\v pressure, hearing beeorncs faulty and thP 
teeth ache. At the same time, to cut evaporation from the 
surfaee of the body, a higher pressure is required. The prob
h:'nl of optin1un1 pressure can only be resolved by exp·eri
lnent. 

The microatmosphere inside a spaceship sl1ould not con
sist of pure (or almost pure) oxygen. 

Experiments have demonstrated that pure oxygen at 
190 n1n1 mercury produces the san1e physiological reac
tions as air at sea level. 1-lo\vever, if pure oxygen is inhaled 
for a long time it \Veakens the organism. 
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Note also that with large quantities ot oxygen, the fire 
hazard is greater and foodstuffs oxidize an·d spoil quickly; 
for th·is reason the microatmosphere should also contain 
other gases. In this conn·ection the possibility has often been 
discussed of replacing the nitrogen of the mirroatmos
p;hcre of a spaceship or artificial satellite by one of the 
inert gases. 

The air in the cabin can be continuously purified h~: 
cooling it in .a special condenser to the t<.~Jriperature of lique· 
faction of carbon dioxid(\ that is, to rninus 78 degrees 
e.:entigre:H1P. l~irst thr \Vater and then the liquid carbon diox
ide \Vill S('ttle. To the purifit'd air must be added the neces
sary quantities of oxygen and water vapour. iNote that the 
water c.ontent in the tnicroatmospherr s'ltould din1inis.h as a 
result. 1\fi(~r this the mixt urc should be h·eatecl to nortna I 
tC'rnperattJrt). 

It Sl'Cnls hard 1 y c'xpedicni to ferry up to the artifiei a 1 
sate11it·e for short-t1n'1e service cun1bersome equipn1ent for 
renewing the air. It is apparently simpler to get rid of the 
foul air a ncl hring in fresh by "airing out'' th-e cabin. Car
bon dioxide can br taken out of the lnicroattnosphere 
by using chcrnirals. Thus, in a submerged submarine ab
sorbers eiirninate thr carbon dioxidr ovpr pPriod~ of many 
days. 

T·he necessary supply of oxygen can conveniently be takE·n 
along in Jiqui·d for1n. Oxygen ~can be frrried up fron1 thC' 
Earth to the artificial satellite even as a solid \Vhic-h wiil 
require the very lightest container. Oxygen for breathing 
lnay nlso be stored in sodium peroxide, whic~h absorbs car
bon dioxide and excess n1oisture, and gives up oxy
gen. 1-Iydrogen peroxide as a solid would be still more 
suitable. 

In the gravity-free con·ditions that obtain in the micro
atmosphere of the artificial satellite, convection (air ex
change between the low·er and upper layers) is absent. OnP 
nf the things this can lead to is asphyxia: the air becom{ .. s 
stagnant and carbon dioxide traps form which n1ake breath-
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ing and burning in1possible. For this reason, ventilators 
or other means must be used to keep the air constantly 
mixed and at the same time to effect a unilateral forced 
circulation of the air. 

11. M.4N IN .ourf·ER SPACE 

I. High Speeds Are Harmless 

Now let us examine the question of whcbher a human 
being will be able to stan,d up to the physiological ph·enome
na associated with flights into outer space, say, to an artifi
cial satellite, a stay on it, and a subsequent ·descent to the 
I.:arth's surface. 

During such a eostnic flight, ntalaise n1ay be caused 
chiefly by ·disturbance of the nortnal sensation of gravity. 
I~he first thing· to note is that there is no velocity which 
the human organism eannot withstand, th.e only prerequi
site being that it is not accon1panied by too great an accel
eration. Indeed, art~ \Ve in the slightest degree disturbed 
by the rotation of the Earth on its axis? )ret a point on the 
equator is moving at 1,675 kilometres per hour due to t~he 
Earth's rotation. Or do we feel anything out of the ordi
nary as the Earth revolves about the Sun at a speed upwards 
of 100,000 kilometres per hour? An·d., finally, does the mo
tion of our whole Solar System in space affect ~anyone as 
it races along at 70,000 kilometres an hour? The conclusion 
from th·ese facts is that the ;human frame is capable of 
withstanding any speed. 

A cosmic flight from the £,arth is like a gigantic jump 
into outer space. During this jump, astronauts will at times 
have to withstand forces several times that of gravity, yet 
at other tim·es they will be weightless. Similar are the phe
nomena that w.e observe in ordinary :high jumps or broad 
jumps. When we pus·h off the groun.d we feel the a·dded weight 
of our body. T·his part of the jump is analogous to the take~ 
off of u rorket from the Earth's surface. From the instant 
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one's feet leave the groun.d .his body flies a certain .distancP. 
under its own momentum and there is no sensation of 
weight. This part of the jump is much like the motion of a 
rocket ship wit:h engine off. When, finally, his feet again 
touch the ground, his speed \vill fall off and he will again 
feel his weight. This third part of the jump resembles the 
braking period of descent to the Earth. 

2. In the World of Overweigl1rt 

When a railway train jerks into motion the passengers 
exp.erience a push backwards, and if they are s·eated t·hey 
will press up against the back of the scat. This is the so
called "gravities'' (G's) whose source is acceleration. 
The effect of ·a·cc.eleration on the organism is absolutely 
identical with that of gravity. It is precisely this acceler
ation produced by the thrust of the rocket engine which 
will b.e felt by the space traveller in the rocket ·catbin. At 
take-off this force is naturalJy greater than the Earth's grav
itational pull, otherwise the rocket would not move. This 
is why it became known as ... gravities." One speaks ·of 3 
G's, 5 G's, etc., which tTieans 3, 5, et·c., times the ordinary 
gravitational attra.ction at the Earth's su11face. 

When an airplane is oatapulted into the air, the pilot 
experiences an acceleration of 4 G's, that is, he feels 
four times heavier than usual. In stunt flying, pilots often 
withstand 8 ·G's, while at swimming contests it is custom
ary for divers to experience 16 ·G's \vhen they go under. 
One should, however, bear in min·d that on a ·catapult t·h·e 
a•cceleration lasts only ,a few seoonds, and in diving into 
water (rather during the dec·eleration in the water after 
the fall) it is a mere fraction of a second. It is also a well
known fact that in or-dinary transportation vehicles, speed 
may be built up over a long period of time if th.e ,ac·celera
lion rate is small. The foregoing examples are, however, 
in nn way proof that a human being can withstand for a 
long period of time thP ;l('C(~)£'ration necessary for attain .. 
ing circu 1 a r velocity. 



Is it possible, before a space flight, to determine \Vhat 
a•cc.Pleration a perscn ·can tolerate w.ithout cndang·erin·g 
his lifr and for ha\\' long? 

The ·centrifugal for·ee produced in rotational motion 
causes accelcrative forces too. In this way it is possible 
to obtain any magnitude of acc<~l·cration for long periods 
of time. The Jnan is pla·ced in the cabin of a rotating ~ma
chine, a sort ·of whirligig that is made to move at a very 
high speed. By selecting the prOJler radius and speed oi 
rotation, it is possible to produc.e exactly the same sensa
tion as in a given rocket at tal\e-ofT. The results obtained 
by such an experin1ent sho\v that iht"~ rrew of a rocket 
could "\Vithstand the higher aer.eierations that will be as
sociated \\··ith the acquisition of astronautic.al velocities: an 
acceleration rate of 4 to 5 G's in the course of sPveral nlin
utes is harmless to the majority of people. 

What a person is able to stand in ihc way of ac·cel('fc-1-
tion depends very <.'ssentially on the attitude o.f his body 
when the engin·e is \vorking. For example, a person reacts 
differently to acceleration \vhen lying faoe downwar·ds or 
on ·his back an.d when in a sitting position. In a standing 
position, a person ieels the great.est weight in his feet. In 
other attitudes, thP sensation of weight nnd also the gen
eral fatigue of the body \Vill differ. Tl1us, we ,get less tired 
sitting than v.rhen standing, and still less when lying 
down. The most effective \vay to redur.c fatigue under ac
celeration is to put the person in a special, individual 
close-fitting capsule.* Experiments have shown that special
type "anti-gravity" suits (or, sin1ply, g-suits) which pro
vide extra pr~ssure around th·e feet and lower part of the 
body to retard the blood flow from the head and simplify 
blood supply to the brain, enable a person to withstand an 
acceleration of 3 G's for a time period that exceeds that 
during which the engine of an orhital rocket is in operation. 

* This suggestion was made by the author in 1933 in a paper 
presented to the Astronautics Committee in Paris. 
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Note too that the ability to stand up against ;high accel
('rations depends on the individual peculiarities of the 
body and, in part, on tr,aining. Accelerations that some 
withstancl with relative eas·e arc fatal to others. 

3. I~ifc in Conditions of Weightlessness 

It is quite natural that people travelling in, a f'ocket 
moving through space ·Under its own momentu·m should 
feel weightless. The sensation of weight is the result of 
the pressure of a support (a floor, chair, bed, etc.) upon 
the body, ns well 1as the n1utual pressure t'hc different parts 
of the body exercise upnn each other. If the support is tak
(\n a\vay the sensation of weight is lost too. 

fiere is an f'xanlpirt.'. Ii vvc place threp bricks one on top 
of the other the. uppern·1ost bric.k \vill exercise a certain 
prcssur€ on the one in the middle, while th-e latter's pres
sure on thoC~ lowest brick wili he l\\d·ce as great. If we 
thro\v the three bricks out of the \Vindow, however, they 
will no longer press upon each othe.r, none of them being 
a sup port for either of the others. 

In astronautical literature, "\veight" is usually taken 
lo be the f orr.c which press·C'S the objects and people in th·e 
spaceship cabin to the floor, and not the Earth's gravita
tional pu11 which, natura11y, never disappears. It is pre
cisely this pressing force, an.d not the force of terrestrial 
attraction, that is felt by space travell('rs; this force 
stretches the scale spring and the plumb line. In empty 
space this force is due exclusively to the thrust of the 
rocket engine; \vhilc in air, to the combined effect of 
rocket-engine thrust and air drag. In its absence, objects 
do not press on to one another. and people do not feel 
themselves pressed to the floor, that is, they lose their 
"'·eight. 

The Human (Jrg;anisnt in Conditions of Weightlessness. 
I'he effect of weightlessness on man has been studied in 
part ~during :high-altitude flights in jet aircraft. In thes·c 
expe.rim~nts, the ·airplane r·eaches a considerable height 
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and at the instant of maximu·m speed in upward flight the 
engines are cut off. The piane th·en continues under its 
own moment~un1 in the tenuous layers of the atmosphere 
like a t~hro\\"n-up stone it experiences only a very slight 
air dirag. In these eonditions, the force ·of gravity ·disap
pears almost entirely ("almost," since the medium stilJ 
off·ers a certain resistance). In this \vay it is possible to 
produce a zero-gravity slate in a jet plane for about on.c 
minute. F.inally, the effect of weightlessness (true, not 
complete) on hutnans and animals may be studied during 
vertical fall of an aircraft or in a delayed parachute jump 
(till the parachute opens). 

Exper1tnents have shown that a sensation o.f weightless
ness for one n1inute is hartnless, a I though at th·e very first 
the person los.es a 1 i ·control ov·er his movements (they be
conle very jerky). 

At the Seventh International i\stronauti~cal Congress 
(1956), Dr. S. J. Gerathewoh1 (U.S.A.) reported on the 
results of a series of experin1cnts to study the effect of 
short periods Olf w·e,ightlessn~ess on sixteen ·human subjects 
who took part in special experin1ental flights carried out 
in 1955-1956. 

Sensitivity to the physiological effects of weightlessness 
proved exeeedingly divergent not only in the different sub
jects but even in one and the satne person depending on 
the eircumstanccs. \Vhereas many found th·e weightless 
sensation pleasant, other~ had unpleasant symptoms to 
varying degrees. Some experienced nausea, with aftereffects 
lsastin~g many hours after landing. During the ~brief period 
of \Veightlessness, no patholo~gical processes in ~blood ·cir
culation w·ere obs·erved. The effects of weightlessn.ess de
pend, in large measu·re, on training and duration of stay 
in the \\l·eightless state. It is very .risky to extrapolate th·e 
results of short p('riods of weightlessness to the possible' 
effects oJ zero gravity over long periods of tim·e. 

1\s already said, 1ht~ sensations ,of the subje·cts in gra\'\ .. 
ty-frce conditions were highly subjective. 
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Thus, a pilot aged 35 with a thousand flying hours in 
j{lt plant's and subJected to the action of we.ightlessness 
over 200 tin1oes (mai.nly in th·e plane tha~t he himself was 
piloting) reported that no effort was needed to move his 
extremities an,d muscular (''oordination was not in the 
least impaired. There was no diftt.culty in orienting the 
airplane with respect to th·e E~arth's surface. The -directions 
of "up" and ''down" did not change. The zero-gravity 
state was pleasant to the pilot; he did not notice any unfa
vourable syrnptoms \Vith respec.t to sight, hearing, or 
breathing in these conditions. 

Gerath·ewohl ·quotes a 22-year-old pilot who had experi
cn·c·ed the effe-cts of zero gravity as describing his s-ensa
tions -in the following words: "Actually, I've nev.er been 
so bloody comfortable in all my life; and I think that if I 
had my choice o-f places to relax, a weightless condition 
would be definitclv it." 

"' 
Another subject, aged 46, with a \\'ealth of experienee 

flying gliders, relates just the opposite. In the z·ero-gravity 
state he lost all conception of "up" and "down." Among 
the subjects that f.eil ill ·b-e1cause of the effects of we-ight
lessness were 20-ycar-old novices and pilots of thirty 
and over with fron1l,OOOto 1,500 flying 1hours behind them. 

A near zero-gravity state has been experienced by mice, 
dogs, and monkeys for still longer periods (up to 3 and 
4 mi111utes). In {~xp·crin1ents condu·ctcd in the U.S .. S .. R. 
under the supervision of A. V. Pokrovsky, dogs were sent 
up to 110 kiloim·etres. As the rocket .fell back to Earth the 
dogs were ·catapulted o:.tt in hermetically seal·ed capsules: 
on-e at an altitu.de of 90-85 kilometres and the other at 50 
to 35 kilometres. From .a height of 4 k.ilometres they were 
fioat·ed down to Earth on parachutes. All nine test animals 
lan,ded safely (three dogs did this twice). The motion pic
tures taken during 1:he flight, the eJ.cctro-cardiograms, tem
perature :m-easurctn·ents of t~he dogs, th.eir pulses, etc .. 
showed t1hat, 0!·1 the w·hole. ·anitnals can a,dapt t·he:nlselves 
very well to ~ero-gravity conditions alth·ough they reqct to 



this state i·n different ways de:pendi·ng on in.dividual p·ecu-
1 iaritios. 

Thus we see that brief p·eriods of gravity-fr·ee ·conditions 
arc harn1less to the organism of hun1ans; at least they have 
no ill effects on 1nany people. I-Iow·ever, j-ourn·eys on an ar
tificial satellite or spaceship may last many days or even 
weel<s and tnonths, an·d therefore we can as yet only con
jecture as to the sensations of ·cosmonauts. Som·c investi
gators believe t.h~Jt under protracted conditions o"f zero grav
itv the heart \Vill function norlnallv since its activities arc 
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similar tc the mc-chanic.al \vork of a pun1p with a closed 
cycle: the heart has only to overcome the friction of thr 
blood against the v1alls of the vess·els. However. this rea
soning cannot be relied upon, for cardiae activity is inti
rnatel y associated \Vith the c-entral nervous systc.rn. 

Respiration under gravity-free ro·ndition-s app·Pars to h<' 
rnore camp] ieated. For example, in short fails (such as par
aehute jumps) th(\fl' is usually a stop in breathing. If trav
el in an artificial satellite (\vhieh due to absenc.e of weight 
\vill give the sensation of falling) lasts a long time, it is 
possible that artific.ia 1 breathing equipmrnt wiJI be needed. 

On·e can eat without gravity ·because food ·passes by c-on
tractions ·of the -museles of the oesophagus, an·c.l liquids ran 
be swallo\\red ev{~n \vhen standing on one's h·ead. 

Under ordinary conditions, physiological processes take 
pla~ce rcgar·dless of the body position, whether it be stand
ing, sitting, or lying down. Therefore, varying the attitude 
o•f the bodily organs relative to the direction of gravitation 
does not essentially affect their ability to fun~ction. Admit
tedly, it is very difficult to hold one's head below one's 
body for a long tim·e. This indicates that when the body is 
in certain unusual positions, gravity produces an adverse 
effect on the organism. But this does not at all mean that 
gravity is necessary for other normal attitudes. Quite to 
the cont.r ary, sinc·e the greater part of the physiological 
functions proceed under the action of n1uscular f,or·ces, os
motic processes (diffusion through semipermeable tnem· 
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branes), and the like, \Vc have every right to hope that 
weightlessness will not interfere ~appr:eciably in the func
tions of th-e organism. 

Su·ch are the results o,f studies of th·e effect of weight
lessness on a living organ·ism in terr·estrial r..onditions. The 
laun.ching of the se.cond Soviet satellite with a test animal 
op·en·ed up ulterly new possibilities of studying the adapta
bility of organistns to the zero-gravity world. Sputnik No. 
2 provided the tirst experilnental test of the action of pro
longe·d weightlessness on a living being. This exp·erimen~t 
has proved encouraging: the physiological conduct of the 
dog aboard the satellite in a specially equipped, hermeti
cally sealed cabin was satisfactory not only during the 
initial hours, but ~vcn ior the first several days. 

This is grounds for believing that space travellers will 
not lose their self-crJntrol (at least at the beginning o.f the 
tlight) with th.e sensalion of losing weight and will be 
able during this iirne to create' suitable living con·ditions 
on board the -spa.ccship. 

Working an.d L.iving Conditions at Zero Gravity. We 
now discuss the physical phenomena that will occur under 
gravity-free conditions in everyday life on an artificial sat
ellite and which \Vill naturally differ essentially fron1 t;he 
terrestrial phenomena we art:~ a-r .. customed to. 

Without gravity, "up'' and "down" lose th·eir or·dinary 
n1eaning. An object let go of \Vill not fall down, and 
"down" wlll by convention be railed the dir·ection towards 
th-e centre of the Earth. It will be possible to rest in any 
position. To walk will b·e out of the question, because 
one's feet will not produce any pres·sure on the floor, and 
therefore the friction ne·eded for lo·cornotion will be lack
ing. To mov·e about inside an artiticial satellite or space
ship one will have to pull himself up to the walls or to 
fixed objects and push away from them. 

It should be pointed out that despite the fa1ct that noth
ing in an artificial satellite will have weight, a definite force 
will have to b£- applied over a given period of time in order 
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to n1ove a bodv, or, on tht· t..~ontraty, to stop it or' at least .. 
slow it down. ·rhis is because bodies naturally \Vill not 
lose their inertia, that intrinsie property of any tnass. 

An astronaut that wants to clim.b out o·f the satellite 
into space will obviously hav·e to d'o so with an attach·ed 
cable. He can take with him a massive object attache-d to 
a small rope and by th-rowing it out in son1e direction he 
himself will tnove in the opposite direction (this is bt'
cause the c-entre of Inass does not 1change its position if 
only internal forces are ·Opcrativ;e). T.he same eff·ect .may be 
produced by ~T1eans of a tiny rocket or pistol, but these 
techniques are associated \vith an irretrievable loss of 
mass for the spaceman. 

There will b~c no way of using ordinary furniture or 
tools, except by attaching each item to something. In pre .. 
paring meals, the dishes \vill have to be covered and ro
tated by 'a centrifuge so that the ·contents will adh~erc to 
the walls. Electron1agnetic devices will be very convenient 
to use since they should function efficiently in the absence 
of gravity. 

A liquid poured out of a vessel will turn into a sphere 
due to the action oi surfa-ce tension. Upon contact with a 
solid, the forces of adhesion may .exceed those of surface 
tension and then the liquid will flo\\' out over the surface 
of the body. In general, handling liquids will be rather 
inconvenient. The only v.ray to ·W{-tsh will ~be by using a 
sponge or towel soaked in water. To empty a bottle it will 
be necessary literally to "pull out" the liquid, or to uti
lize the centrifugal effect by moving the bottle in a larg<~ 
arc, or, finally, to use a pun1p or rubber syringe. 

If under zero-gravity con·ditio·n.s on.e tries to strike a 
1natch, the head will light, but the mat~ch will not burn. 
Neither will a candle or a gas jet. T·he .explanation is this. 
In terrestrial conditions the products of combustion (hot 
gases) are light and as they rise (by convection) they givr. 
way to fresh oxygen which is necessary to maintain the 
flame. But in the absence of gravity the gases are not 
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lighter than the surrounding air. They wilt accumulate 
about the flame and stifle .it. To keep a flame burning on·e 
will have to feed it \Vith a steady jet of oxygen. More con
venient, of course, will be the use of electrical heating ap
plian·ces that do nat require oxygen. 

In gravity-free concli
tions, the dust in the air 
will not settle to the floor 
and other surfaces, and 
thus will become a health 
hazard. Electric filters may 
be used to fight dust. Space
suits for astronauts \\rill 
have to be made so that 
they hold to their bodies 
regardless of gravity. 
Thus, control of n1any ph(~
notnena and functions on a 
space vehicle will entail 
difficulties. On the othrr 
hand, some operations (for 
instance, moving n1assive 
objects) will be simplified 
in the weightless state. 

One important remark 
remains to be made. We 
sometimes hear of t~he "ap
parent" increase in weight 
or the "apparent" loss of 

4,ig. 15. Change of weight 
in space flight 

weight on a rocket in flight. Such a view is fundatnen· 
tally erroneous: the increase and loss of weight is an 
absolutely real thing and may be establis·hed \vith the 
aid of instruments. 

Fig. 15 shows how the weight of a body varies during 
a trip into space. ·O·n Earth the one kilogram \\'eight sus
pended frotn a spring· balan~c.e deflects th·e pointer to "one 
kilogran1." But at take-off the \veight of the "kilogram," 
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just like that of all bodies on the rocket, increases sev
eralfold, say fourfold, and the pointer indicates 4 kilo
grams. During coasting flight all objects on th·e space
ship lose weight and the pointer falls back to "0.'' 

,.~_ Artifi(~ial ·Gravity 

In short, v;-e do not yet hav·e experimental proof that a 
human being will in every respect feel norrnal in gravity
free conditions. It n1ay be that special lll·edical 1neans will 
be re·quired to maintain the normal functioning of the hu-

Fig. 16. Creating arti
ficial gravity on a 

space vehicle 

rnan n1achine. 
At first sight, ihe sitnplcst thing 

\vould be to create an artificial field 
of gravitation by kePping the engine 
constantly at work (even at lo\v po\v
er) as \vas suggested by Esnault
I1cltcrie ( 1912). lfo\vever, this would 
require prohibitive fuel consun1ption. 
But there is an exceedingly simpltl 
111 cth o d of er l' a ti n g· a r i i fi c i a 1 gravity, 
that of rotating the satellite . .l\ccord
ing to an idea advanc·ed by Tsiolkov
sky as far hac}, as the end of last 
eentury (IHH5), a spaceship (like that 
sho\vn in Fig. 25) should consist of 
two connected sections. At the rP
quired instant these sections sepa
rate, though ren1ain connected by ca
bles. Then, by using stnall roeket en
gines they are given a rotating mo
tion about their common centre of 
gravity (Fig. 16). Obviously, after 
the system has reached t.he necessary 
angular velocity, rotation will con
tinue in the vacuum of outer space 
without the engines working. 

Summing up, we see that physio-
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logieally thert.~ \vill be no insuperable barriers to the exist
ence of humans on artificial satellites or spaceships. Dur
ing powered flight the cosmonauts will undoubtedly be 
able to withstand for several minutes an acceleration of 
four gravities. This \Vill make it possible to give the rocket 
a sufficient speed without expending too much fuel. 

As to coasting flight in a rocket with engines off an·d 
on an artificial sa tell itc, we are not fully convinced that 
lack of gravity will have no adverse eff·ects on the human 
org·anism over extended periods of ti,me. But even if it is 
harmful, this should not itnpedc th.e building of inhabitablt~ 
artificial satellites and spaceships insofar as it is technically 
feasible to create a sensation of \veight by means of rotation. 

The ·encouraging- experience of the test anitnal in Sput
nik No. 2 indicates that after the engines of the spaceship 
are S\vitchcd off, iht~ astronauts will apparently be able to 
create artH1cial gravity, an.d, at any rate, \\7ill be able tn 
wait passively untii aulc1natic ·dPvic~s set the satellite 
(or spac-eship) in rotation. 

5. J>robleins of Eating and Breathntg 

Though the probl\.~Ins of supplying space travellers wit!1 
oxygen, water, and food in the hcrmetically sealed cabin 
of a space ,craft are even now solvable, c;pe·cialists will 
still have to put in a lot of work to give them precis·e .so
lutions. And these problems are not secondary if w·e recall 
that an interplanetary mission may last several years. 
Likewise still far from a final solution are probl·ems of air
conditioning and e~-;tablishing a ·closed cycle of water on 
board the space vehicle. 

Opinions differ greatly as to the breathing and food ra
tions of space travellers: some say less than .four kilo
grams, while others suggest even 10 kilogratns per 24-hou.r 
day. The ration of dry food ranges between 0.5 and 1.2 kil
ograms. For absolutely dry (dehydrated) food products, 
the lower level seem~ to be closer to the truth. Slig-htly 
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ovt~r one Idiogram of oxygen is required to oxidize thes(l 
pr,odurts (a thin:g to ·bear i.n mind is that t~he respiratory 
process is closely asso·cialed \vith the digestive process: 
the more we eat, the more oxygen we absorb). Since car
bohydrates in conjunction with oxygf'n produee fc\Vt'r cal
ories than proteins and fats, the latter should predorni
natc in a space diet. 

I-Iowcver, in high-quality food products~ ·carbohydrates 
together \Vith oxygen nlcty cornpel-e with fats as regards 
calorilic power. This al!ows for a variety in the m€nu of 
astronauts even when the weight of the food is l\cpt at a 
n1inimum. '"rake, for ·rxan1ple, the favourite food of the In
dians of North Anlerica--peiTimican (a paste of dried 
n1eat, fat and berry juice). Due to its ll·igh calori-city and 
preservability, it \vill probably bP highly valued on an ar
tificial satellite. 

The 24-hour ration ()f water tor one person is estini;ated 
at two l<ilogra1ns. ;.\ sensible proposal in this resp·c·ct 
seems to be to carry the water and oxygen in the forn1 of 
hydrogen peroxide. 1~his \vill pcrn1it reducing the volurnc 
of the oxyg-en tanks, becaus-e the oxygen would be packed 
away, as it were, in the water. Besides, \\·hen hydrogen 
peroxide is decomposed into \Vater and oxygen a certain 
Rmount of heat is evolved whi·ch n1ay be used to warm the 
living quarters. 

l\. powPr plant for establishing a ·closed water ·cycle 'n1ay 
prove advantageous only for spa-c.eships an·d for pern1a
nent satcllitrs. Here the total amount of \Vater on board 
will be constantly increasing due to the synthetic w.ater 
continuously being produced in the org·anisiTI during the 
oxidation of hydrog€n a icon1ponent part of dry foods. 

6. The Hazards of Space ~.,li~hl 

Meteor Hazard. Misgivings have often be~en voiced as 
to the risk of a spac.c vehicle meeting large-size meteors. 
How great is this danger an·d what protection against it 
have we? 
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l]le Ea·rth is under a ·~unstant bombardment by m·eteors. 
In the course o;f a year thousands of meteorites hit the 
surface of our planet. These iron or stony bodies are of 
all sizes and enter the Earth's atmosphere at anywhere 
betw·cen 10 and 70 kn1 per second. In their passage 
through the air they heat up to incandescence by friction 
(due to air resistance) and at times shine as bright as 
the Sun. 

A meteor hit on a spa-ceship might mean its destruction 
for the tiniest puncture in the hull would let the air out. 
I- lo\VCV{~r, as ex pcrirnents sho\v, \V here pressure falls rap
idly a hurnan being is capable of retaining his self-con
trol approxitnatcly 15 seconds, \vhieh is sufficient time to 
s\vitcll on the oxyg-en apparatus of the spacesuit. 

Even microscopic meteors n1ay gradually destroy the 
skin of the ship. 'rhis :hazard is very real for artificial sat
Pllitt·s that are in orbit about the Earth long periods of 
tin1e, for, as the aneient saying goes, "constant dr<Jlpping 
wears the ston'C.'' 

ln an experiment ·COn·ducted in the U .S.1\. in 1953 at 
heights bel\vecn 40 and 140 l<ilon1etres, 66 in1pacts were 
recorded in 14-,1 seconds. There \verr 4.9 impacts per squart~ 
rnctre per second. In other experin1ents, microscopes 
revealed dents (attributable to n1icron1ctcoritic impacts) in 
polished metal pi atcs that had been flo\vn to high alti
tu dl·s. 

Efieciive n1cihods of protecting a spaceship from the 
n1eteor haze1rd have not yet been found. However, we 
kno\v that the distribution of meteoroids in space an·d time 
is not uniform. Detailed studies have been made of the 
orbits of n1any n1etcor swarms. Astronauts \vill take these 
data into account ·when selecting the trajectory and time 
of flight. l)uring a "n1eteor ca:m," they \vill be able to 
1nakr. a trip to lh-e J\·\oon and back with hardly any dangt'r 
of encountering a sizable meteor. Such is the convincing evi .. 
dcnce of the first artificial satellite, \vhich covered a rnuch 
greater distance without ihe slightest "meteor accident." 
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When the spaceship g·ets beyon·d the orbit of Mars, the 
astronauts will have to contcn.d with possible •collisions 
with asteroids, or tninor planets. To date, astronomers 
have spotted and ·charted the ro.ules of 1,600 such bodies, 
\vhich revolve chiefly in the space between ~\ars and Jupiter. 

The combin·ed mass .of the known asteroids is roughly 
equal to that of all the meteoric material of the Solar Sys .. 
tern (approximately on.e-thousandlh of the Earth's mass). 
It is obvious that a collision ev·en with th·e smallest of 
these bodies (o·ne kilometre aicross) would be the ·end· of 
a spaceship. 

The ordinary skin of a spaceship will be sufficient pro
tection against meteoric dust, while a double or multi
layer skin would afford protection against sn1all meteors 
that n1ay be encountered during the voyage. 

As for lhe larger m·eteors, it is possible that radar, 
which would auton1ati~ally alter the course of the ship, 
c·ould be used to take evasive action. But it :must be point .. 
ed out that spaceships with their colossal speeds no long
er have the ''n1anoeuvrability" of their terrestrial coun
terparts. \\lhile a pedestrian has no difficulty in passing 
around an obstacle, the driver of a racing automobile 
finds the job much harder, and to turn a rocket plane is 
far more con1plicated. Naturally, there will be hardly any 
possibility of rapidly diverting a spaceship from its course. 
There is still a lot of scientific thinking to be done in 
lhis field. 

It may be that ti1e problem of n1eteor protection can be 
solved by firing projectiles at them. Everything, of course, 
will be automatic, from locating the meteor by radar to 
aiming and firing the anti-meteor machine-guns. A meteor 
t~hat is ·heading for the satellite or Slpaceship will collide 
with the bullet and blow up at a distance, and only a tiny 
"splash" may hit the vehicle. These particles, appar .. 
ently, will not be any more dangerous than meteoric dust, 
a sufficient protection against which is afforded by the ship's 
skin. 



It will be easier to protoct an artificial satellite from 
m·eteors than a spaceship. Indeed, the upper layers of the 
atmosphere will be partially protective if the orbit of the 
satellite passes at a l1eight above the Earth at which on 
the one hand th·e atmosphere is so tenuous lnat resistance 
to the satellite's motion is nearly non~existent, and on the 
other, the air is sufficiently densP to give protection 
against the ''fastest" small meteors. This altitude is 
roughly 200 kilometres. Although the air density here is 
tens of n1illions of times less than at the Earth's surface, a 
large part of the small meteors do not penetrate to this level. 

It may be thc1t during meteoric .showers when whole 
streatns of meteors fall €artll\Vard, artificial satellites will 
have to drop into orbits in the denser J.ayers of the atmos~ 
phere (but not below lOO kilometres) \vhich \Vill offer par
tial protection. To nvercomp air dr:·lg, it \Viil be n·ecessary 
to turn on a small rocket fnginr. an-d also take measures 
to protect the hull of the satcl1ite fron1 overheating. 

Harn1[ul Radiations. 'fhe attnospht'rt\ of this planl~t is 
l<nown to be a reliable guard to life on Earth from the 
dcClth-dealing solar radiations tlial are absorbed by oxy
gen in the upper ahnosph~re a~ it is transformed into 
nzone. 

Ozone is loca led in the stratosphere at a variable height 
ranging from 16 to 50 l<ilornetres. For this reason, even a 
very lcw-flying artificial satellite will have no protection 
from the Sun's ultraviolet rnys. True, recent res·earch by 
high-altitude rockets has established that the ultraviolet 
radiation of the Sun is appreciably less intensive than 
had been supposed on the basis of observations made 
from the Earth's surface. This is why it seems possible 
that the skin alone. ni a spa·ce vehicle will be a sufficient 
shield against these radiations. J\lternativel y, the space 
between the walls of th~e vehicle may be filled with a lay
er of oxygen, \Vhich, like the atmospheric oxygen, will 
convert into ozone. thus creating a harrier to the ultra· 
violet solar ravs. 
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/\s regards the win·do\vs of artificial satellites or space
ships, it is a well-known fact that even ordinary glass ab
sorbs u:traviolet rays to a great extent. 

It may be noted in passing that small doses of thes·e 
rays are necessary for normal functioning of the organism 
(hygienists be] ieve that the windows of d\vr.ll ing housPs 
should have glass that passes u!traviolet rays). 

The solar spectrum also contains harmful X-rays, but 
lhey present no prablcm on space vehicles sin~cc they are 
easily :1hsorhcri by n.Pnrly all building materials. 

Extraterrestrial space is :l]so traversed by co~mic rays 
(mostly stopped by the Earth's atrnospherc) \vhich c.on
sist principally of protons and alpha particles (hydrogen 
and helium nuc.lei). I i account is taken .of the fa,ct that 
1hes.r particles are endo\ved \vith speeds close to the veloc
ity of light and that each square metre of surface of an 
nrtificial satel1ite i5 bornbardrcl every 10 n1inutcs by a mil
lion (and, possibly, several millions) of such proJectiles, 
one ·Can grasp the graY{' danger that cosn1ic rays have in 
store for space voyages. But it is not only this so-called 
primary radiation that is dangerous to lhc htunan body. 
\\1hen the prin1ary cosn1ic rays impinge on the skin of a 
spaceship (or spacesuit) there will form a so-called sec
ondary radiation, just as occurs \Vhen primaries enter the 
Earth's atmosphere. 

Very little is kno\vn about the effect that cosmic rays 
have on the ht.unan organism. L.a boratory ·experiments in 
this fie!d arc .stlll in ernbryo. In this respect, of considera
ble interest are the experiments carried out in the U.S.A. 
\vith sma 11 anin1als that were sent up in stratostats to a 
height of 30 kilontetres for c]ose to 30 hours. Due to pri
rnary cosrr1ic rays, black mice were found to have grey 
spots appear on th~ir skin covering areas tnuch greater 
than had been predicted. In other cxperin1ents, even 24-
hour exposures produced no ill effects. After su·ch experi
ments, the test anilna 1s must b~ kept under -careful obser
vation for a long time. 
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To verify the action of cosn1ic rays on the hun1an body, 
the Swiss scientist Eugste.r carried out the following ex
periment. A 1.\ny pier.e of preserved hun1an skin was ex
posed to cosmic rays in a rocket sent up several dozen kil
ometres. This piece of skin was later successfully grafted 
to a hurnan being: it had not lost its viability. Sin1ilar ex
periments \Ver·c later carried out in ihe U.S.A. on a still 
larg·er sca]e. 

But ho·\V \Vill rostnie rays affect people during long mis
sions aboard artificial satellites or spaceships? ·rhis ques
tion still r·ema ins open. 

One \vay to prot.er.t htnnans frotn primary an·d seconda
ry .cosnlie rays might be to cover the satellites with an ar
nlour oi lead. At heights €xceeding 100 kilometres, 35 per 
cent of the ·cosn1ic rays arc stopped by 2- to 4--rm layers of 
lead. l3ut to ferry up to an artificial satellite even a much 
thinner armour \vould entail incredible difficulties. 

On an at.on1ic rocket, astronauts will encounter an extra 
hazard, that of radioactive radiations of the nuclear fuel. 
It is conceivable that some of the parts of the orbital rock
et will become radioactive and \Vill affect adverselv the 

"' 
living beings for a long time after the engine has ceased 
to operate. This calls for developing special (very light
\Veight) prote~ctive barriers against these harmful radia-
J • Ltons. 

7. I:Jreparing for a Flight into Space 

The few minutes o·f powered ascent \vill be the most 
tense for the crew of a space rocket: attaining the requi
site speed at a definite altitude and achieving precise 
orientation at this instant will, in large measure, deter
mine the over-all suc-cessfui launching of the satellite ve
hicle. On Earth, an auto driver, navigator, or pilot can al
ways ·corre-ct a d·eviation of the automobile, ship, or air
plane from the charled route. But piloting a space rocket 
during take-ofi will be ·exceedingly difficult not only ~be-
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cause of aocelerations experienced by the pilut, but also 
because he will have to act instantaneously. 

It is therefore quite natural that space travellers will 
have to have proper physical training. All the more so 
since th-eir bodies will have to stand up to accelerations of 
several gravitirs, zero-gravity conditions, low barometric 
pressure of the microatmosphere on the spaceship, and 
extren1e temperature variations. Piloting a spaceship, and 
other op€rations will require not only profound knowledge 
but also extreme ag·ility and a thorough preliminary train
ing. Thr biological factor--rnan, his health and tolerance
\Vill play no small part in acrotnpiishing a space mission. 

In prep2ring for the flight on the active portion of the 
trajectory, lhe ·cre\v can train on a centrifuge, which may 
be rotated so that the centrifuga 1 f.orc.e increases }ust like 
th.e thrust force of a spaceship rocket engine 'in real con
ditions. 1-Io\vever. it is absolutely impossible to train one
self in terrestrial r.onciition~ tn \vithstand protracted 
weightlessness. 

Long-time training of astronauts and also an all-round 
check-up of lhe various devices oi spac-e vehicles in labo
ratory conditions akin to actual flight conditions are abso
lutely essential to the setting up of orbital and interplane
tary rockets and artificial satellite vehicles. Such training 
may be ·conducted in dummy ships. Thus, for example, in 
the opinion of 1\mico (U.S.A.) lhe dum·my space vehicle 
will have scientific measuring, control, and other instru
ments and devices, as \Veil as emergency equipment. All 
instrun1ents will b·~ in operation to give an accurate pic
ture of the physical conditions of "flight.'' The cabin of the 
dummy will reproduce to minutiae that of the proposed 
space rocket (or artificial satellite). It will have established 
in it equivalent tetnperature, acceleration, lighting, ra
diations, etc. Auto1natic devices will re.gulate the make
believe velocities, the inclination of the apparatus with 
respect to the celestial sphere, pressure ·in the tanks and 
pip·elinrs, fuel consumption, etc. 



During its imaginary flight at limit speed, problems of 
navigation olon~ the ''trajectory~' \\rill b·e solved .. The ex
perinlental unit should also include a systen1 of radio
telecontrol. 

In reprodu·cing the active portion of the flight path 
(powered ascent), account must be taken of decreasing 
(with height) gravity and air density, variation of aero
dynamic resistance. variation of n1ass of the rocket, due 
in p~rt to suc·cessive jettisoning of auxiliary stages. 

Any desired air pressure may be produced in a barotnet
ric chamber, the effect of a reaction force may be sub
stituted by c.C'ntrifugal force, etc., but to create a state o~f 

zero gravity in the J aboratory is in1possiblc. The dun1my 
will undoubtedly be handicapp.P;d in other \vays. innsn1uch 
as it is diffieult to crea1c 1he equivalent of the various haz
ards that will thrcat(-•11 astronauts in flight. such as cos
mic radiation.s, n1cteorir impacts, and the lil<P. \r et these 
deficiencies can stultify the ·entire r.xperim·ent. 

Astronauts di~charging their dutie~ during "take-off" 
n1ust be dressed in protcctivP ''anti-gravity" suits 
to check the fee1sibility of '.Vorking under such con
ditions. The crew must not only be trained to pi1ol the 
space rocket under normal conditions, they must also be 
able to n1akp use of life-savin.g devices \Vilh lightning ra
pidity in cJnergency. * 

Tests will have to be made of the effectiveness of life
saving devices in the case of puncture by meteoric in1pact, 
extreme heating or cooling of the skin, failure of the oxy
gen plant, or of the control, cotnn1uniralions, and electric 
systems, etc. 

In flight, the automatie devices will be under constant 
control of the cre\v, so astronauts \Vill have to learn to 
take instrum.enl readings and react accordingly. 

* Training in the use of such devices is extremely itnportant; in 
aviation, for exampl£', pilot training includes a programme of escape 
in all sorts or accidents that in reality mav occur once in 20 vears . - . 
of servir.r. 
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In turn, the actions of space travellers in the dun1my 
will be controlled and recorded from without. This will 
enable analyses to be Hia.de of mistakes. 

Under the guidance of instructor controllers, the crew 
will first learn the different operations (navigational, life
saving, etc.) and only after a thorough training will the 
who le space V·e hi c 1 ~ (orb ita 1 roe k et or satellite) be put to 
thr final test. This timt\ the actions of the crew in the 
dumtny cabin \\:ill be followPd not by picked instructors 
but by a wholp staff of specialists in different branch·es of 
knov.lledge . 

.:\ progrnn11ne of this type is necessary not only to reaeh 
the ultirriaic go~Il--iational designs of space ·craft and the 
training of qualified specialists to hand] e them it I ike
\V is c m a k cs for day-to-d a y progress in this fie 1 cl. It may be 
mentioned that the training of test pilots for jet planes 
11 s 11 a 11 y 1 as ts sever a 1 ye a r s. 

Ill. AR'riFJ(:Ir\1..~ SA 1,ELLI'"fE~ AND· THEII~. 
<.lBSERV ArflON 

1. Orbiting Artificial Satellites 

Unlike aircraft, nrtificia 1 satellites cannot fly over the 
Earth along· just any route. For in,stance, there is not the 
least possibility of making a satellite fly along the tropics 
or, even 1(\ss, follow the polar circles; it cannot be made to 
follow a broken line; it is also impossible to ·cut or extend 
considerably the time a satellite flies from one city to an
other, etc. 

The only orbits for an artificial satellite ·are circular or 
elliptic. Besides, like a body thrown at an angle to the ho
rizon, it can on I y move in a plane that passes through the 
centre of the Earth (Fig. 17), that is, in the plane of a 
large circle. This is one reason \vhy a satellite vehicle can
not move along a parallel of latitude, with the exception 
of zero latitude the equator. The plane of the orbit of an 
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artificial satellite will rctnain fixed with respect to th<.' 
celestial sphere. 

Sidereal Period of an Artificial Satellite. The altitude 
of an artificial satellite determines its speed and thus 
the duration of its period of revolution about the Earth. 

If there were no air resistance, a 
satellite launched at the very surface 
of the Earth with a velocity of 7,912 
metres per second \vould make one 
complete circuit \Vith respect to the 
celestial sphere and return to its 
original position relativP to the star~ 
and the centre of the Earth in I hour 
24 minutes 25 seconds. This is the so
c.alled siderBal period of revolution. 

As the height to \\'hich the satellite 
is launched increas<.ls, 1he orbit be
comes longer and the force of the 
Earth's gravity \veaker. Therefore, the 
centrifuga I force and the velocity of 
1he satellite mav be less . .. 

Fig. 17. An artificial 
sate] lite can only 
move in a plane that 
passes through the 
rentre of the Earth 

rfhe orbital period of an artific.ial satellite increases 
with the latter's distance from the planet. At a distance of 
two Earth radii, the sidereal period is 7 hours 17 tninutes, 
\vhile at double and triple distances, the time becomes 
15 hours 44 minutes and 26 hours 3 minutes, respectively. 

The p·eriod of a 5 a tellite n1ay be calculated as follows. 
I(nowing the height of the satellite and the radius of the 
Earth, \Ve determine the length of the circular orbit, that 
is, the dist,~n·ce covered by the satellite during one cir
cuit; we then divi-de the res~ult obtain·ed by the circular ve
locity. For ex~nnplc, the orbit radius of a satellite flying 
at a height of 6,378 kilometPes is 12,756 kilometres, while 
the length of this. circle comes to 80,152 kilon1etres. Di
viding this value by the circular veiocity, e·qual to 5,595 
metres per s·eoond, we obta i:n 14,327 seconds, or 3 hours 
58 minutes 47 seconds. 
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Th~ period!; of tht' tirst six artificial satellites range fron1 
96.17 to 134 minutes (see Table I). 

At the heginning of their existence, the orbital periods 
of the first t\vo Soviet artificial satellites were 96.2 minutes 
and 103.7 minutes, \Vhile the American sate11ite "Explor· 
er" I had a period of 114.95 n1inutes. 

The Period of l~er.'olution of art Artificial Satellite Rela
tive to an Observer. As was pointed out above, the sidereal 
period of a satellite in orbit near the very surface of the 
Earth comes to 1 hour 24 n1inutcs 25 sec.onds. Such is the 
period of the satellite relative to the re]estial sphere or rel
ative to an observer on one of the Earth's poles. But imag
ine the satellite's orbit in the plane of the equator and 
picture the satellite rotniing (lil\e tbe Earth) from west to 
cast. When the satcllitP n1akes a full circuit relative to the 
celestial sphere, an observer on the equator will turn with 
the Earth through a rather big· ang!e relative to the celes~ 
tia 1 sphere and \Vi 11 thus be a good dis ta nee ah·ead of the 
satellite. Onlv in 5 tninutcs 16 seconds \:Vill the satellite 
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r.atch up with thv ohserYer. 
Thus, the period of a so-ca1lcd zero artificial satellite rel

ative to an observer \voul d be 1 hour 29 minutes 41 sec
onds. This is the ti·mc i! lakes th·e satel1ite to r-eturn 
t.o its original position re] ative to the observer. In ·other 
\Vords, f;he observer no\v sees the s.atellite in the sky in its 
for~mer position rela1ivt\ to 1himself, for example, in the 
zenith. 

If the sai~ellite n1oved in the plane of the equator in a 
~ircular orbit from east lo west, at! obs·erver on the e·qua
ior would be moving towards it. A satellite moving from 
east to west at the v·ery surface of the Earth would have a 
period, relative to an observer, 4 minutes 41 seconds less 
than the sidereal period, or 1 hour 19 minutes 44 seconds. 

The First Artificial Satellites in Orbit. 
The first Soviet satellite was launched into an orbit in .. 

r.lined 65 degr·ees to the plane of the equator. It harl et 
n1aximu1n height (apogee) of 950 kilometres. 
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'T'he satellite's urbit was a slightly elongated ellipse, 
the difference between the length of the major axis and the 
minor axis coming to less than a quarter of a per cent. 
which almost makes it a circl-e. I-Iowever, the centre of 
this "circle'' was slightly displaced relative to the centre 
of the Earth. 

At first the satellite had a period of revolution of 96 min
utes 12 seconds, which began to diminish (though very 
insignificantly) due to atmospheric resistance. During the 
first three weeks the period diminished 2.3 seconds every 
24 hours and in 23 days reached 95 minutes 18 seconds. 
Thus, during this time the number of circuits made by the 
satellite per 24 hours had increased from 14-.97 to 15.11. 

The size of the orbit diminishc;s \Vith the period. Cal,cu
lations sho\v that during the first 18 days the major axis 
diminished by roughly 70 kilometres (hali a per cent). 

The plane of the sat.ellite's orbit slowly turned about 
the Earth's axis without changing· the inclination \vith r·e
spe.ct to the plane of the equator. This rnolion amounted tn 
approximately one quartt~r of a degree of longitude per 
eircuit of the satellite in a dirc·ction counter to that of the 
Earth's rotation. 

Using official data, it is an easy n1atter to calculate that 
the average velocity ·of the satellite in the first thre·e 
weeks of its existence was 7.58 km per second. But the or
bital velocity of the satellite was not a constant value: it 
was slightly greater in the Northern Hemisphere wher.cs. 
the approach to Earth was closest, and somewhat less 
in the Southern I-Ien1isphere v.rhere the greatest height was 
reached. 

Th.e rocket that carried the sat·ellite into its orbit first 
lagged behind the latter b·ecause the thrust with which 
the satellite was shot out of the carrier rocket somewhat 
retard~d the rocket itself. Besides, the carrier rocket was 
retarded by the air to a greater extent than the satellite. 
Four days after launching, the ·carrier rocket was only one 
thousand kilometres behind the satellite. Later it ·caught 
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up to the satellite and even passed it. This occurred bt:'
cause the decreasing orbital velocity of the rocket resulted 
in a shorter orbit and the period of revolution of the carrier 
rocket became less than that of the satellite. Thus the an
gular velocity of the rocket over the celestial sphere began 
to excerd that of the satellite, and, therefore; to a terrestrial 
observer, the carrier rocket overtook the satellite. 

Beginning frotn the titne the carrier rocket passed the 
satellite (October 10, 1957), it began to pass to the east 
of the satellite, that is, it began to intersect a given paral
lel to the east of the satellite, and the angle of intersection 
grew from day to day. The r·esult was that n1any asked 
whether thes·e t\vo bodies \Vere not moving in differen't 
planes that were interse·cting at in·creasingly greater an
gles. In reality, both orbits lay in the same plane. The carrier 
rocket passed to the east of the satellite due to the Earth'~ 
rotation and to the fact that it had overtaken the satellite. 
Thus, for exarnple, on October 24, 1957, at 18 hours 
the rocket intersected a definite parallel of 1 atitude and 
n1oved on, always in a fixed plane relative to the stars. 
The satellite follo\ving it arrived at this san1c parallel 
one hour later. But during this tiJne the Earth turned on 
its axis 360°: 24 (hours)~-~ 15°. Consequently, the satellite 
intersected this parallel 15 degrees to the \Vest of the 
point of intersection made by the carrier rocket. In other 
words, the carrier rocket passed 15 degrees of longitude 
to the east of the satellite despite the fact that both were 
revolving in the same plane. 

Obs-ervational data of the carrier rocket of th·e first arti
ficial Earlh satellite showed that at the ~end of November 
30, 1957, its period began to diminish notic-eably and the 
rocket began to move earth·\vard. This ·downward move
ment was especially rapid on December I, 1957, along th·e 
route: Irkutsk, Chukotsk Peninsula, Alaska, and along the 
western coast of North America. 

In its passage over this route, the -carrier rocket of the 
first satellite entered the dense layers of the atmosphere, 
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and began to burn an·d disintegrate. Available data indi
cate that the remains of the carrier rocket fell on to 
the territory of Alaska and the western coast of North 
1\merica. 

All in all, the carrier r•ock~et of the first satellite ·existed 
as an Earth satellite for about 58 days. Starting out with 
a period of 96.2 minutes and an apogee of the order of 900 
kilon1etres, it covered, during this time, a distance close to 
39,000,000 kilcnnetres. 

·rhe first artificial Earth satellite existed as a eosmie body 
92 days, during which time it circuited the Earth I ,400 
tin1c.s ·covering a distance of about 60,000,000 kilometres. 
\Vhi~ch is as far as to 1\t\ars at the latter's ~closest approach 
to the Earth. 

Obs£~rvational data and traJectory calculations indicate 
that the tirst artificial satellite of the Earth entered the 
dense layers of the atmosphere on January 4 and ceased 
to exist, though its €ntry into the .dense atmosphere and its 
in·cineration "W'ere net recorded. 

Observations of the first artificial sateliite made it pos
sible to obtain valuable scientific information concerning 
the upper layers of the atmosphere and the laws ·of motion 
of artificial Earih satellites. 

Sputnik No. 2 (th·c Second Soviet artif1cial satellite) was 
launched into a higher orbit than Sputnik No. I, with its 
farthest distance approximately 1,700 kilometres from th(\ 
surface of the Earth, \vhich is some 700 kilometres high
er than the apogee of th.c first satellite. The angle of in
elination of the orbit to the plane of the equator was roughly 
that of the first satellite (65 degrees). The time of one full 
circuit was I hour 43.7 minutes. This is 7.5 minutes more 
than the initial period of Sputnik No. I. During the first 
70 days of the second satellite's existenc.e, its orbital peri<)d 
showed a change of approximately 3.9 minutes. Whereas 
during the first few days the daily chang·e in the period 
amounted to slightly over two seconds, by the thousandth 
circuit it had already reached about 4.5 seconds. 
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By applying the la\vs of celestial mechanics it ~·as easy 
to calculate that the major axis of the orbit of the second 
satellite was about 700 kilometres longer than that of the 
first, while the perigee of the second one was at about the 
distance of the p·erigec of Sputnik No. 1 wh·en it was 
launched. Inastnuch as the major axis of th·e satellite's 
orbit was 14,700 kilon1etres, and its period was 6,222 sec
onds, the rnean orbital velocity of the satellite was 7.41 
kilometres per second. On January 13 the second satellite 
completed its thousandth orbit, having covered during this 
time 2,200,000 kilometres more than the first satellite in 
the same nun1bcr of circuits, or 45,400,000 kilometres, \vhich 
is just over 3/4 the distance to lv\ars at its closest approach. 

The second satellite stayed in its orbit in space longer 
than the first because it rose to heights \vhere air resist
ance was practically non-existent. If the sateJlite orbited at 
a constant height of 1,700 kilon1etres, it would stay up for 
years. It \Vas only near the perigee that Sputnik No. 2 ex
perienced air drag, anc.l even this was barely perceptible. 
But by the tin1e Sputnik No. 2 had completed its thou
sandth circuit the !rnaxin1un1 1Ieight -oi the o~bit had 
dropped 370 kilotnctres, making the apogef' 1~300 kilo
tnetres above the Earth's surface. 

On the morning of April 14 the second Soviet satellite 
entered the dense layers of the at1nosphere, broke up, and 
ceased to exist. During the five n1onths and some that it 
was in orbit it con1pletcd nearly 2,370 circuits of the 
Earth, covering a distance of over 100,000,000 kilometres. 

The third Soviet satellite \Vas placed in orbit with an 
apogee of 1,880 kilometres and an initial period of 105.95 
minutes. It made close to 14 circuits of the Earth every 
24 hours. I>reliminary estimates indicate that this satel
lite will be up for a longer tin1e than 1he preceding 
two. 

Initial apogee-perigee distances of the American satel
lites ranged from 3,968 kilometres (Vanguard I) to 187 
kilometres (Explorer Ill) (see Table I. p. 25). 



2. A Stationary Artificial Satellite 

Due to the fact that celestial bodies mutually attract, it 
is in1possibie to build a satellite that will stay tixed in in
terplanetary space: such a satellite would be doomed to 
destructicn. But it is possible to bui!d a satellite which, 
though in movement \vith respe~ct to the stars, will still be 
motionless to a terre stria 1 observer. 

Indeed, as has already been stated above, the period of 
revolution of a satellite around the Earth increases with 
its distance from the Earth. \Vhile a sate!lilc orbitinr~ at a 
height o.Y 265 ki!omctres r·cquires one and a ha If hours to 
make one complete circuit, the Moon at a distance oi 
400,000 kilometres takes about four weeks. Obviously, there 
exists a distance at whi.ch the satellit~e will revolve in 24 
hours. 

If, in addition, such a satellite moves in the plan·e of the 
equator and also from west to east, its angular velocity 
will equal the angular velocity of the Earth's rotation and, 
thus, will appear to the terrestrial observer as fixed in 
space. It may be calculated that such a satellite (we shall 
ca!l it a stationary artificial satellite) must be at a height 
of 35,800 ki!on1etres above the equator. True, the Moon's 
attraction will produce certain perturbations in the sat
ellite's orbit, and these, in time, will upset its "fixity," but 
su·ch perlurbations can be eliminated by .properly correct
ing the trajectory. 

To get a better picture of how such a "fixed" satellite 
could be set up, imagine a tower on the equator built to a 
heighi of 35,800 kilometres. As we ascend this tower the 
centrifugal force gradually increases (due to the increas
ing radius of rotation about the earth's axis) \Vhile the 
gravitational attraction to the Earth, on the contrary, ditn
inishes. At the very sun1n1it both these forces balance. 
Now picture a gondola atop the tower. If the tower is taken 
down, then, as is evident from what has been said, the . 
gondola will not falL It will r·evolve a.bout the Earth at the 
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samr. rate the latter rotates ot1 its axis, r·cmaining at ;.1 

constant distance. To an observer on Earth, the gondola 
\\·ill appear fixed in space thus becoming a stationary ar
tificial satellite. 

A stationary artificial satellite \voulrl have advantages 
over other satellites. From it our planet would appear 
motionless, and the apparent diameter of the Earth would 
be roughly forty times that of the 1\\oon as seen from the 
Earth, \vhile the area of the visible disc would be I ,600 
times greater. ·rhe crew o.f a stationary satellite would find 
it ·easy to make cont3ct with the r:arih via directional radio 
cotnmunication or light signals. /\. trip to the satellite could 
be n1ade at any tin1e ;vilhout waiting for a proper align
ment of the satellite and launching· site. 

Such countries ns Indonesia, I~razi1, Co!on1bia, and 
others cou!d build satellites that would ''hang'' in one 
place above the territory of tl1e given rountry or would ap
pear to "s\ving" above it (if the orbit plane was slightly 
inclined to ll1oc p 1 a ne of the eq u a lo r) . But if it bee o m?. s 
nec~ssary to build a satellite observatory to study the ter
ritory of some European country or of the \vhole of Europe 
such a satellite will have to pass over other countries and 
continents as well. 

3. Observing Artificial Satellites 

The visibility oi an artificial satellite depends not only 
on its size, reflecting po\\'cr, distance, etc., but also on its 
light ·contrast relative lo the .c-elestial background. There
fore, such a "star" may be seen only in the twilight of 
sunrise and sunset when the satellite is lighted by the 
Sun's rays while the observer -on Earth is in th·e dark. Water 
vapour and dust suspended in the atmosphere impair ap
preciably th·e satellite's visibility. 1-Iowever, the chief diffi
culty is in its short period of visibility. The twilight period 
may exceed the period of the satellite relative to the observ
er; for this reason, there may be cases when the satellite 
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will be seen t\vicc during the same twilight period, that 
is, first setting and then rising again. 

To facilitate observation of an artificial satel!itc its sur
face n1ight be covered with a phosphorcsc.cnt substance. 
f\lternatively, the satellite may be il1urninated from 
\vi thin. 

It rnay be pointed out that if the telemetry system on 
an art ificia 1 satclli t·e I ai 1 s, visual ohs-crv a tions and radar 
\Vi~l be the on!y ways to detcr1ninc the 1novement of the 
vehir.:e. 

Due to its gr·eat height, an artificial satellite .may be 
tracked ov·er a considerable part of the Earth's surface, 
and fron1 it enorn·1ous expanses of the ,globe \\:ill be vis
ible. 

The first artificial satellilcs \Ver<:~ ·easi:y distinguished 
from the other celestial bodies, because they 1110\'Pd across 
the sky to the i\jorth, North-East, East and South-East, and 
not to the \Vest (ot North-West, or Soulh-W·est), due to 
the fact that they have n-ot been laun·chcd against the 
Earth·s rotation. 

In lilne, with the con1in~ of n1or.e po\vcrful rockets, we 
shall be able to launch artiticial sat€llites in the opposite 
direction so that this distin·ctive fca tu re ·\vill no longer be 
present in thcn1. 

I"o conduct observations of artificial satellites at differ~ 
cnt points on the globe, .it is not necessary to laun.ch a large 
nu1n bcr of thcn1 in diiTcren t dirt.'clions. lt is sufficient, for 
example, for a satellite to appear on·c·e over the North Pole 
llnd it will naturally have to fly <JV·cr the South Po!·e too. 
The route of such a satellite \\'ill in future continue to be 
over th~ poles. h11agine an artificial satc:lite circuiting the 
.globe 16 times every 24 hours at a height of 287 ki:ometroes 
above the poles (265 kilometres over the equator). An ob
server on it wc,u:d see the Earth as a disc covering most 
of the ·c·elestial sphere: visibl·e would be the ''cap," as it 
were, of our planet 3,700 kilometr·es across. This "cap" 
would be ·constantly in im.ovement. As the satellite made 
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one revolution, the Earth would rotate l/16th of its period 
and the "cap·' would move at the equator a distance of 
40,000:16=2,500 l<ilrnnetres. Thus, the satellite would in 
24 hours mlike 16 circuits enabling the crew to see the 
entire globe both in daytime and nighttime. 

For a terrestrial observer, an artificial satellite orbiting 
at 200 kiiometrcs from the Earth mov~s over the sky, at 
zenith, with the san1e angular (apparent) ve:ocity as an 
airplane- tlying at an altitude of 7,1~)0 metres at 1,000 km 
per hour, or one dcing 500 km per hour at ~,065 metr·es 
altitude. It is clear, therefore, that there is no difficulty in 
keeping a moving artifici a 1 satellite in one "s tie ld of view. 
The apparent velocity of artificial sate:lites orbiting above 
200 kilometres will be stiil less. /\s a ruie, satellites will 
be placed only in very high orbits. 

If a satellite vehicle is n·ot in the zenilh, but lower in 
the sky, closer to the horizon, its apparent speed over the 
celestial sphere is l~ss and it is easier to follow. \Vhen it 
rises and sets, the satellite \vi:l be moving at its lowest 
spee-d relative to the obs~rver. Bul as the sateilite ascends, 
its angular velocity re!ative to the observer (the apparent 
velocity of the satellite on the ·celestial sphere) increases 
rapidly; it is the more rapid, the lower the salellite orbit 
(Fig. 18). If, by way of illustration, the height of an equa
torial satellite is equal to the Earth's radius, its angular 
velocity relative to an observer at the zenith wi!l be twice 
that al the horizon. I~ut for an equatorial satellite orbiting 
at 300 kilometres height, the angular velocity observed at 
the zenith will be (relative to an observer) 22 times that at 
the horizon. After passing over the observer in the zenith, 
the satellite will begin to slow down (with respect to the 
observer) and when it sets its angular velocity will fall to 
that which it had \Vhen it ros·e. 

The highEr lhe satellite's orbit, the greater is the ·area 
on the Earth from which it is visible (Fig. 19). Thus, for 
example, a satellite circling at 200 kilometres will be seen 
from a territory with a radius of 1,500 kilometres, while at 
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an altitude of 1,000 kilometres the visibility radius will 
do·uble. 

The length of time an artificial satellite may be observed 
from a definite ooint on Earth will likewise increase with 

• 

its height. Thus, for example, a satellite in orbit at 200 kil-
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Fig. 18. As the artificial satellite begins to rise 
it will appear to an observer to be moving slow
ly As it continues to rise its angular velocity rel
ative to the observer {the apparent speed of the 
satellite over the celestial sphere) will rapidly 
increase. When it pnsses through the observer's 
zenith it wi!l begin to ''slow down." At setting 
time its angular \'elocity will be the same as at 
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Table I I 

Localities over Which the First Soviet Artificial Satellite 

Made Its First Apprarance in October 1957 
--I . 

Locality I-I ours Minutes ' Date ' i 
I 

I 

I 
Algiers (' I ·JO 14 

Ahna-Ata I 5 20 58 

I Ankara 10 22 ~~7 

An1nrctica (coast) I 7 06 -I I Athens I 1~ 22 36 t I 

Ashkhabad s 21 02 I 
Baku 12 21 00 

Beirut 13 06 59 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

Belgrade l 8 00 1~ I 
: I . I 

Berlin 
' I ~~~ 00 16 I 

I 

Bon1hav (j 07 
I 

03 
"' 

l~russcls 10 OH : 34 I I 

I I ; 

Budapest I 10 00 I 18 
I 

I I 

I I 
Bucharest ' -J;~ OG I 55 I 

I I 
I I 

Buenos 1\i re~. 12 01 
I 

~>~ I I 
.... 

I Warsa\v I 12 06 52 I 

J 

I 

\V ashington ;, I 31 
I 

16 I 
I I I Vi Jni us I 10 ()() f)7 • 

I ' 

I Dan1ascus () OH 3" ·1 
I 

Delhi 8 t!J 24 

Djokjakarta 8 16 01 

Dublin 13 08 29 
Ere van 6 2~ 36 
Kabul 6 20 58 

Cairo 8 '>'> ....... 35 
Calcutta 5 19 16 



Locality 

- -

chi 

nhagen 
grad 
n 
on 
id 
our ne 
CO 

Kara 
Kiev 
Cope 
Lenin 
Lisbo 
Lond 
Madr 
1\\elb 
Me xi 
"'\insk 

I 1\\osc ow 
New York 

• 
1 Oslo 
I 

I Ottaw a 
I 

I 
I 

I • 
I 
I 

Paris 
Prkin g 

e Pragu 
Pyon 
REly I< 
Rig a 
Rome 
Rio d 
Is tan 
Tallin 
Tashk 
Teher 
Tiran 
Toky 
Ulan 
Frunz 
liano 
Helsi 
Shang 

gyang 
javik 

e Janeiro 
bul 
n 

·ent 
an 
a 

0 

Bat or 
e 
. 
l 

nl<i 
hai 

. 

--

t 
I • 

t 

I 
I 
I 
! 
I 

---

Date Hours Minutes 

5 20 54 
7 00 15 
8 01 53 
6 06 49 

11 10 09 
6 10 05 
9 10 12 
8 12 38 
6 18 16 

10 00 19 
5 01 46 
7 06 36 
6 03 27 
8 14 57 
6 10 06 
7 I 17 49 
fj 01 I 49 

I 

11 16 10 
12 05 07 

(1 01 51 
6 10 09 
8 15 18 

11 22 35 
8 06 59 
7 21 01 
8 07 01 
8 00 13 
6 16 11 
5 10 23 
6 21 01 
7 17 43 
8 01 56 

1.0 16 10 

. 
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Fig. 19. How the diameter of the apparent circu1ar seg
ment of the Earth increases with the h£'ight or an 
orbiting sat cl I it e. At a height of 500 kilometres the 
diameter of the apparent circu1a.r srgnu~nt is 4.900 kil
ornetres ( 1): at 2,000 ki!omctres it is 9,000 kilometres 
(2); at 7,000 kilometres it increases to 13,700 kilome-

tres (3) 

on1etres will be visible for 7 minutes, one at 500 kilome
tres will be visible for 11 minutes, while at a height of 2,000 
kilometres, visibility will last 28.5 minutes. . 

Can an artificial satellite that has been detected, appear 
over some area all of a sudden? No, it -cannot. It is suffi
.cient to establish, at some instant, the ·coordinates of the 
satellite and its velo·city and ·direction in order to be able 
t·o calculate at any future time its position and to predict 
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when and over what areas it will be flying. For instan·ce, it 
is possib!e to determine whether the satellite will again ap
pear over a given territory, and if so, when this will occur. 
It is, of course, assumed here that neither the direction nor 
the velocity of the satellite will be changed by firing a rocket. 

One and the same satellite can pass over a given area 
first from south to north, then from north to south, but not 
because the sate!lite has suddenly ·changed its direction in 
the orbit (this is impossible), but because the direction of 
the satellite on the ce!estial sphere is reversed if, between 
two observations, the Earth n1akes half a rotation. 

Observations of the First Artificial Satellites. Due to the 
fact that the orbits of the first Soviet artificial satellites 
\Vere highly inclined to the plane of the equator, they 
passed over nearly all continents and bodies of water of the 

Fig. 20. The track of the carrier rocket of Sput
nik No. I (this is a dra\ving n1ade from a lo~g
thne exposure photograph taken by T. P. l(lse
lyova, Chief A5tronomical Observatory, Acad~my 
of Sciences, U.S.S.R., at Pulkovo, October 10, 19a7). 
One may gauge the relatiye spc~ds . or the car
rier rocket and the stars 1n thear d1urnal paths 
over the celestial sphere by comparing the lengths 
of the Jines. The break in the tracl< indicates the 
tin1e and duration of the passage of the carrier 

rocket over the celestial sphere 



planet (excluding the areas around the poles and narrow 
strips south of the Arctic Circle and north of the Antarctic 
Circle) to embrace nearly 90 per c.ent of the surface of the 
globe. 

The first artifi.cial sa!ellite was spotted in all parts of the 
globe (Table II). It \vas observed with the unaided eye as a 
5th-6th mHgnitude star, while the carriPr roc]~et was of first 
magnitude. 

Fig. 20 sho\vs the track of the carrier rocket of the first 
satellite tnade by long exposure. 1 t is easily seen ho\v the 
L·arrier rocket streaks across the ·ce1estia 1 sphere as com
pared to the stars slowly moving in their diurnal paths: the 
ve~ocities are proportional to the lengths of the lines on the 
pho!ograph (the astrograpl1 used to take the picture was 
stationary). The figure also sho\\l·s that the carrier rocket was 
n1oving at an angle to the direction of the daily motion of 
the stars. The break in the track of the rocket indicates thl~ 
time and duration of its passage ac.ross the celestial sphere. 

As has already been mentioned, the first artifi,cial satel
lite had an elliptical orbit that was very close to a circle. 
l-Iowever, due to the Earth's rotation the projection of the 
satellite on to the surface of the planet was a highly {'Onlp~cx 
curve. Fig. 21 sho\vs the satellite's projection on to the sur
fare of the Earth ·during just over one period. A~ter one full 
period, the satellite is in the zenith not over the same area, 
but over a different point of this same parailel aprproximate
ly 24 degrees west of the first. (If this distance were exact
ly equal to 24 degrees, then 24 hours later it would be pos
sib~e to observe the satellite at the same spot and in the 
same position; in reality, however, there are slight devia
tions.) Fig. 22 is a diagram of the movement of the satellite 
during 24 hours. As is seen, there are strips, between the 
areas over which the satellite passes, that never have the 
satellite in the zenith (here it n1ay be v~ewed at a certain 
angle to the horizon). But given a long enough lifetime it 
may 'be in the zenith over these areas too. Even during the 
yr.ry first days o.f its existence the satellite exhibited certain 
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displacements of the points of its proje·ction as ·compared to 
the preceding 24 hours. By the end of October, 1957, Sput
nik No. I had made so many circuits that the map of the 
globe would be a maze of the projections of its tra~ectory. 

Immediately after the launching of the first artificial sat
ellites, 66 visual-observation stations and 26 radio-ob
servation stations in the Soviet Union went into action to 
tracl< their movements. In addition, observations were con
ducted by means of radar, radio direction finders, and other 
instruments. 1\'\ost extensive \vere, naturally, radio obser
vations which were carried on by numerous amateurs at 
different points on the globe. 

T\vo radio transmitters on the first and srcond satel
lites broadcast on 7.5 and 15 metres. This \Vas very conven
ient for amateurs \vho ordinarily do not have sets capable 
of receiving on the shorter \vavelengths. The satellites' 
transmitters emitted signa Is in the forn1 of telegraph pulses 
1 as tin g about 0. 3 second \Vi th a pause of si m i I a r duration. 
Signals of the second frequenry \vr.re transnlittc'd during 
pauses in the signals of the first frequency. 

Radio signals from the Sputniks \l/ere received at dis
tanc·es up to several thousand kilometres, and, in excep
tional rases, up to 10-15 thousand kilon1ctres. 

After three weeks of continuous operation, the supply of 
electric po\ver of the radio transmitters on Sputnik No. I v.ras 
expended. Further observations of this satellite and of its 
carrier rocket, which was much brighter, \vcre chiefly visual. 

To ·detect the satellite, obserYers arn1ed with opti~al in
struments were divided into two groutJs: one group carried 
on observations a long the meridian, the other, in the plane 
perpendicular to the apparent orbit of the Sputnik. In this 
way two "optical barriers" were established. 

The ephemerides* of the satellites and of the carrier rock
et \\7 ere reported d a i1 y in the press, thus si m pI if y in g the 
work of observers: to locate the new heavenly bodies, astro-

• Ephemerides are the calculated positions of celestial bodies. 
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nomica1 instrtnTients were ·directed at prescribed "waiting 
points." Errors of angular measurements n1ade by visual
observation stations did not exceed one degree. Time 
\Vas measured \vith an accuracy of one-hundredth of a 
second. 

During one ·comp~e~e ·circuit of the satellite, observat1on 
stations on the Earth's surface moved (due to the Earth's 
rotation) anywhere between 1,100 and 2,600 ki!ometrcs de
pending on the:r location between the 65~h para!lel and the 
equator. But a satellite orbiting e.ven at 200 kilometres is 
visible over an area with a diameter exceeding 3,000 kilo
tnetres. For this reason, in about an hour and a half a!ter 
the satellite bad set in the gi\·cn Ioca!ity it was often ~ound 
again to be in tl1e field of \r!ew of the observer. 

Sincr Sputnik No. 2's orbit \Vas higher than that of Sput
nik No. 1, the radius of the area from \vhich it could be ob
served was also larger. \Vhc.reas a satellite orbiting at ~)00 
kilon1etres distance tnay theoretic a IJ y be vie\ved from an 
area of radius 3,200 kilometres (ovl'r the arc of a large 
circle), for one at 1,700 kilorr1etres distance this figure is 
4,200 kilon1etres. 

We have already noted that the in.rlination of the orbit 
of the second satellite to the plane of ihe equator \vas the 
same as that of the first satellite. And at a given instant 
the projections of the tvv'O orbits on to the earth ba 11 \vere 
the san1c. This n1ay lead one io think that the elcn1ents of .. 
tnotion of the two satellites \\tere the same. But in reality 
they differed because their orbital periods differ and there
fore the Earth, as it rotates on its axis, occupies diffrrent 
posit:ons relative to the t\vo satellites. 

Sputnik No. 2 made 13.9 revolutions every 24 hours. 
Therefore, if we assume that ·the plane of the satellite's 
orbit remains fixed relative to the stars, after each revo
lution the satellite would pass over terrestrial latitudes 
displaced 25.9 degrees westward. But we know that the 
plane of the satellite's orbit is in slow rotation relative to 
the stars. For this reason, the distance between the points 
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of successive passages of the satellite over terrestrial lat· 
itudes works out to rough I y 26.3 degrees. 

Observational techniques and equipment connected with 
the third Soviet satellite have been radically improved. 
The satellite is equipped with several radio transmitters 
that permit mcasuretnents of its coordinates. These are 
carried out by a number of specially established sc.ientific 
stations outfitted with all conceivable electronic devices . 

. Radar-measured data on the satellite's coordinates are 
autotnatically corrected to unified astronomical time and 
d~elivercd to a general coordination-computation centre 
over special con1munication lines. I-Iere the data arriving 
from different stations are autornatically fed to hig!-1-speed 
rlcctronic computing machines that digest all the mate
rial and deriv·e the basic orbital elements. These arc used 
to predict the satellite's future n1ovements and to give its 
ephrmeridrs. 

This highly complex n1easuring systen1, \vhich contains 
cnorn1ous nun1bers of electronic eircuits and devices, com
putes the satellite's coordinates and orbital elements with 
a rapidity and accuracy that exceed by far those of the 
first two Soviet satellites. 

In order to facilitate observations by scientists through
out the \vorld, the satellite is equipped \vith a powerful 
radio transtnittrr that continuously radiates telegraph 
pulses of duration 150-300 milliseconds on a frequency of 
20.005 tnegacyc]es per second. 

4. The ~lovcn1ents of Celestial Bodies Viewed 
f ron1 Artificial Satellites 

As soon as an orbital rocket is out beyond the per·c-eptible 
atmosphere (this occurs one to t\vo minutes after take-off), 
the celestia 1 sphere loses its customary bluish co:our and 
b·ecomes black. On the Earth, areas shaded from the Sun ·do 
not experien·ce absolute darkness because to one degree or. 
another the sunlight is scattered there by the atmosphere. In 
contradistinction, cosmic regions shaded by a nonilluminat-
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lng body are in nearly complete blackness. Here, the celes
tial sphere is not brightened up by sun: ight scattered in 
an atmosphere; it shines by the faint light of stars and neb
ulae only. The stars do not twinkle and are always clear
ly visible if one cuts out the direct rays of the Sun. If this 
isn't done, the eye, adapted to the bright solar light, will 
lose i!s power to discern the stars. 

Fron1 an artificial satellite the sky will appear quite dif
ferent from what is seen from the Earth's surface. We in the 
Northern Hem!sphere cannot see much of the southern ce
lestial sphere, just as the greater part of the northern sphere 
is not visible to earth dwellers in the Southern Hemi
spherl~. From an artificial satellite, regardless of the direc
tion in \Vhich it is n1oving, it \Vill be possible to review the 
entire celestial sphere in the course of one local ("satellite'') 
day, that is to say, during one circuit about the Earth. Dur
ing a local sidereal day, the Earth, to an observer on an ar
tificial satellite, would appear to have made a complete 
revolution around the satellite. 

If the orbit is circular, the motion of the Earth over the 
celestial sphere will be uniform. But if the orbit is ellipti
ca 1, to an observer on the satellite the Earth will appear to 
first increase its velocity and then slow down again as it 
moves across the ·celestial sphere. This is due to the varying 
spee-d of the satellite itself and also to the varying distance 
from the Earth. 

We have seen how the orbital motion of an artificial satel
lite about the Earth will affect the apparent motion of ce!es
tial bodies. No\v imagine ourselves aboard an artificial sat
ellite using rotation to produc·e artificial gravity. What will 
the motion of the celestial sphere appear like? First, the ce
lestial sphere with the Earth, Moon, Sun, and stars will ap· 
pear to be revolving about the satellite. It \vill make one 
comple!e revolution durin·g the time that the artificial satel
lite rotates onre on its own axis, which is several minutes 
or even a fraction of a minute. 

If the axis of rotation of the satellite is horizontal, the 
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spar·e travellers will see the Earth pass overhead and then 
under their feet. l~ut if thl~ satellite's axis of rotation coin
cides at a certain instant with the axis of rotation of our 
planet,* the Earth \Vill appear to he rotating on its axis at 
a terrific speed ( exeecding by hundrerls of tim·es the actual 
rate), and the Sun and stars will be revolving around tlH' 
Earth at this sanll\ startling speed. Depending on the di
rection of rotation of the satellite, the Earth's rotation tllay 
appear to be either direct or retrograde. 

If the axis oi rotation of thr artifirial satellite (as we 
l<now, it mu~t .pa~s through its ·rent re of In ass) passes 
ihrough the centre of the Earth, thougl1 does not ·coincid~ 
\vith the Earth's axis, the Earth \Vill seen1 to be rotating not 
on its n\vn axis, :hut ahont the axis of rotation of the satel
lite. 'To :tsironaLits it \Vill ap;.lear that the point on the 
l~arth's surfaee fron1 \vhich ih·e satellite is seen in the zenith 
is the Earth's pole. r~or this reason, to space tra\·ellers mov
ing around the Ec-trth, ibis in1ag-inary terrestrial pole will 
appear to be \\·andering, but during one apparent rotation 
of the Earth on i1~ ~·c-Lxis" the' latter ran rnovf' on]v c-t 

• 

triflt'. 
:\s an r.xtren1e L·c·lsr. the apparent pole of rotation of the 

l:arth may prove io be 1ixrd. l'his ·\vill oc"'~ur w·hen t1he Earth 
is vic\\red f ron1 a s iCJtionary ariifi.cia 1 satellite rotating on 
an axis tl1at pas~es through the centre of mass of the sate] .. 
lite and the centre of the Earth. 'ro take an example, thr 
Inountains of 1\enya in equatorial 1\frica \Vith their planta
tions of bananas and coffee trees n1ay prove to ~be such a 
pole. In this casr, to non terrestrial observers the Kola Pen
insuJ a, \Vhich lies brvond tht~ 1\rctic Circle. and Sumatra 

w 

on the equator \vill be on one apparent parallel of 
latitude. 

As \Ve see, s~pa ce travellers on an artificia 1 satellite will 
have to spend quite son1e elTort to master the art of c.osmi~~ 

--·--
* Since an ~Jrtificial satellite eannot "stand still,. over the pole, 

this coincidence lastg an instant. 
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navigation and utilize practi.ca 1 astronomy, say, to correct 
the vehi·cle's orbit. 

\Ve may remark that data on t·he motions of celestial 
bodies relative to automatic artificial satellites may also 
be useful in analyzing the results of instrument readings 
m a clr on such flying observatories. 

!'i. Days, Nights, t.uul Seasons 
on A rtifi~ia 1 Sa tellit~s 

\Vhen, following the first automatic scouts of the Uni
verse, hurnan beings set out into space and become inhabi
tants of thesP ne\v heavenly bodies artificial Earth sat
ellites-they \Vill see much that is unusual. The celestial 
sphere \Vill tnove differently, the seasons will change quite 
unexpectedly, and othrr p.henomena will strike them as 
extraordinary. 

On an artificial satellite day and night will follow ea~ch 
other as they do on Earth. But here they will differ from 
their terrestrial .counterparts. Since in 24 hours an artifi·cial 
satellite can make up to sixteen cir-cuits about the Earth 
(this number varies with altitude), day and night on sU·ch 
a vehicle will·chang-e just as many times during the 24 earth 
hours. On the satellite, night is a sort of solar ecli·pse: the 
Earth sha·des the Sun. Sin·ce the Earth's shadow covers onlv .. 
a small portion of the orbit, night on the satellite is always 
shorter than day (Fig. 23). Thus, for example, the local day 
and night of an artificial satellite n1aking 16 circuits in 
24 sidereal hours will last I hour 29 minutes 45 seconds, 
while the longest ''winter" night will amount to 37 min
utes. 

On an artificial satellite, just as on the Earth, night is 
preceded by dusk (Fig. 23). The satellite will likewise have 
.a twilight period at dawn. But the evening dusk and the 
darkened dawn of a satellite body results from the passage 
of the satellit-e through the penum~bra of the -planet and not 
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(as on Earth) Jron1 light scattere·d by the upper layers of 
the atmosph·ere. Th·e vehi·cle first enters the Earth's penunl
bra and later the .complete darkness of the umbra. While 
the cross-section of the Earth's umbra gradually tapers off, 
and ultimately disappears, the cross-section of the penum
bra becom·es ev·er greater. During a local night on the satel
lite, the Sun will not be seen at all, but during twilight it 
will be tpartly visi1ble. 

We on Earth always delight in the magnificent s·cene of 
a setting or rising sun. The marvellous colours of sunris·e 
and sunset are due to the .passage of the Sun's rays through 
a thick lay·er of air .. When viewing the rising and s·etting 
Sun on an artificial satellite the influence of the Earth's 
at,mosphere will be still more enhan~ced by the double pas
sage of solar rays through the terrestrial atmosphere before 
they rea.ch the eye of the observer. 

An artifi·cial satellite will have its seasons of the year too, 
and they will manifest themselves in variations of length 
of ·day and night (as on the Earth), though the cause will 
not be the same as o·n our planet. Whereas on Earth, varia
tions in length of day an·d night during the year are caused 
by th·e in·clination oJ the Earth's axis to the ecliptic, on an 
artifi,cial satellite they are the result of differing durations 
of the satellite in the Earth's shadow. "\\/inter" on the satel
lite coincides with the period of the longest nights, \vhile 
"summer" is the period of the longest days. 

The entire ·calendar of a satellite is determined by the fact 
that its circular path always lies in one and the same plane 
which is fixed relative to the stars. As an exan1ple, take an 
artificial satellite orbiting 210 kilometres above the poles. 
The plane of its orbit (and also the Earth's axis) will be in
clined 66° 33' to the ecliptic. Let us assume that during the 
autu·mnal equi~nox this plane is parallel to the Sun's rays. 
The instant the satellite enters the Earth's shadow, night 
will begin. This will occur four minutes after the satellite 
has passed over t·he North Pole, and during these four min-
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utes tbc sail'llite \vill be in the Sun's rays, thoug.h the re
gion on Earth under it will be enveloped in darkness. When 
the Sun rises on the satellite, the surface of the Earth will 
still be in the shade, and this again will last four minutes 
until the satellite reaches the South Pole. Thus, day on the 
satellite \vill last 4><4::·=16 minutes longer than nigl1t and 
wi 11 have a iota 1 ·dura tinn of 52 rrtin utes. This \\'ill be the 
ti·Ine of longest night on the ~a tell itl\ and ·hen re th·e season 
nf \\·in1er. 

SUNRISE 

,.·a~ 

SUNSET 

NI GilT 

Fig. :!:t Sunrise, daytirne~ sunset, ;tnd night on an arti
licial Earth satl'llitr. rx indicates the angle of inclination oi 
the p),lne of 1lH' satt;lllite orbit relative to th<' direction of 

thP Sun's rays 

On the satellite ·des·cribcd aboYe, ,June and l)ccern'ber 'W~ilt 
he mid-stunn~ter, and the end of J\'\arrh and Sei1tem,ber, mid
winter. rfhtts, during one Earth year, the satellite will havP 
two \Vinters and two sun1n1ers. 

A kno\v~cdge of the length of day and night an·d of the 
seasons of the year on artifi·cia] satellites is of great impor
tance for observations from the r:arth and for the study 
of solar radiation bv means of instrumentation on the sat-

• 

t'flifP. 
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l \T. .AR l"'IF J (:lA l.A S_4 'fE.LI.J'fES J> LT'r 
TO lJSE 

1. ·Flying {)hservatories and Laboratories 

lJnlike high-altitude rocket research with its limitations 
both in time (several minutes) and in spa·ce, satellites may 
be used for long-ti·me investigations of unlimited s·pace. In 
this way, an artifi.cial satellite "~ombines the advantages of 
balloons, which are capable of staying up above the Earth 
for long· .periods of time. and rockets, whi-ch are able to reach 
ext.ren1e heights. 

I:irst an·d fore1nost. artificial satellites \Vill be useful as 
flying observatories to observe th-e r-:arth's surface. Such 
a satellite can be instrurnentcd to kr<:'p autornatic \vatch 
over the natural phenomena of the upper ahnosphere 
'tnd of the lJ.niverse. These automati-c devi~ces wi 11 record 
the results of their rneasurements ~ nd radio them back to 
Earth. Our knowledge of outer spa~c.e will be enriched \vith 
numerous facts which at present WC' are unable to obtain 
from instrurrtcnts flown on high-altitude rockets. 

Precisely such a flying laboratory \Vas the ~econd Soviet 
artificial satellite ·Sputni]{ No. 2. 

Studying tlze Earth Ball. Using fifteen-po\ver prismatic 
binneulars on an artificial sateUite orbiting at 200 kilo
metres it will be possible to see terrestrial objects 4 metres 
in diameter. I-Iowever, due to the rapid 111otion of the satel
lite the bino-culars will have to be locked on to the object 
by means of a special n1echanis1n. It will also be extremely 
difficult to ·distinguish dPtail on the Earth's surface on the 
horizon. 

An artificial satellite will give man his first im.pression 
o.f the planet Earth hanging in space. But even today we 
know what the Earth looks like from the orbit of such a 
satellite. I.;ig. 24 is a high-altitude rocket photograph of a 
se·ction of the Earth's surface. An in.frared filter was used to 
pierce through what \Vas nearl~y the entire atmosphere. The 
picture shows clearly defined details of the Earth's surface, 
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cloud aggregations, atmospheric layers on the horizon, and 
the Earth's curvature. An observer in the orbital observa
tory will see just about as much. 

At present, only 7 per cent of the Earth's land surface 
has been accurately tnapp·ed. 'Yet from an art,ificial satel

lite it will be possible, 
without any special ef
fort, to map (by n1eans 
of photographs) all in
ac·cessible areas, to 
make old n1aps more 
precise and to account 
for changes produced 
bv the construction 

"' 
of aerodron1es, roads, 
dan1s, and the like. 
'True, this 'vould require 

Fig. 24. The sudac.e of the Earth h fil b <~s seen from a !J(•ig-ht of 22fi kilo- recovering 1 e m 
11

Y 
n1etres having it automatica y 

dropped back to Earth, 
aud it is not yet clear ho\v this problem can be solved. 

'fhe number of high-altitude photographs necessary to 
rnap the entire globe diminishes with in·creasing height of 
the satellite's orbit. From a satellite vehi,cle oPbiting at a 
height of several thousand kilometres, the entire surface of 
the Earth ·Can be photographed in daylight in less than 12 
hours. 

Admittedly, large areas will always be covered by clouds, 
but in such ·cases in.frared rays and radar ·can be employ·ed. 
But even in the total absen-c-e of clouds, with a clear sky, 
the air still re.mains v·ery turbid. N·everth·eless, pictures of 
the Earth's surface taken from an artificial satellite will be 
very precise, and distortions produced by the atmosphere 
when viewing through a telescope will pra-cti·cally be ab
sent. For the same reason, it is easy to read a printed text 
through a \piece of waxed paper held firmly to the text, while 
the letterg blur out of all r·e·cognition if the .paper is brou,ght 
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close to the eye. It tnay be noted that the presence of cos
mic and X-rays in extra-atmospheric space complicates 
greatly th·e photographi·c process from a satellite vehicle 
sinc·e ·conventional •plate holders do not provide ade·quate 
protection for the photographic plates. 

Television transmitters on artificial satellites of the Earth 
(or Moon) can transmit to observation stations simple or 
stereos.copi·c pi·ctures o,f the terrestrial or lunar surface taken 
from orbital heights. To make stereos.copic pictures the two 
trans·mitting ·cameras will have to 1be locate·d on two differ
ent satellites (one would be too small for the job) ~moving 
at approximately the same distance from each other. (It is 
also possible to obtain stereosco·pi.c .photographs of the 
Earth's surface from a single satellite by comparing pic
tures taken with one camera at different times.) 

An artificial satellite could also 1be used to m·easure the 
Earth's radiation and albedo.* The latter varies over a very 
\vide rang·e due ·chiefly to the ·Earth's ·changing cloud cover. 
From a satellite v·ehicle there would be no difficulty in de
termining this value for different latitudes and seasons of 
the year. 

Some authorities believe that precise observations of th·e 
motions of artificial satellites (even of minimal vehicles) 
will enable diverse measurements to be made, such as trian
gulation of the glo1be, ** and ·especially of the expanses of 
water, measurements of inter·continental distan·ces, et.c. For 
instance, an .artificial satellite could measure the width of 
the Atlantic ~Ocean to within 30 metres. Thus it will be pos
sible, using artifi.cial satellites, to ·confir·m or reJect on.ce and 
for all the hypothesis of the relative movements of the con
tinents. 

It is known that depressions on ocean surfaces (a fallin.g 
of the true level of the w.ater as compared with the theoret-

* Albedo is a number which shows what portion of sunlight is 
reft.ected by the pJanet (or satellite). 

** Triangulation is a method of measuring the surfa<·£' of the 
Earth by means of building networks of triangles. 
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ical level) reach as n1uch as several hundred metres. There 
ure also ·grounds ifor believin,g that the shap-e of the Earth 
is ·cons la ntly undergoing change. All these ~tlterations will 
be visihle in the satellite observatories. 

i\.1though aireraft flying in the polar regions ·keep under 
constant survei 11 a nee the rnovemcnt of icr in 1\rrtic waters, 
an d i n forest a r r Cl s a re on t he \V cd c h -o 11 t for fi re~, such ob se r
vations made from satellites would he far more effective. 
In ~ t r llrlTI en t s on t h c s a t.r 1li t P Ye h i c 1 e s \V ill \V a r n s h i p s a t se a 
of i cc packs. i\ 11 sizable icP~hergs \Vi ll he ·'on register" and 
\Vi 11 never a gain send ~hips to the hotion1 of th-e sea in .col
lisions. ()rbital ohscrvatorir.~ \\·ill rl'port to Earth about 
iorrst firr.s in the depths of the taiga C"ln·d \\·ill indicate the 
exact seat of the fire. 

Jt mnv be that arliti-cial satellite~ \\Till also he u~cd in 
• 

en1ergenry life-saving, to den1ine are~ts at sea, or to predi·et 
the mo\'etnents of s-chools of fish. Satellites ·n1av l>e useful ., 

in detcrrnining the locntions of sunkrn ships and airrraft, 
and perh:1ps ·CV('n of lost CXfHlditions. 

()pin ions h a ve b c en ex p r t~ ss e d that in future a r t i fi c i a 1 sat
<'11 ites rn a~~ hr 1.1 sed to con duct ocea nogr a p hir, gl aciol ogi
c a 1 , :.l n d se i s rn o I o g i c s t 11 d i C' s. ( I 1 a c i o I o g i s t s, for ins t a ll·C e, 
ho'Pe that observations n1a de f ron1 ariifiL~ial satellites will 
L'onfirnl the hypothesis of the gradual tendency to\\Tards nlod
-t·ration of thl' clirnat.P and attendant slo\\· ffi{1 lting of the 
i ·c r ·C o v t 1 r o ~ the p 1 a n c t. 

... ":ltudies of the ,lt1nosphere. Artificial satellites \Vill bt~ l'llJ

ployed in !Tiletrorologi.cal ·observations. They w·i 11 keep tra'l'k 
of the areas and moven1ents of clouds, tlley will determine 
the character of the cloud undercast, the boundaries of 
\varn1 and ·roJd air masses anti the n1oven1ents of storms. 
Even on land, whil:h oc"C~upies less than 30 per -cent of the 
Earth's surface, there are too fe\v meteorological stations: 
tens of thousands of these stations are incapable of giving 
a ·eomplete pi·cture of the cloud cover of the Earth not only 
over the irnmense water expanses of the globe, but even 
nver the continents. Specialists are of the opinion that there 
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\vill still he Inany ·dHficulties in the -vvay of detern1ining the 
movement of large ·cloud -1nasses from an orbiting satellite 
sin-re the 01ttlin-c~ of the eontinents themselves will be lost 
un·deT the clou cl cover. 1-Ien·ce. the difficulties of determining
how n1uch the clouds moved and how their pro;Jortions al
tered during onr snte 11itc ·cir·cuit. 

The density of the 11ppcr atmosphere may be cleier1nin·ed 
i n d i re c U y, h v me an s o! art i ti c i a 1 sate 11 i te s t h at are even 

~ ... 
u ni nstrurnentrd. \7isu a 1 or radar obs<:'rv ations of the satel-
!itC' nloVt'lllc·n1s and thE' dPgree of retardation by air drag 
will s 11 ffi,ce. 

The satPllite r.,,n l'jf'r.t at regular intervals sodiurn va
pours \vbiclJ lun1inesre brighily in thP Sun's rays. The 
tcn1peraturc of the upper layers of the atn1osphcre ean be 
('Valuatecl from the dispersion of the sodiurn trace, and any 
d i. s tort ions in 1. h c sod i u n1 '\ .. 1 o u d ·' \Vi 11 ~ c r v e a s a i d s in de
tcrmining· \vind v-elocities crt a g·iven altitude. . . -

,Just as properly ·equipped n1eteorolog·i·cnl stations enable 
n1easuren1ents to be n1;rde of di!Terent meteorological e1e
nlents at a distance ( relnotc-controlle-d meteorologic a 1 sta
tions), so \vith the aid of .artifi-cial satellites it \Vill be pos
si·hle to de!ertni ne the ien1 per cJiure, .pressure, and air den
sity at various altitudes ... ~ polar satellite, for instance, per
nlits of rapidly dcterrnining- parameters that characterize 
the stnte oi the atn1osphere and other data a 1 ;1 constant 
high a 1 tit u de a Ion g a n1 er id i an. 

The first Soviet artificial satellite-Sputnik No. 1---
radioed to Earth its tcn1perature and other data by varying 
the durations of the signals and pauses betw·een them, 
\Vhi{·.h averaged three-tenths of a second~ ...... 

The foregoing shows ho\v in1~portant artificial satellites 
\vi11 'be in producing correct weather forecasts. 

It has been established that at high altitudes the atnlos
phere of the Earth glo\vs. Even at 120 kilometres altitude in 
the daytime the celestial sph-er-e is not black. At this h-eight, 
air-glo\\' is four per cent of the corresponding value at sea
level in the zenith, and does not disappear at night either. 
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On a satellite orbiting the Earth, it will be possible to 
investigate variations in the radiation proper of the ter
restrial atmosphere as a function of time of year and geo
graphical coordinates. 

Studies of the Ionosphere and the Propagation of Radio 
Waves. Artificial satellites may b·e used to study ionization 
of the atmosphere (the area oc·cupied by ions and electrons 
at different altitudes) which should be v·ery helpful in fore
casting con·ditions oi radio communication, to name but one 
field of application. 

In view of the .fact that the distance ibetw·e·en th·e satellite 
and the re·ceiving station on Earth will 'be constantly ·chang
ing and the air layer between them in·creasing and decreas
ing, the quantity of ions bet\veen the transmitter and receiv
er will also vary. Correspondingly, there will be variations 
in the nature of the radio signals received from the satellite 
due to the different positions it occupies relative to the re
c·eiving station, and this is what will pertnit an assessment 
of the state of the ionosphere. 

Relatively short-range ra·dio stations on ships will 1be 
able to maintain ·contact with th·e homeland via the satel
lite, which can appear daily over th.e horizon. su.ch contact 
can also be established by using light signals, which find it 
tnuch easier to pierce the atmosphere upwards since in this 
\vay they shorten their paths in the absorbing medium. 

Artificial satellites can also serve to relay ultra-short 
\Vaves, for example, television broadcasts, over long dis
tances. True, due to the con1plcxity of the apparatus and 
the huge power sources required, this use is not yet en
visaged, but there is a chance that in the future, satellites 
will be worth using to broadcast television programmes 
from one continent to another. 

Ionosphere studies occupy a central position in the re
search progratnme of the third Soviet artificial Earth sat
ellite. 

Studying the Earth's Magnetic Field. The magnetic field 
of this •p1an.et has been rather thorou·ghly studied at the 
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surface, an·d the results oi these investigations have long 
been applied in naval and air navigation, in geodesy, .and 
in other fields. The Earth's magn·etic field is com=pos.ed of a 
constant fi·eld ·created by sources within the Earth, and a 
variable field that arises from electric currents cir·culating 
in the ionosphere and extra-atmospheric space. The period
ic smooth variations of the Earth's magnetic field are di
urnal, 27-day (these are related to solar rotation), annual, 
11-year (related to the p·eriod of solar activity), and secu
lar. Sharp variations in the Earth's magnetic field (magnet
ic storms) are also observed. It is believed that this field 
produces a deviating effect on charged .parti·cles moving 
about the Earth. Alternatively, there is an opinion that 
it is du·e to ·charged particles from the Sun entering the 
atmosphere that \\'e observe variations in the terrestrial 
field. 

Through th·e employment of artificial ~atellites, es~pecial
ly those orbiting elliptically, it vvill be possible to make a 
magneti·c map of th·e area about the Earth and to study the 
causes of magnetic anomalies, which are deviations of the 
intensity of the Earth's field from the mean (''normal") val
ues of a given locality. It will be possible to investigate 
the influence of ele.ctri.c currents, arising at V·ery great 
heights, on the Earth's magn·eti·c field, to study the effect of 
variations in the intensity of ·cosmi·c rays on the ·cours·e of 
magneti~c storms, and also attack other problems. Investi
gations of the magnetic fiel·d of the Earth through the use 
of artiti.cial satellites will b·e valuable both s·cientifically and 
practically. For instan·ce, su.ch studies will make it possi1ble 
to detect ·mineral deposits and to determine their res·erv·es. 

Biological Studies. An artificial satellite will help solve 
problems of prospective interplanetary travel. Here it will 
be possi·ble to study the effe·ct of weightlessness on physio
logical and psy·chical processes, and also the action. of cos
mic, solar, and other radiations on living ·beings unpro
tected by th·e Earth's atmos.phere. An artificial satellite can 
be used to verify Tsiolkovs.ky's idea that in z·ero-gravity con-
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ditions plants and animals of all types, from the simplest 
to the most ·com·plex, will grow and ·develop much faster 
than under gravity conditions. 

Meteors, Micrometeorites~ and "Cosmic Dust." It is be-
lieved that mi·crometeorites affect in some way the state of 
1he ionosphere and thus the propagation of radio \Vaves . 

.J\li·cro~n1e!eorite counters \\rill he installed in satellites 
and it will be possible to determine the distribution of thes·e. 
parti·c.1es, their momenia and e~ectri{'. charge as a function 
of the geographiral latitude. The acoustiral effects of mi
c.rotTlctcoritic itnpacts on thC' skin of the satellite may be re
corded by a erys tal n1icrophonr in the satellite and te1e
tnrterecl to l:arth after atnplifieatinn oi the radio signal. 

l'he third Sovic't satellite is ~quipped \V it h speri a 1 de
viecs that record n1icron1eteoritC' irnparts. 

Due to niic.rotTIPteorite hits on the polished hull of the 
~atelliie, the latter will begin gradually to lose its lustre. 
This phC'nonlPnon too may prove a considerable aid in stud
ying the peculiarities of tnicrotneteoritcs. Another n1ethod 
is to coat the skin of the satellite with a radioaetive suh
~t a nrP and by tel e-rne a surcrnents of the satellite's ra dioae
tivity, as the i nt<.'ns ity gra d u a 11 y cl i n1 in ishes, one can esti-
1nate ·hO\V n1uch of the n1aterial has been \vorn a\vay bv 

w ' 

tncteorie. dust and micron1eteorites. 
An :1riiticial satellite ean he hermetically sealed an·d fill·cd 

\Vith a gas under pressure ~before launching. This will give 
it the rigidity it will need 1o \Vithstand the high launching 
accclerations. ~~n·d when in free orbit, any reduction in gas 
pressure \vill i1mply that a tneteor has punctured the skin 
of the satellite. The length of iinlC' the satellite exists vvith
out mishap will be an indication of the possible frequf~ncy 
of meteor hits, while the rate ai whi·ch the pressure falls 
will indirectly give the size of the meteor an·d its velocity. 

From an artificial satellite, meteors entering the Earth's 
atmosphere will .be seen not on a star background, but on 
the background of the Earth in the darkness of night. It tnay 
be that these new conditions of ohservin'g meteors \vi11 
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extend the possibility of their study. On a satellite it will be 
possible to colle·ct samples of meteoric dust and d·etermint.· 
its influence on the \Veather. 

In intcnplanetary spac.e there is also found what is known 
as "·cosmic dust." At tilnes it has been found even on the 
Earth's surfa·ce. /\rtificial satellites can be used to make a 
study -of -co.szni·c dust too. !)articles of interplanetary dust 
\V ill not (praeiira lly speaJdng) impede the .mo\Trment of a 
satellite vehi-cle. 

Artificial Meteors. Artifieial tneteors of definite shape and 
composition may be thrown from the satellite. This should 
provide a we ;Jl t h of n1 at cri a 1 in t be study :both of natura I 
mett'ors and the conditions of ahnospheric braking of 
spaceships. It \vould be sufficient to launch, fron1 an artificial 
satellit(' orbiting at from 200 to 1,000 kilonJ.etres, a Jneteor
ic body at a speed of 50 to 250 n1ctres p(~r seeond (in a 
direction opposite to 1.ha1 of the satellite) for it to enter the 
atn1osphere at 8 l\ilotneires per second. And-·this is very 
itnportant .. ·--in t~ach case not only the speed of entry into 
the ab11osphcre \Vill be known, but also the rr1et.eor's .path 
f ron1 launr.hing to t~ntry into the air. l'crrcstrial observ ato
ries will be posted on all these ·data and on the time of 
laun·ching of H1e meteors. Attempts have already :beell .made 
to registrr photographically the paths of such artificial me
teors (n1etaJ balls) thrown out of high-altitude rockets. 

Astronon1ical (}bservations. Out beyond the atn1ospherr 
it is easier to study the aurorae and zodiacal light* 
insofar as glow in the upper layers of the atinosphere dis
torts tbe normal picture of these .phenomena. It will become 
possible to study in detail the so-called ''gaseous tail of the 
Earth" --a long extension of the very top layers of the at
mosphere ·on the side of the Earth roughly opposite to that 
of the Sun. 

* Zodiacal lig~ht is obseryc;d as a faintly illu.rnin~1ted cone on the 
background of the night sky at a definite time of the year before 
sunrist' or sunset in th(' rrgion of thP 1.odiacal conste11ations. that is, 
along the ecliptic. 



Even at night the ahnosphere is a handicap in photograph
ing very faint celestial objects by means of astrographs, 
while in the ·daytiime th.e air mantle of the Earth makes Olb
servation of the stellar sky absolutely in1possible. But at 
the hei~ght of an artifi·cial satellite the atmosphere will no 
longer ·cause distortions, thus producing ideal conditions for 
astronomi·cal observations. Stars that do not twinkle arc 
much easier to observe and photograph. In such conditions 
one can take pictures of the planets and their satellites with 
any degree of magnification, while in terrestrial obs.ervato
ries even a thousandfold magnification is complicated by 
atmosphere-rproduced optical tunbulen·ce. Besides, on an arti
ficial satellite astronomi·cal opti{~al observations will not 
depeFtd on the capric-es of nature. 

The possibilities of radio a'Stronomy will also be ex
tended sin·e.e many of the radio waves from outer space that 
do not reach th.e Earth's surface can be caught before they 
enter the atmosphere. 

In the future, artifi.cial satellites \Vill have electronic in
strun1entation with television transrnitters so that observers 
on the Earth will be able to vie\v the sl<y by proxy through 
teles·ro·pes on the satellite . 

.i\n artificial satellite can also be useful in the study of 
cosmic rays outside the atmosphere, one of the problems 
being to determine the a\bundan·ces of the nu·clei of lithium, 
beryllium, boron, and other elements. Of great importance 
too are investigations of the variations of cosmi·c ray in
tensity (and ionization 'produced by this radiation) as a 
fun.ction of ti,me, height, and geographic coordinates. 

Selecting the Proper o·rbits. We see that artificial satel
lites will find diverse ap.pli·cations. But different phenomena 
will probably ·call for satellites m·oving in specifi·cally se

lected orbits. It is clear, for example, that equatorial satellites 
are not suited to the study of the aurorae, while polar satel
lites will offer nothing in the study of the zodiacal light. 

Spe·cial applications will be found for varyin~g-altitude 
vehi·cles \vhich will move in ellintic orbits through the more 
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tenuous upper strata of the ionosphere and th{~ denser air 
closer to Earth. This will .permit obs·ervations to be con
ducted at various altitudes and make it possi-ble to fill in 
the gaps in our knowledge conc.erning solar radiation, the 
con1position of t·he atmosphere at different heights, the dis
tribution of ozone, the Earth's magnetic field and iono
spheric storn1.s, ·ete. 

The Southern HerrtiS!phere has little land but has broad 
expanses of water, and so it should be of interest to have a 
satellite ol'lbiting· alJovc the Northern H·emispherc longer 
than ov.er the Southern l-Iemisphere. This may .be done by 
lengthening the northern part of the orbit and ac.cordingly 
reducing the velocity of the vehicle on this portion. In other 
words, the satellite should be placed in an .elliptic orbit with 
its peri,gee ove•r the South Pole. The high·er the apogee of the 
orbit, the less time the vehicle will spend over the Southern 
Hemisphere and the more time over the Norther•n Hemi
sphere. 

The Future. T'he study of many of the ~problems touched on 
above has only begun and will require Inany years of in
v e s ti gat ion. So in the i In mediate future, art i fir i a 1 sate 11 i tes 
will be employed in the study of a rather narrow range of 
questions. 

Undoubtedly, in tin1e, artificial satellites will uncover phe
nomena whose existence at present is hardly even suspected. 

2. Artificial Satellites as Interplanetary Stations 

Astronauti,cally speaking, the b·est us.e of artificial satel
lites is in the form of space stations. 

To get to the Moon, lVenus, or Mars our ·closest celestial 
neighbours a spa·ceship will have to develop a take-off 
speed some thirty odd times the velocity of sound. The build
ing of such a ship is beyond the reach of present-day 
techn·ology. To simpli~y the solution of this proble·m one can 
divide the cosmic journey into stages by using an artifi·cial 
Earth satellite as a sort of transfer station, as was suggest
ed in the nineties of last century by Tsiolkovsky. 
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()n the Earth. stops at stations, ports or airdron1es per
mit trains, shi.ps, and airplanes to take on supplies of ·coal, 
water or petrol, while passengers rep!enish their stocks of 
provisions. And ·someti.mes a fresh locomotive is hit~che.d on 
or a new plane is brought out to continue the journey. ·very 
similar \vill be the designation of an interplanetary station 
in space traveL Such a station eould serve as a spring-board 
ior man's next jutnp into the outer rea l:111s t ,r spare. Here 
spaee travellers could put up ·everything nee.essary for con
tinuing and comp~eiing their cosn1ic Inission: fuel, whiclt 
the rocket could not hnve carried if fired from the Earth's 
surface, equipment, provision~~ ct.c. 

The s·p(H~eshi p and pay lo:t d req uircd for the voy a g·e c~1 t t 
be first ferried up to sue h a station piecemeal. This \villi ight
('11 the ship since take-olT iron1 (l ~atr1li1e platforrn rrquirl's 
1 n u c h 1 e ss f u t' 1 U 1 a n fro 111 U 1 e E a r t h d ire c t.l y. 

U nlikc people tra vc lling- about the I~ (1 rth \\' i th stops at 
in t c rrn e d i ate station~. spa L c t rave 11 er s t a k i n g o IT fro m a n 
interplanetary station put a\vay, as it \\rt.'re, both tht\ dis
tance covered and the acquir~d speed. 

In sorr1e versions of spa-ce~hip design, tl1e interplanetary 
station ran also be used for the return journey: the l~rc\v 

\V ou Id transfer to a space g I i de r to r n a k c the des cc n t to l·: art h. 
As a rule, sate I lites orbiting· uver the poles, though con

venient for purposes of observation, are not suitable as 
space stations, and the reason is this. It is neces~ary that 
the station shou] d n1ove together \vith the Earth in the planP 
i n \V hi c h our pI a net tn ov e s a r o u n d the S u n (the so-c a 11 e d 
plane of the ecliptic; all the other planets of the Solar System 
rnove in approxi1nately the sa111e p!ane). ·Only in such a 
case \Vill the direction of rnotion of a spaLeship taking off 
from an interplanetary station be n1ore or less parallel to 
the motion of the Earth and its orbit, which is an extremely 
i1mportant fact for missions into ouh:'r spa·cc sin-t~c the orbital 
velocity of the Earth \\till be added to the take-off velocity 
of the ship helping it to overcome the attraction of the Earth 
and Sun. 
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Por space flight, the chi·ef n1erlt of the intermediate spact: 
station is the fact that it is in motion. When a rocket stops 
at the station it retains its velocity and uses it again for 
the next lap. Thus, for examp!e, cal-culations show that a 
rocket leaving an artificial Earth satellite for the Moon, 
Venus, or Mars has to develop a speed of only 3.1 to 3.6 km 
per secon·d in place of the 11.1-11.6 km per se.c. when taking 
off from the Earth's surface, because the station itself al
r·eady has a ve!o.city of 8 km per sec. This means that a 
rocket capable of rising 1,000 km from the surface of the 
Earth (and such flights have 1been made) could reach Ve
nus or Mars if it started from a space station. 

Most of the projects of interplanetary travel provide for 
the astronauts making trans:ers (at space stations) to ships 
assembled in {!he shops of the sta!ion frotn ·parts ferried up 
from the Earth. The inter.p!anetary ship will use the engines 
and other parts taken off rockets arriving at the station from 
the Earth. The flight conditions from Earth to an artificia) 
satellite differ .radi·cally from bhose between the sate: lite and 
the ·point of destination. For this reason, the rockets for 
these flights shoul·d also diiTer in design. 

A spaceship for shuttling between the Earth and the arti
ficial sa~ellite will have to be stream~ined sin·ce it travels 
through the entire atmosphere. It \Vill have a powerful en
gine capable of developing a velocity of close to 8 km per 
sec., and, hence, a large fuel supply. A ship taking off from 
the satellite into deep space does not necessarily need to be 
streamlined because it will not encounter the resistance 
of any material medium. The fuel tanks ·can then be made 
s.pheri·cal which will reduce their weight for a given volume. 

'Rockets will not have to be so powerful for take-off from 
an artificial satellite as for starts from the Earth's surface. 
Indeed the thrust needed at the Earth's surface must be more 
than the we:ght o~ the rocket, whi!e in taking off from a 
satellite vehicle this is not essential. A rocket, even with 
the thnust far less than its weight on the Earth, will be 
able gradually to build up the required Slpeed. In an Earth 
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take-off the bulk of the ·engine power is consu·med usefully, 
yet a large part is lost (for instance, in air drag), and if 
the engines stop, the rocket will fall back to the Earth. Now 
a ship leaving a space station does not face this danger: 
even if the rocket engine ceases to function, the ship will 
not fall back either to the departure station or to the Earth. 
The spaceship will therefore require far less fuel than in a 
terrestria I take-off, hence another factor in favour of the use 
o.f an artificial sa tc lli te as an interplanetary station. 

According to some designs, a rocket arriving at the sta
tion from Earth will continue to serve on the subsequent 
deep-space mission, but first it \vill sh·ed its strearnline fair
ings. And it \vill no longer l1avc any need for its stabiliz-
ing fins and vanes. If a change of course is \vanted in space 
the rocket ejects a jet of gas in the proper direction. After 
refuelling at the space staiion the ro-cket \Vill continue on 
its mission. Naturally, the more fuel a rocket leaving an 
interplanetary station takes on board the higher will its 
ultimate velocity be. But this is not always so in a take
off frotn Earth. Unlike a satellite ta ke-oiT, \V here addition
al fuel al\vays produePs a positive result, a terrestrial take
off may (due to an excessive load) give a negative result 
(less speed and altitude). 

However, an artificial satellite is not a necessary lap on 
lunar and planetary missions, \Vhich may be made with
out stopping over at an interplanetary station. But the take
off in this .case will be slightly dilTcrent. The rocket will take 
ofT from the Earth, develop a speed of 8 km per sec. and 
becon1e an artificial satellite at an altitude of 20C-300 km. 
Auxiliary rocke.ts will then ferry up to this rocket satellite 
additional cargo and fuel necessary for the next lap. Re
plenished \vith suppl ics, the interpl anctary rocket will start 
out on its mission. This solution is of interest from the 
standpoint of reducing the meteor hazard which a tempo
rary artificial satellite would ,be subje.ct to for only a brief 
p·eriod of time. 
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Long before man sets out into the boundless realms of 
the Universe, the ccnditions of such voyages will have been 
tested on an interplanetary station. It will be possib:e to 
determine whether protracted zero-gravity conditions af
fect the human body adversely, to find out the effect of arti
ficial gravity, etc. This celestial island will afford opportu
nities to study means of protection against the meteor haz
ard. Using the space station as a base, astronauts will be 
able to go through a complex ·course of navigation in airless 
space not far !ron1 the Earth and also master the art of brak
ing in a g:iding descent home. 

An interplanetary station could also be used to get data 
necessary for creating rationally designed spaceships and 
gliders. 

It may be remarked that the employ·ment of an artificial 
satellite as an interplanetary station or and this is basic· 
ally the san1e the conversion of a spaceship into a tem
porary Earth satellite \Vill atJpareni!y be the rule only dur
ing the first stage in the developtnent of space-flight tech
niques. The po\verful atornic ship of the future will not need 
to go into a c-ircular orbit and receive "supplies" from Earth 
when it takes ofT for the lV\oon or planets. Also, it may be 
that the send!ng of small composite guided rockets to the 
Moon and planets will be sjmple io accomplish in a take-off 
directly from ihe Earth's surface. 

3. Tl1e Problem of Natural Interplanetary Stations 

In astronauticalliterature one ·can come across suggestions 
of utilizing the l\1oon as an interplanetary station. But the 
Moun is too ~ar froom the Earth's ·surface to be of any use 
in this way. Besides, since its mass and, consequently, its 
gravitational pull are relatively large, no small amount of 
fuel would have to be spent first on retardation in landing 
and then again on the take-off. As an example, let us take 
an expedition to Mars. Ca!•culation·s show that if an arti
ficial satellite close to the Earth is used as transfer station, 
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a spaceship making the jump irom Earth to station and 
from station to Mars will have to develop a lower total ve· 
locity (and, hence, will expend less fuel) than for a sing:e 
trip to the Moon. The reason is that in land:ng on Mars the 
ship can be slowed down by utilizing the resis~ance of the 
gaseous enve:ope of the planet, whi!e a landing on the ~\oon 
would require the expenditure of rocket power since there 
is no atmosphere to s.peak of. 

To use the Moon as an interplan-etary ·station would be im
practicable unless very high-quality fuel and materials of 
construction were found there. 

To sum up, an artificial satellite has a number of advan
tages over the Moon as an intermecEa~e space station. 
First, it may be placed su:fic~ently close to the Ear!h, which 
means that ferrying will be faster and require less fu·el. Sec
ond, the practical absence of a field of gravitation of the 
satellite would allow for econon1y in .fuel to the extent that 
the latter would !be used in landing on the ~i\'loon and su,b-·-
sequently taking off again. 

But hasn't the Earth a second moon or ev~n several nat
ural satellites whieh are closer to the Earth than the Moon 
we know, but whi·ch have not yet been detected? 'fhe other 
planets have several satellites apiece! T·ake Jupi~er wilh 
its 12 moons and Saturn \Vith nine satellites. Some of the 
sate!lites of other planets are extreme!y small: Phobos and 
Deimos of Mars are 14 and 8 km across, respectively. Even 
if a second natural satellite o~ the Earth were exceedingly 
small it wou!d be a fine base for deep-spa~ce cxplor ation. 
The discovery of such a satel:ite (or several such satellites) 
would in large measure s:mpli~y the solu!ion o~ lunar and 
planetary voyages, obviating the necessity of building an 
artificial satellite. On a natural sate:lite it would be rela
tively easy to equip both a flying observatory and an inter
planetary station. 

Quite naturally, if such sate.~lites do exist they can only 
be veritab!e midgets and to detect them will be a task of 
im:mense complexity. Owing to its tremendous speed, such 
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a dwarf satellite .could not be ·caught i.n a telescope, all the 
more so if it is orbiting close to the Earth. And what is 
more, if it is very close to the Earth it may not leave trac-ks 
in a photograph!.c plate due to the insignificant time of ex
posure. Besides, when su·ch a sate~lite enters the Earth's 
shadow it does not shine, thus making observations of it 
possible only during a very brief period of time. Astrono
mers allow for the poss:bility that such a sate!Iite has been 
observed but it ro:.Jld have been tal<en for a me~eor. Radio 
astronomy techniques, which have developed during recent 
years and are being app~ied to meteor studies, may be use
ful in solving this problem. Observations in this direction 
are now be!ng ronrfucted, for example, by the Meteor In
stitute in New l\1exiro (lJ.S.A.) under the leadership of C. 
Tomhaugh who in 1930 discovered the planet Pluto. 

·Obviously, if new moons are discovered they will be found 
outside the atrnosphere. Other\vi~e they \vould have long 
ago fallen to Earth or been burnt up by atmospheric friction. 

The natural interp~anetary stations of other ,bod:es of the 
Solar System are like\\tise o~ great in~erest to astronautics. 
Thus, for examp~c, reconnaissan·re flights around Mars will 
obviously precede a landing mission (this probably applies 
to lunar fl~ghts too). For this mis•sion, the rocket Slhips 
would temporarily become artificial satel!ites of Mars. 
Indeed, to land on a p!anet and then take ofT again would 
in the initial stages of space flight entail tremendous diffi
cult!es, and especially since a~l the fuel required for the re
turn trip would have to be brought from the Earth. 

V. ON BOARD THE SPACESHIP 

1. Take-off 

An automobile, train or sailing 1boat moves as long as a 
for·ce is applied: as long as the engine runs or the wind 
bulges the sails. But turn off the engine, furl the sails or stop 
heating the boiler of the locomotive and the motion ceases. 
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True, these vehi.cles do not stop immediately afte.r appli· 
cation of the moving .force has -ceased, they coast alon·g a 
certain distance. But the distance is short be.cause the ac
cumulated energy is rapidly absorbed .by friction and air 
resistance. 

A spaceship is something quite different. In a few min
utes its engine develops a high speed, after which the rocket 
ship moves under its own momentum in interplanetary 
space where it cneounters neither friction nor air drag. 

The faster a spare rocket attains the requisite velocity the 
less time the eng:ne has to work against gravity and the 
less fuel is required. 

A tremendous saving in fuel can be achieved if the ship 
is acc-elerated instantly to the needed speed and then contin
ues the flight under its O\Vn morr1cntum \vith the engine ofT. 
I-Iowever, this is impossib!e practically, for a rocket natu
rally gains speed only gradually, as the fuel burns. Besides, 
the speed of take-ofT is limited by the endurance of the hu
man body. 

Books on interplanetary travel frequently exhibit on tlleir 
covers rockets moving moonward ~ram the Earth along a 
straight line. Such a rocket has already covered half the 
distance or is even close to its destination and the eng!ne 
is still working. Such a picture is not at all correct. In reali
ty Lhe flight path of a spaceship is not a s!raif!ht line and 
its engine will be turned ofT a few minutes after take-off, in 
the vicinity of the Earth. On~y in this way ·can the ship save 
enough fuel for the return journey. 

The fate of the whole voyage depends on a properly se
lected take-off trajectory. Trajectories involving minimum 
fuel consumption are very -comp~ex. The rocket has constant
ly to a 1 t er its direction an d ac c e 1 er at ion. If a si m p 1i fie d flight 
path is taken (vertical, for instance) fuel consumption w,ill 
increase ·severalfo1d. 
~ Like\vise decisive for the entire journey is the precise
ly selected time of tal<c-off since both the Earth and the 
point of destination are in motion. 
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2. In Flight 

The engine has just been swit,ched off. Now over a portion 
of the route (exceeding 99 pe.r cent ·of the entire distance) 
the s~paceship wi1I ·move under its own momentum. For 
example, in journeys to the clos·est heavenly bodies the 
rocket engine \Vill be in operation some 2,000 kilometres, 
while the distance to the Moon is reckoned in hundreds of 
thousands of kilometres, and to the planets in millions. 

On Earth, only railway transport moves along definite 
lines, a 11 other types of transportation constantly deviate 
from the geometrical line of the route (influencing factors 
are uneven road\vavs, moven1ent of the \Vind and water, w 

uneven engine operation, and many others). Not so the 
spaceship. T.hroughout the whole journey t.he only influenc
ing faetor is the Sun's attraction, and the ship moves 
along a strictly definite path. along invisible rails, as it 
\V ere. 

It \vould seem that there is no need to fear collision \Vith 
a passing ship in the broad expanses of interplanetary 
space and that so1ne deviation from t!1e exact route is 
not so terrible a~ter all. Yet cosmic flights require greater 
accuracy in control of the ship and more watchfulness 
than seafaring or air travel. The minutest deviation in 
velocity or direction is :fraught with grave danger. This 
will be seen from the following examples. 

In a minimum velocity take-off to the 1\'\oon, a cut in 
the speed of departure of one metre per second \Vill reduce 
the range of the ship ;by 4,000 kilometres. The situation 
is still worse in planetary voyages, in which :case a ·one· 
metre-per-se-cond drop in speed ·produces a change of tens 
and hundreds of thousands of kilometres in range. 

By way of illustration, suppose that we are leaving ·for 
Jupiter over a trajectory that requires a minimum take-off 
speed of 14,226 metres per second. If this speed is re
duced by only one metre per second the ship will miss its 
destination •by 400,000 kilometres .. If the error in velocitv . ' .. 
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Fig. 25. Centre: Design of a spaceship for close-orbit exploration 
b~on1~s artificial satellite of ~\oon; I I 1-The circumlunar orbit; 

spaceship for descent to Earth: VI-SpacP. 
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.: . .. ' ... .. . .. 

bf the Moon. 1-Take-off from an artificial Earth satellite; 11-Ship 
lV-Leaving the Moon; V-Qliders detach themselves fro1n 
~Jiders ma.ke fin a 1 landin2 on Earth 



is one-tenth of one per ·cent, the shi1p will miss the planet 
(either -coming too early or too late) by something over 
5 million kilometres. This is due to the fact that at great 
distan·ces from the Earth or Sun the force of gravitation 
is not at all felt and the tiniest gain in speed greatly 
increases the range of the rocl<et. An angular deviation 
of one-tenth of one degree ·in the take-ofT -can result ln 
missing the objective by hundreds of thousands of kilo
metres. 

Pilots will have to keep a constant watch over the ship's 
course and ·make ·corrections iby means of a tiny rocket 

• engine. 
1-low will the distance covered by the ship be measured? 
In a lunar voyage, this will be done by measuring tl1e 

angle subtended by the Earth or i\'\oon: the smaller the 
angle, the greater the distance. Distan·ce fron1 the Sun 
may 1be found 'by 1measuring temperature. lV\odern electric 
thermometers are •capable of recordin·g variations in 
temperature as small as one-millionth of a degree. They 
-can be used to detect ship movements ·of only 2-3 l<ilo
metres \Vith respect to the Sun. 

3. Landing 

l-low will a ship returning from a space journey land? 
Theoreti-cally, the rocket engine ·could be used for this 

purpose. A roc.kct engine switched round to fire in reverse 
would reduce the speed 'because the exhaust gases would 
thrust the rocl<et in a direction counter to flight. But a 
rocket is not capable of carrying the enormous quantities 
of fue1 that this would require. 

Air drag may be used to decelerate the ship. I-Iowever 
the inevitable heating of a vehicle moving at cosn1ic speeds 
in the atmosphere cannot but give rise to misgivings. 
The example of meteors ''shooting stars" that inciner
ate as they plunge into the atmosphere shows that thr 
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landing on ·Earth of a vehicle from spa·ce is a ·Co-mplex 
problem. At any rate, parachutes do not appear suitable 
for decelerating space v·ehi·cles as they wo.uld burn up 
instantly. Besides, su·ch retardation would be too sudden. 
And in general a ·cumbersome unstrean1lined interplane
tary ship is not suited to landing on the Earth. In its 
plunge through the atn1osphere it \vould undoubtedly be
come \vhite-hot. 

And so the -crew would transfer to a spac.e glider of 
ideal streamline form just ·before ·going into the upper 
atmosphere o! the Earth. The spacesh·ip its-elf then faces 
two alternatives: either it iburns up in the air lil·a~ a met
eor, -or, if the engine is fired for a 'brief ti.me, the ship .... _ 

w·ill become an Earth sate ll~ile. 
As the glider approaches the I:nrth at Hn I I ldlonletre

per-second ·clip it ~raz·es into the upper layers of the at
mosphere and then pulls out again into etnpty S!pace. In 
the air glider \vill shed son1e of its speed, and by 
repeating the process several tin1es il \vill gradually 
reduce its speed considerably. This type of landing 
keeps t h c g I id c r fair in g s fro 111 h C' at i n g to a high temp c r a · 
tu re. 

As the glider loses speed the surface area of its "rudi
mentary" wings becomes insu:ficient for gliding, so at 
this point retractile wings take over. The glider goes 
down ·into the denser layers of the atmosphere, and th·e 
whole landing procedure lasts several hours. Thus, g~id
ing retardation is executed gradually so that the vehicle 
does not heat up and the temperature in the cabin does 
not rise too high. When the glider's air speed is nearly all 
lost it will land. 

Similar is the return to Earth from an interplanetary 
station. In th!s -case, a miniature rocket engine could be 
used to "fire" the glider at a sma 11 speed in a direction 
counter to that of the station. Having lost some of its 
speed it would :make a gradual dive down through the 
atmosphere. 
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VI. SPACE I•'LIGH'f 

I. A Trip to the Moon 

Undoubted~y the goal o! our first fli-ght -into space w.ill 
be our companion, the ~\oon, whi·ch is only 384,000 kilo
metres distant 100 ti.m·es closer than the nearest planet 
Venus when the latter passes by the Earth. Even by ter
restrial standards thi~ is a relativelv short distance. Many ., 

are the raHway workers and sailors who have covered 
as much, and s·cores of 'Pilots have flown far n1ore l\ilo
metres than to the "~oon and back again. 

Man is ·capab!e of c!imbing the loftiest mountains. But 
would he have strength ·enough to reach the ~1oon if there 
exis~ed an Earth-Moon ladder? , 

Numerous experin1ents have demonstrated that to 
reach a height of 1,550 metres takes a full ·workday. Now 
if the average distance between the Earth and the Moon 
were divided by \vhat a "lunar climber'' can do in one day 
\VC would find that to reach the ~t\oon \Voul d take some· 
thing like 680 years, if the conditions of the first day re
mained unchanged. But the point is that they wouldn't: 
sinc·e the force of gravity falls off with altitude it wo~ld 
be progressively easier to climb, and the rate would in
crease to such an extent that 11 years hence our "n1oun· 
tain climber" would have .reached his destination. 

Now how long would it take a rocket ship to reach 
the 1\'loon? 

With a tal<e-ofT velocity of 11.2 ·km per sec., it would 
arrive ·in 51 hours. 

Like the first Earth satellites, the first 1unar rocl<ets will 
probably be automatic. The path of such a rocket \vill be 
followed by the radio s1gna!s it will emit. Scientis~s will 
know either by radio signals o.r the flash o~ a t:ght charge 
that the rncket has reached the Moon. The flash will be 
particularly ·easy to see on the dark part of the lunar disc. 
In addition, when the rocket hits the surface it can ·dis-, 
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perse a white powder over an area large enough to 1be 
seen from the Earth. 

Later, more powerful crew-carrying rockets ·will take off 
from a space station and become artificial lunar sate:li!es, 
spinning about the Moon witho~t expending fuel. This 
will mal<c Moon studies very convenient. 

Calculations show that with an exhaust velocity of 4 km 
per sec. a rocket weighing, say, 10 tons and taking off 
from an artificial satellite on a lunar mission will have to 
take a long only 12 tons of fue 1, whereas if the take-off 
were from the Earth's surfa·ce it would need 150 tons. With 
an exhaust velocity of 2.5 km per sec., the rocket would 
requ~re 25 tons of fuel in the first case and 84-0 tons in 
the second. Besides, the ,:uel consumption needed to over
conle a:r drag is !e!t out of the account and it is assumed 
that the ship instantaneously rearhcs top speed. 

Sin·ce observers on Earth always see only one side of 
the .r~\oon, of great interest would be an exploration of 
its other, inaccessible hemisphere. A flight over this part 
of the 1\loon ·co:..~ld be n1ade when the latter is fully illu
minated by the Sun's rays and consequently when it pro
vides good seeing conditions for the astronc:1uts. On Earth 
this corresponds to the period of New ~·1oon. 

It is to be expec!ed that the averted face of the lV\oon 
is .not essentially different -from the .hemisphere that V·le see 
and that it too is ·wate.r:ess and lacks anything in the 
way of a dense atmostJhere. The trave!lers will look down 
on to the vast dark expanses of plains, so-called ''tnaria,'· 
or "seas"; mountain ridges slashed by deep c!e~ts; bril
liantly lit mountain tops and their bases in jet-blacl< dark
ness; the enormous ring-like and jagged bu:warks break
ing off precipitously inside and gent:y sloping do\vn on 
the outside (so-called "cirques"); at1d chains o! ·craters. 

Let us imagine a ship (see Fig. 25, I) taking off from 
a space station on a lunar exp!oratory m!ssion. 

During coasting flight the speed of the spaceship will 
vary. Like a stone thrown up it will gradually lose speed. 
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Five days later the ship Vlill be in the Moon's field of grav
itation and will again begin to gain speed. At a height 
of several tens of kilon1etres above the lunar sur!ace it 
w i 11 be a s, much a s 2. 5 1< m a s C·C on d. 

To convert the ship into a lunar satellite at, say, 10 ki-
1 o met r c s a l tit u de, its s p e e cl must be red need to l . 7 km per 
sec., \V hi c h is the c i r c u I a r vel or it y for this height ( Fig. 
2 5, I I ) . The orb it a I period of the sa t e 11 it e ship \Vi 11 be 
I hour 50 n1inutes, the distance to the horizon, 186 kilo
metres, and the mini·n1um size of objects on the surface 
visible to the naked eye, 3 metres. 

The ship can spin about the A~\oon for any length of time 
\V it h o u t us i n. g u p f u c I ( I:: i g. 2 5, I I I ) . 

For the return journey to Earth, the engines are turned 
on, and as the ship gains speed it works out of the circu!ar 
orbit, leaving behind the de!achcd fuel tanks that ·Continue 
ci r c 1 i r. g t h c lV\ o on ( F' i g. 2 5, I \l) . These t a n k s c·o u 1 d be 
equipped \viih a u~orna ti·c instrun1ents that would at regu-
1 a r inter v a 1 s t ran s rn it to the Ea r t h ~by radio the results 01f 

n1easuremcnts. 
The ship \V o u I d des r c n d as described ear 1i er (Fig. 2 5, V) , 

and the landing of t.hc space gi.:der would be made with 
fully extended \Vings (Fig. 25, iVI). 

Following the circtunlunar reconnoitring missions will 
co1ne landing trips. 

\Vill it be poss!ble to land on the Moon without expend
in·g fuel? Has the 1\t\oon an atmosphere? 

Observations show that the ~1V\oon's atmosphere is exceed
ingly tenuous. For this reason, it will not be used for brak
ing purposes in descending to the surface. Instead, rocket 
eng:nes \vill do the job. 

Spe1ce travellers on the 1\l\oon (and this goes for all at
mosphereless bodies) will have to stay in air-tight quart
ers, or venture outside only in special spacesuits just 
like on an artificial satellite. Despite this ·cumbersome 
dress, the astronauts ·will find no difficulty in moving about 
because the Moon's gravity is one-sixth that of the Earth. 
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To escape the lunar field one requires 20 times l·ess 
energy than he would need to overcome the Earth's gravi
tation. ·-Hence, the take-off speed towards the Earth is ap
preciably less than that required in leaving the Earth on 
a lunar mission: some\\·hat below 2.5 ki:ometres a second. 
Even simp!e-type (sing!e-stage) liqu1d-!uel rockets are 
presently capable of developing such a speed. 

2. Mission to Mars 

A trip to Mars is of great interest. Astronomers and 
other scientists have been particularly interested in Mars 
because it is ·c!ose to the Earth and has physica !·conditions 
very similar to ours. 

A Martian land!ng mission will obviously be preceded 
(like the lunar trip) by exploratory flights around the 
p~anet. The rocl<et ships will temporarily become artifi-cial 
l\1artian satellites. Indeed, during the first stages a mis
sion with landing and subsequent take-off will enco:..tnter 
tremendous di~ficultics, especially as all the fuel for the 
return journey will have to he taken along !rom Earth. A 
detailed study of the 1\'\artian surface v.rill n1ake it possible 
to ·m a tJ out suitable regions for landing future expeditions. 
It will also enab!e us to col!ect data unc:1ttainable from 
terrestrial observatories, yet necessary before a landing 
mission to 1\~ars can be attempted. 

A first -priority tasl< \V ill be to establish whether the 
structure and composition of the Martian a!mosphere can 
lbe used by spaceships to des-cend by air-braking. Such a 
study \vill liJ<e\vise help us to find out \vhcther this planet 
has a medium in \vhich man can exist; and \Vhether the 
Martian atmosphere is a sufficient shield against the 
numberless "falling stars" and harmful radiations that 
pierce intcrpl anetary space. 

Astronauts on 1'\tlars will be endangered by the Sun's 
ultraviolet rays. sincC' the latter pierce right through 
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the ozone-poor Martian atmosphere to the planet•s 
surface. 

A trip around Mars ·can be made to follow trajectories 
that differ both as to duration and speeds that the ship 
will have to attain. 

Let us take a flight path for a trip (in·cluding return to 
Earth) lasting two years (Fig. 26). The ship takes off from 
a space station at midnight (local time) when the centre 

Fig. 26. A circutnnavigation of Mars in two years. Top~ 
rocket taking ofT frotn space station 

o"f the Earth is on a straight line connecting the station 
and the Sun. This is the most opportune ·moment because 
the direction o.: motion o! the rocl<et and the station coin
cide. Thus the rocket will be able to ex;>!oit the velocity 
of the station itself and start out with the lowest spe.ed 
-4.3 kilometres per second, whereas a direct take-off 
from the Earth \vould require developing a speed of 12.3 ki
lometres a second. 
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A manned ro·cket ship W·eighing 10 tons, with an exhaust 
velocity of 4 kilometres a second, would have to take along 
19.6 tons of fuel in departing fron1 a space station, and 
216 tons if launched frorn the Earth. 

The speed of a ship in interplanetary space constantly 
chang·es. It is a maximum at take.-off, but rgradua lly di
minishes with the distance from the Earth's oribit. 

The ship will approach j"V\ars at the predetermined dis
tance and then fly on past it into deeper space. During 
the flight past Mars the astronauts will be a:bl·e to photo
graph nearly the \vhole surface as the planet 1urns on its 

• 
aXIS. 

A year from the time of take-ofT the ship will reach the 
extreme point of its trajectory 2.175 astronomical units. 
H·ere its velocity will be a rnininn.1n1. 

The ship will then agai11 begin to approach the orbit 
of Ma.rs at a steadily increasing speed. I3ut as it ·Cuts 
a·cross the .1\lartian orbit a second time it will not encoun
ter the planet. In exa~tly two years' time the ship will have 
closed -its elliptical trajectory and returned to the Earth 
with its original speed. 

]V\orc powerful rockets \Vill he able to land on Mars' 
dwarf n1oons----IJhobos and Deitnos, frotn \vhich extended 
investigations tnay be conducted. Deimos is 23,000 k~ilo
nletres fron1 Mars 1/17 the Earth-Moon distan·ce, while 
Pho1bos spins round at 9,000 ldlometres above J''1ars. These 
satellites ciPcle about their n1other planet at a rac.ing 
speed, Phobos completing one circuit in about 8 hours and 
Deimos in 30 hours. They are tiny in size and mass and 
have negligible gravitational pulls; it \vill therefore be 
easier to land on thetn and then take off again than to 
visit the planet its·elf. 

Judging from availa;b1e ast.rophysical data it may be 
conje·ctured that on the surface of Mars rrtan will find con
ditions more akin to what is ;custotnary at home than what 
any of the other planets have. It is highly .probable that 
Mars has a vegetation. The Martian :Jtmosphere apparently 
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contains oxygen and no gases that are injurious to hurnan 
li.fe. B.ut the air is ·ex.ceed,ingly tenuous even at the v·ery 
su.rfa·c·e of the plan·et. This will force our space travellers 
to live in hermeti~cally sealed ~quarters where air pressure 
and tem·perature ·can be regulated. Spa·cesuits will have to 
be us·ed on excursions outside. Man will proba,bly also find 
water on Mars. The intensitv of the solar radiation here 
is ~one half that on Earth and, ·Correspondingly, th·e ·climate 
is ,far more rigorous. 

What trajectories are to be regarded as economical fo.r 
a landing ·expedition to Mars? 

The shortest route between t\\'O .points in space is a 
straight line. But, as a rule, the path of a spaceship can
not be straight. Just as the Earth's gravity curves the 
trajectory of a stone thrown at an angiC', so the pull of 
the Sun bends the path of a ship in sp.ace. Naturally, if 
the rocket engines are kept \vorking the flight path 
can be straightened out, but the consumption of 
fuel vlould be exorbitant. Onlv in the extren1e case when 

..: 

flying directly towards the Sun (that is, along a "solar 
ray") its gravitational attraction would not distort the 
rPl.tilinear trajectory of the ship. But to accotnplish this 
would require an unthinkable loss of fuel since the ship 
would have to overcome the terrific velocity of the Earth 
as it races round the Sun some 30 kilontetres a second. 
This speed carries the ship astray in ,m,uch the same way 
that a boat crossing a river is carried downstream by the 
current. 

Still, let us assume that the trip to Mars is made over the 
shortest route. It would then take 85 days. But this would 
require accelerating the ship to 39 kilometres per second. 
Such a trajectory is obviously not suitable. 

Now a ship taking off from the Earth along a semi-ellip
tical path would re~quire a tnini-mum acceleration. And the 
velocity that would have to be cancelled in a landing on 
the surface of the ~planet would also be a min-imu·m. 
(Fig. 27). 
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Fi•g. 27. A trip to Mars over a semt-elliptical trajectory 

It was mentioned earlier that an interplan-etary ruoket 
with a definite route cannot take off at just any time. For 
a rocket to arrive at the Martian orbit and find Mars there, 
a defin.ite Earth-Mars configuration is needed. These two 
planets get into su·ch positions approxirmately every 
780 days. 

A trip to Mars over a semi-elliptical trajectory lasts 
259 days. To make the r·eturn journey over the same path 
one would have to wait for another favourable configur .. 
ation due in 454 days. 

A ship starting out for Mars over this flight path would 
have to develop a take-off speed of 11.6 kilometres per 
secon·d. But future spac·e travellers will hardly pick such 
a long route. They will probably try to cut transit time 
by increasing speed, making it possible to fly ~in, say, a 
paralboli·c traJectory. And if a speed o.f 16.7 kilometr-es per 
second is reached, the journey will last 70 days. 
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this is one ot the rernarkable peculiarities of space nav
igation: a 1.4-fold increase in the initial velocity cuts the 
duration of the miss-ion by a factor of 3.7. 

At the end of last ·r·enlury a view \Vas ·current that intel
ligent beings existed on Mars. Numerous science-fiction 
novels w·ere written on this theine and the authors did not 
restrict their heroes in s·clecting th·e tin1e or lhe path of 
the journey. 'Yet in reality the problem is far n1ore corn
plica ted. ·Only definite, ''re:-.1 sonal>le," .routes a re possible 
for trips fron1 on·e planet to another. These routes cor
respond to very definite planetary configurations, thus also 
making the ·dates of possible take-ofT and arrival strictly 
limited. 

If we draw up a schedule list of possible take-offs (des
tination: Mars or \ 7cnus, landing in·cluded), there will 1be 

'·. 
breaks, "dead seasons," from several months to a year 
and a half and more during wl}i·ch no spaceship ·Can rise 
from the Earth's surface or land at its destination because 
of an unf avoura:ble configuration of the planets. 

3. A ·voyage to V enu~ 

When the setting Sun at last vanishes below the hori
zon and \Ve look into the darkening heavens above we 
see a particularly brilt.iant "star" the planet V·enus. Occa
sionally it makes its appearance just before dawn, and at 
times rnay even be visible in broad daylight. v·enus' bright
ness is due to the .fact that it is ·close to th·e Sun and re
flects a good portion of the rays it re-ceives. 

Venus is not only our nearest planetary neighbour, it 
is more like the Earth than nny of the remaining seven 
planets of the Solar System. Since its size and mass are 
only slightly less than their terrestrial counterparts, trav
ellers on the surface should feel rather much "at home" 
as regards weight. 
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As far bark as 1761 .. lv\. \i. Lon1onosov, telescoph:ally, 
detected an atmosphere on Venus illuminated by the Sun. 

For a long time it was thought that the Venusian ·clouds 
consisted of water vapour, wh.irh is a good reflector of the 
Sun's rays. But recent investigations of Venus' upper at
mosphere have shown that there is neither ·water vapour 
nor oxygen ·present and that it ·contains a large ·quantity of 
carbon di·oxide. This will .make spa·ce travellers take alon·g 
the necessary supply of oxygen for .breathing. 

Judging from observations made during twilight on Ve
nus, the atmospheric pressure at the surf ace of the planet 
should be two or three times that on Earth. This \\'rill fa
cilitate air-braking for spaceships with landing missions. 

Opin,ions are not agreed on the rotation period of Venus: 
some workers believe it to be 68 hours; others take it 
equal to that o,f the Earth; and there is evidence indi·cat
ing a period of rotation equal to the orbital per.iod of the 
planet around the Sun, that is, 225 days. Still unestab
lished is also the angle of inclination of the equator of the 
planet to its orbit, and on this depends the variation of 
the length of day and ni:ght throughout the year. 

It mCly be that only future explorers in a ·rirjcumnavi
gation of \Ten us will 'be a\ble to give all these problems a 
precis·e solution. \Vith such data at hand, it w-i11 likewise 
he possible to deterntine the height and direction for space
ships to enter the \'enusian atmosphere so as to make 
a safe Iandin·g, for the less the speed of the ship relative 
to the gaseous tnantlc of the planet, the easier and safer 
will the landing be. And this speed differs greatly depend
ing on whether the rocket ·cuts into tl1e atmosphere in the 
direction nf the latter's axial rotat.ion or counter to it. 

The first exploratory ·expeditions ·will have to ~make a 
detailed study of the ~crust structure of the planet, and to 
determine whether it supports vegetation and ani!mal life, 
and so forth. These observations are extrem·ely difficult 
due to the thi.ck ·Cloud ·cover about iVenus. However, using 
new .photographic fe.chni•ques in the invisible infrared rays 
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it will .be possi'ble, from a space veh·icle, to take pictures 
of the surfa·ce .right through the clouds. 

Let us imagine ourselves aboard a ship en route to 
Venus (Fig. 28). After the 11.5-kilometre-per-second take
off from the Earth, the pilot has switched off the rocket 
engine and the sh·ip is in -coasting fti,ght like a stone flung 

. . 

Fig. 28. Elliptical flight paths to Venus 

from a sling. The sensation of weight has vanished and 
everyone rushes to the windows. Clos·e by in black space 
there hangs a slowly rotatin'g greenish-~blue sphere Earth. 
Through breaks in the ·clouds on th-e sunlit side ·Of the 
Earth disc we easily dis·c.ern the outli.nes of the ·continents. 
The s·hip has jerked itself loose of th·e Earth's grav'ita
tional field, and the distance between the planet and the 
spaceship increas·es. 

Months pass. Our now remote Earth has long sin·ce be
come a ·bright lbluish 'body in the heavens. The Sun's hot 
radiant breath ·is more and ·more felt. And through the 
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windows we see expanding a new, un·known world corus
cating bluish-white in the distance Venus. More and 
n1ore stars are blotted out by its rapidly approaching disc. 
Velocities will have to :be matched and the ".brakes" put 
on, otherwise the falling ship will plunge into the planet 
like a ·gia.nt imeteorite, the .ki-neti·c ·energy passing into 
thermal energy a.nd ·causing an explosion that would va
pourize the ·metal and leave ·behind only a huge ·crater of 
what was on.ce a ship. 

But the P·ilot artistiically escapes su.ch a crash landing 
by grazing the Venusian atmosp.here nearly parallel to 
the surf ace and .utilizing the air resistan·ce to gradually 
reduce the speed of the ship. The fin a 1 1braking is done 
by firin·g a tiny r·etarding r·ocket en,gin·e si1tuated in the 
nose of the ship. Anoth·er few moments and, after a smooth 
retarding des·cent, the terrestrial ship "tou·ches down" on 
the ground of our nearest neighbour planet. 

T~he ~days rush ·by in a f.ever of observati·on ·maki·ng, 
exp·eriments, specimen c-ollect.i.ng, and other scientific work. 
;\nd now at 1ast the day of departure corncs. At take-off the 
ship develops a speed of I 0.7 kilometres a se.cond and 
settles into a semi-ellipse, tangent to the orbits of Venus 
and the Earth. The entry into the Earth's atmosphere is 
made at 11.5 kilometres per se.cond, but this speed Is ne·u
traliz·ed first in the higher tenuous air and then later in 
the denser layers. 

The cosmic ship has brought 1back safely to Mother Earth 
her space travellers. 

A trip to Venus over the above·described traje.ctory will 
last 146 days. B.ut it can 1be r·edu•ced to, say, 81 or 60, or 
even less. In terrestrial .conditions, the normal way to 
aohiev·e this ·is 'by in.cr·easing the s1peed. But in s~pa·ce 
travel this is not always so. In our ·case, the higher the 
initial V·elocity of the ship with respect to the Earth, the 
slower it will move in space relative to the ·Sun, be.cause 
it flies in a ·directio·n •c·ounter to the Earth'·s motio.n. Take 
.a man running through the cars of a train in the oppositr 



direction to that in \Vhh:h the train i·s muvin~g. The faster 
he runs the slower \Vill his speed lbe .relative to the Earth. 

Then why, despite the lo\ver velocity of the rocl<·et in 
inter~p1anetary space, is the voyage made i.n a shorter time? 

The c1ue is given in Fig. 28. It may be seen that the dis
tan·ce the ship .covers in each successive route var-iant is 
m\uch 'Shorter tha11 in the preceding one. This makes it 
possible to cut the transit time notwithstanding lower 
fl.ight speeds. 

4. Journevs to ()th<-r W .. orlds 
• 

\Ve dcscrib('d flight conditions to our three c]osest n·eigh
bours: the Moon. Venus, and .1\'lars. Trips to the other plan
ets of the Sol.ar Systen·1 \vi1l entail far greater difficulties. 

As we liave already seen, the tal\e-oiT velocity from the 
Earth to otl1er planets depends on the route, and fron1 
this viewpoint a srn1i-elliptical trajectory is most econoln
ical. What n1inin1a 1 velocities arc required to rea eh the 
other planets of the Solar .System and ho\v long will su-rh 
trips last? 

The ans\VE:\r tnav be found in Table IJ I. 
"' 

A·nd no\v, referring to Fig. 2~), we see why a voyage 
to Mer·cury over a setni-elliptical route tal<es n1uch les's 
time than a trip to Venus, despite the fact that Venus 
comes closer to the Earth than 1\'\.ercury. Though paradox
ical at first glan·ee, the Earth~Mercury route is shorter than 
the Earth.\'enus trajectory. 

Th·e n·ext ~planet outwards af1f.·er Mars is Jupiter, w·hi'OO is 
several titnes farther fron1 the Earth 1han Mars. Bct\vecn 
Mars and Jupiter is a belt of nun1berl{lss tiny astrroids that 
present a definite danger to space flight. Besides, parabolic 
velocity on Jupit·er is some five ti1mes that on Eart~h, while 
the for~ce of ~gravity is almost three times as great. Th.is 
would be a drag on the movements of space travellers or 
would perhaps make impossi1ble a stay on the planet. This 
is not all. There are also other obstacles such as low temper-
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a tu re and poisonous gases. I.-1o\'/ever, in time Jupiter \vill 
be explored from a space vehicle in orbit about the planet. 

Trave11ers to Mer·cury will have to bear in ·mind that 
this planet turns on its axis in exactly the same time that 
it revolves about the Sun (88 days). The result is that 
one hemisphere of the planet is constantly exposed to so
lar radiation, while the other is in eternal darkness and 
extreme cold. ·On the borderline ~between them is a narrow 

Firg. 29. A semi-elliptical route to Venus tak£'s a longer time 
than one to the rnore distant M<.~rcury 

half-lit belt with a temperate ·clin1ate. ln·cidentally, one 
may speak of Mer·cury's ·climate only in a figurative way 
because this planet is apparently devoid of any at1nosphere. 

The mean energy of the Sun's rays on Mereury is nearly 
seven times that on the Earth. The ground temperature 
on the sunlit hemisphere reaches 400 degrees Centigrade. 
This makes it imperativ·e that the s-kin of a spa·ceship ap
proaching this hot planet reflect into space the greater 
portion of the solar rays falling on it. 
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Apparently, the only way a landing on Mercury could 
be accomplished is by using the ro-cl<et en·gi.ne, and this 
would ·complicate such a journey. 

Trips to Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto over paths 
r·equi;ring a mini.mum take ... off spe·ed would lbe too tim·e
consuming. To reach these planets one would need super
power "expr·ess" rockets. For example, if we boost the tak·e
off speed o! a Pluto-bound .rocket 5 per cent and leave the 
Earth with the veloci•ty .of es·cap·e ·from t.he Solar System 
( 16.7 km/see.), the transit time would be more than halved. 
The path of flight would the.n 1be the arc of a .para·bola, 
tangential (at its vertex) t'O the Earth orbit, with a fo·cus 
at the ce·nt.re of the Sun. Tih·e transi·t tiime of a trip over 
such a trajectory to th·e outer planets is given in the right
hand column of Table Ill. 

Table 1/ I 
----·· ---·--------------·--·-·--- ___ , __ , 

Destination 

planet 

J\\ercury 
Venus 
Mars 
Jupiter 
Saturn 
Uranus 
Neptune 
Pluto 

Minimum 
ta ke-oiT 
velocity, 
km/sec • 

13.5 
11.5 
11.6 
14.~ 

15.~ 

15.9 
16.2 
15.3 

I One-way 
i transit time 
--···---,--

-
-

2 
6 

16 
30 
45 

105 
146 
259 
267 

18 
14 

225 
149 

Take-off 
velocity, 
l{mfsec 

16.7 
16.7 
16.7 
16.7 
16.7 
16.7 

--
1 
2 
6 

12 
19 

I 

-I -
70 
39 

194 
282 
343 

91 ______ ___.:, ____ ,. ___ , ___________ . __ , ___ _ 
Although the force of gravity on the trans-Martian 

planets (with the ex.ception of Jupiter) is roughly that of 
the Earth, their natural ·conditions are not suitable as an 
abode for human life. The atmospheres of Saturn, Uranus, 
N·eptune, and Pluto have been ·found to ·contain prin·cipally 
methane ("marsh gas") and the sut1face t.e·mperatures are 
extremely low. 

I?') 
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What are the chances of fi·ights to the nearest stars? 
When we look at the h.eavens with naked eye or through 

a teles,cope we are not able to gauge the distance of these 
bodies from the Earth: ~both plan.ets and stars seem to b.e 
equally remnte. But in reality the distance between the 
planets and the stars is startling. From Pluto (the outer
most planet of th·e Solar Sysrtem), a ray of li·ght (travel
ling at 300,000 kilometres per second) takes 7 hours to 
reach the Earth. while from th·e nearest visiible star it 
"journeys" more than four years. This is why interstellar 
travel s·eems so much a thi.n·g of the remote fut,ure. 



CONCLUSl<lN 

In this boo l\ let \V e ha v c made an at ten1 p t to g i v c t h <: .. 

reader a g·lirnpsc into the future of astronautics. 
The efTorts of Soviet scientists and techni·cians were 

c ro \Vll e d h v t h c I a u n chin g of t h c first art i fie i a 1 sa tc lli t e s .. 
of the Earth. This experien-c.e \V-ill be utilized to launch a 
whole s-eries of large satellites r·quippecl \vith progressively 
n1ore -cornplcx c;1nd Yaried instruments; anim:lls will be 
used to find out the hazards o:! flight on art.ifirial satellites 
t n 1i vi n g organisms; this w i 11 t h c n he f o 11 o-\V c d by t l1 e I as t 
stage the building of artificial satellites of such ~izc 
that they \Vill accornrnodatc both instrum·ents and human 
beings. 

The first artifi.cial satellite~ \Vill ofih.it tllc Earth in ellip
s·es that are ~n1ore or less ·close to th·e surface o,f our planet. 
Later, satellites \Vi 11 be given greater speeds and their 
orbits will stretch out into elongated ellipses. 

During the initial stages big difti.culties will be encoun
tered in raisin.g the "ceiling" of an artificial satellite, but 
the problen1 will 1be progressiv.ely casi·er to solv.e as the 
r·orket power -is increas·ed. Recall that an in·crca:se in the 
initial velocity of a satellite vehicle from, say, 7.9 to 10 ki
lometres per second will raise its ".c-eiling'' three e:quatorial 
radii, whereas an added I km/sec. would push up the 
"·ceiling" to 25 Earth radii. Thus, a ro.cket with a velocity 
of 11 kilometres a seeond would 1b·e able to fly half-way to 
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the ~\oon. ·rhis will ·be follo\\·.ed by a circurnnavigation of 
the .t1Vloon an·d our nearest planetary nei~ghbours. 

To reach the JV\oon and the planets of our Solar Syslen1 
a rocket will have to dev·elop a velocity o{ the order of 
11.1 to 16.7 kilon1etres per se~cond. 

Spac.e stc:1iions \Vill help to solve this problen1. The ini
tial velocity need not be imp£trted to the spaceship at 
onc-e: at Earth take-oiT, the ship \vill b.e aecelcrated to 
cir-cular velocity (about 7.9 l\nl/sec.), then as it takes off 
from the spac.e station it \V ill be given another 3 to 4 kilo-
·metres per ·second. ~ 

Flights to the planets ·can 1be a.L·Cotnplished on chemi
cally-propelled rockets. 13ut the use of atotnic energy \\7ill 
open up to astronautics ne\\' possibilities and atomic space
ships will eventually supersede the 1nost refinccl -ehemical 
rockets. 

Atomic ro-ckets will ·1nake possible nonstop trips to the 
Moon and th·e planets. Braking on airless plan·ets or satel
lites W·ill be easily coped with by atomi-c rockets. An atormic 
ship will be a1ble to make the return journey to Earth fro1n 
any body of our Solar Syst.en1. 1-\nd, lastly, due to its great 
sp.eed an atomi·c ship will b.e able to take off at any time 
without waiting for a favourable planetary ·configuration. 

After its initial a·cceleration, the spa-ceship will continue 
its journ·ey in ~coasting flight, thus saving fuel through the 
use of ac·cumulated ·energy. 1.:-·or the same reason, spa~ce
ships, unlike other modes of transportation, will not fol
low a straight path. Their trajectories will ·be the ar.cs of 
ellipses and, later, pc.Ira,bolas and hyp·crbolas. 

Befor·e expeditions leave for the Moon and planets, these 
bodies will be explored by radio-controlled rockets, which 
will provide the data necessary for the building of space
ships. Likewise, the physiological conditions of space flight 
will first be tested on animals. 

A single ciPcuit about the Earth takes an artificial satel· 
lite just a little over o.n.e and a half hours. A trip around 
the !\'loon and back to Earth will last 10 days, while a 
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journey over an elM·ptoi,cal trajectory cuttifllg t;he onbits of Ve
nus and Mars and back a·gain to Earth will take at least 
one year. Expeditions to the more distant planets will last 
several y·ears. 

Modern radio techni·ques are capa\ble of maintaining 
contact with space vehicles. And since ships taking off 
into spac.e will ibe subje-ct to the very same laws as celes
tial bodies, it will be possible at any time to determine 
their position r·elative to terrestrial radio stations. 

Physiologically speaking, there should, apparently, be 
nothing standing in the way of interplanetary travel. Dur
ing the several-minute powered asc.ent of a rocket, the oc
cupants should be arble to withstand acceleratio.ns of four 
to five gravities, thus making it possible to reach cosmi·C 
velocity with the rocket engine working under sufficiently 
economical conditions. 

A~s to ·w·eightlessness, we are nnt y·et sure that its actio·n 
on the human organism will be harmless over extended 
periods of tim·e. But a negative result will not stop the 
con~quest of outer spa·ce, ibeca;use it •is ~c-ompletely J·easible 
teohni~cally to cr~eate a s·ensation of gravity by means of 
rotary motion. 

The temperature inside the ea1bin may be regulated over 
a broad range •by arrangin·g for a more or less ·intensive 
absorption of the Sun's rays by th.e skin of the ship. 

To establish in the cabin of a spaceship a micro
atmosphere of suitable composition and humidity and 
to supply the .passengers with food and safeguard them 
against the Sun's ultraviolet rays is no problem to pres
ent-day technology. The problem of how cosmic rays affect 
the human 1body is pr~es.ently under study. A grave danger 
is the possibility of meteor hits and en.counters with aster .. 
oids. . 

Interplanetary travel will supply the answer to o.ne of 
the most distuflbing ·questions is th,er.e life on the other 
planets of our Solar System, and if so, how developed 
is ·it? 
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Aside from its great scientific interest, interplanetary 
travel will obviously, in time, have a practical value, 
though at present it is hard to for·esee the ·concrete shape 
it will tal<e. It may be pointed out, for instan·ce, that the 
planets and their satellites are tremendous storehouses 
of natural wealth which must be explored and utilized for 
th.e benefit of man. 

The sole aim of the Soviet people, in the building of 
interplanetary stations and spaceships, is to delve deeper 
and deeper into th·e secrets of the Un·iverse and to extend 
the power of man's intellect over the forces of nature. 




